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The "New England Asyl um for the Blind" incorporated on P~rch 2, 
1829 was the first school for the blind in America to r eceive a Charter . 
Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe , its first director, conducted classes in his 
father' s home in Boston. As the number of students increased, classes 
were moved to a larger house provided by Colonel Thomas H. Perkins. In 
1839, the Porkins house was sold and a l arge hotel in South Boston was 
purchased for the school. At this time, the school was renaned the 
Perkins Institution and Uassachusetts Asylum for the Blind. Later, in 
1887, the name was again changed, this time to 0 erkins Institution and 
Massachusetts School for the Blind. Finally, in 1955, the more 
appropriate nace , Perkins School tor the Blind, was chosen. 
Dr. Howe was succeeded as directox· by his son• in-law, 
Michael Anagnos in 1876. Mr. Anagnos created the Howe Memorial Press for 
embossing books, and in 1877 founded the first kindergarten for the blind. 
Dr. Edward E. Allen became the third director i n 1907 and in 1913 
joined the two schools - the main school in South Boston and the 
kindergarten in Jamaica Plain - and brought them to the present site i n 
ITat ertown, lwssachusetts . The school was planned to accomodate 300 
pupils in a cottage systen and provided for a resident staff . Also under 
Dr. Allen's directorship, a training program for teachers of the blind 
was organized. This program was initial~ associnted with Harvard 
University, but in 1953 became affili ated with Boston Universit y. 
"'\ 
Boston Un1versTt1 
.School of E•'l• .vation 
:..:.b~' ~J 
I 
A department created to educate deaf and blind children was opened 
by the fourth director of Perkins, Dr. Gabriel Farrell, who succeeded 
Dr. Allen in 1931. 
In 1951, the present director, Edward J. Waterhouse became the 
fifth director and in 1956 another training program was created. This 
program trains teachers to educate the deaf-blind children. 
The school today has students from all of the New England states 
except Connecticut, which has its own school. Paying students also come 
from other parts of the United States and the world. 
During this year, 1956-7, there was an enrollment of 256 students 
in the entire school. One hundred and forty of these students were in 
the Lower School, a set of buildings separate from the Upper School 
buildings. The kindergarten has its own cottage in the Upper School 
buildings. The kindergarten has its own cottage in the Upper School 
and this year consisted of seventeen students. 
An average of nine students are Ln each class, and the range in 
age from kindergarten to the sixth grade is from five to fourteen years. 
Fourteen teachers who teach special subjects assist in the education of 
these younger children. 
The Purpose 
The purpose of the writers is to examine and explain the mterials 
used in teaching blind children from kindergarten through grade six at 
Perkins School. 
The Scone of the Study 
Each of the six writers: 
1. Reviewed the materials formerly used . 
2. Covered one of the following areas of study: 
a. Kindergarten 
b. Reading ahd Spelling 
c . Writing 
d. Arithmetic 
e . Social Studies 
f . Handwork 
Procedure 
Each of the six writers worked individually. A~terial was obtained 
in the following manner: 
1. Research of former and current materials was investigated. 
2. A questionnaire was distributed to teachers in the Lower School 
followed by individual discussion with these teachers. 
3. Both the presentation and use of the materials was observed. 
4. Conferences were held with the administration at Perkins. 
5. Photographs were taken to illustrate the materials. 
Limitations 
1. The majority of materials are discussed as they are used in the 
kindergarten through the sixth grade . Their Upper School use is 
not included. 
2. Since the focus of this paper is on tangible aids and materials, 
the reader will not find an over-all view of the educational 
program at Perkins. 
Justification 
"Special provisions for • • • (blind) • • children must take into 
consideration all implications of the percepl;al restrictions which go 
far beyond the adaptation of tool subjects." In the education of the 
blind, tangible materials are necessary to develop realistic concepts 
and attitudes. Elementary school students need specific training in 
order to utilize the many aids provided for them, and therefore, the 
introduction of theae aids is most important. The techniques of this 
training are found in the Perkins Lower School. When the student reaches 
the Upper School, it is hoped that he has acquired the skills necessary 
to use these aids as a means to further education. 
Although research has been done on past materials used in this field, 
little has been written on the more recent devices and materials. The 
writers hope that this paper will serve as a resource and guide for those 
interested in the education of the blind. 
The introductory chapter of this paper states the purpose, scope, 
procedure, limitations and justification for making this study. 
Chapter II will discuss the past and present aids and materials used in 
the areas of the kindergarten, reading and spelling, writing, arithmetic, 
social studies., and handwork. Chapter III will give suggestions for 
further study. 
1:./ Berthold Lowenfeld, 11Pwychological Foundation of Special Methods in 
Teaching Blind Children," Chapter VII, Blindness, Modern Approaches to the 
Unseen Environment, Paul A. Zahl (Editor), Princeton University Press, 1950, 
p. 90. 
CHAPTER II 
THE DISCUSSION OF FOlli.lER AND PRESENT AIDS AND MATERIALS 
SECTION I - KI''DERGARTEN 
The Early Kinderga~ 
One of the many interesting aspects of education is found in the area 
of its preparation. Realizi ng that proper attitudes must be present for 
the learning of reading and writing , the present educational system in 
the United States orovides , in many cases , for a year of kindergarten 
training. This year is intended to aid the child in adjusting socially 
emotionally and mentally to school life before he tackles the more 
difficult aspects of his academic education. In this section of the paper 
the devices and ai ds used in a kindergarten for the blind, will be 
described and discussed . Although other sec tions will be concerned with 
ar eas or subjects , rather than grade , the kindergarten will be cover ed as 
2 separate unit . There are many mater ial s used in the kindergarten 
program which can involve readiness for r eading , writing , arithmetic , 
social studies , handwork and music . By di scussing these materials in a 
separate section, it is hoped repetition of the same device in other 
sec t i ons can be avoided. 
Although this section deals with the materials used in a kindergarten 
for the blind, it will be found that they are very similar to those used 
in kindergartens for the sighted . The theories and philosophies used in 
the sighted kindergartens have been the basio for those used in the 
kindergartens for the blind . Differences appear only in emphasis; where 
the color of an object is em~hasized with sighted children, texture or 
shape might be stressed with the blind; where finger dexterity is 
presented as one of the aims of a sighted kindergarten, it is of utmost 
importance for children who must use their fingers to see the words they 
will learn to read in the first grade . 
Although the philosophies underlying kindergarten attitudes have 
changed throughout the years , its pur~ose has remained the same . This , 
as has been stated, is to prepare children so they may accept their 
grade learning in a way that is healthful and intelligent. For the blind , 
this prepE:.ration partially ta~:es place in the training of hands and 
fingers; that they be orepared to cope with the intricacies of the braille 
dots . The difficulties of this process is clearly expressed by 
Thomas D. Cutsforth: 
"'Yithout vision an enormous amount of detail is lacking 
in tactual perception, and the perceotion of shape and form , 
as well as extent , cannot proceed in advance of motor 
development. No child is able to perceive the size and 
recognize the true shape of an object tqrough poorly controlled 
and ill co-ordinated finger movement."l! 
Further, Cutsforth describes the difficulties involved in the choice of 
materials used to aid in the develo~ment of finger coordination: 
"Tactual understimulation may occur in two ways, by 
presenting objects which are far too complex in tactual 
pattern, or objects which offer too2J..ittle variety of form or invite too little manipulation. 116' 
The problem of finding objects which will provide the maximum amount of 
1/ Thomas D. Cutsforth , The Blind in School and Society, American 
Foundation for the Blind, New York, 1951, pp. 4- 5. 
£:1 llli· ' p . 7. 
training has always been complicated by the fact that blind children 
arriving at the usual kindergarten age of five years , differ markedly in 
development . Tihile some children at this age have already participated 
successfully in many educational experiences at horne , others have had 
little traini ng and little has been expected of them. There is a wide 
differ ence between the active , imaginative and curious child and the 
passi ve , tense and frightened child, though he be of the same age 
chronologically. 1~terials must be available for all these children in 
the kindergart en for the blind. 
These a r e the factors which a r e and have always been present in the 
kindergarten and have accounted for the choices of materials used there . 
The history of the Per ki ns kindergarten is most relative to this 
discussion, as it will help to demonstrate the growth of philosophy and 
the changes in the uses and choices of •aaterials used in the area of 
readiness . In this history, it is difficult to obtain a clear and 
pr ogressive idea of the materials used because of the lack of ";7ritten 
material on the subject . The few articles on this subject must be 
pieced together and although many are descriptions of other kindergartens , 
simi lar methods and materials were and arc used at the Perkins School. 
Although 'Uchael Anagnos, the second director of Perkins School for 
J,j 
the }3lind is credited with the founding of the kindergarten in 1887, the 
story begins with its first director Samuel Gridley Howe . In 
Dinah Sturgis' account of "The Kindergarten for the Blind" written in 1895, 
it is noted : 
11Dr . Howe was greatly impressed with the urgency of 
rescuing little blind waifs at the earliest possible age froJJ 
their positively evil influences or negatively harmful lives 
of inertia and idleness . For several years he managed to 
7 
receive a limited nul:lber of children of the kindergart:m age 
into the Perkins Institution; but in 1882 the kindergarten had 
to be given up, not only because the gro~ing advanced departments 
of the school reouired all the available room in the school , but 
also beceuse it was deened inadvisable longer to have the very 
little blind children associated ~ore or less int~matel;, as 1t~ey had to be under the circur.tstances , with the older schol~rs . n.!/ 
Children were then , not accepted by the school until they were nine years 
of age . As would certainly be exPected , the teachers of these children 
were most aware of the difficulties this lack of previous training 
presentad. Then , in 1883, as is noted by Emilie Poulsson in the Fifty-
Second Annual Perkins Report , Uichael Anagnos sought to establish a 
kindergarten, the first in the world at Perkins. 
"Seeing that what was touched was comorehended far more 
completely and quickly than was described by voice, "lr . Anagnos , 
after much study of the kindergarten, resolved to introduce 
it into the school . • • • resolved to give the world no peace 
until a great, noble kindergarten should be built and endowed, 
that would take in all the blind baby- folk, at outqet , just 
as soon as they came to true kindergarten age , so they night 21 begin to learn at the time of life when other c:,ildren begin . n=t 
1~st revealing of all, is the folloning account by a teacher who 
understood the necessity for early training an1 awaited the founding of 
the kindergarten that would assure it: 
11 
• and so after years of hard. labor in eloquent 
pleadin~, impatient rehearsing again and agai~ of the pitiP~l 
stories of children who were waitlng in ignorance and neglect , 
in appeals to individuals, to the community of Boston , to the 
general public, - after long your~ of such strenuous effort 
on the part of r.rr . Anagnos and others, behold, one glad day we 
awoke to find that happy vision was materialized, that the 2/ 
kindergarten for the blind 'Vas a brick and mortar reality." 
1/ Dinah Sturgis , 'The Kindergarten for the Blind," Tl:le .. en P.ngland •·agazine 
(Decemb~r , 1895), p . 435 . 
g/ Emilie Poulsson, The Blind Children's ··indergarten, Report , 18~4, 3oston 
Tiright and Potter Pri nting Conpany, Boston , l,:assachusetts , p . 30. 
J./ Emilie Poulsson, 11The Kindergarten for the Blind," The Kinder~arte!:! 
NeTis (February, 1894), 4:5 . 
Eight years later, Dinah Sturgis in an article describing the kindergarten 
tells of the success of this early trai ning . The first class that 
received this training was in 1895 entering the "higher school11 and their 
"ste.ndard of scholarship. • is higher than that reached by scholars 
in previ ous years • 11 r~iss Stur gis notes that these children have 
increased 11 tractability and susceptability", tha', their hearing is 
keener because of the musical instruction they received in kinder garten 
and that they r ead with greater facility because of the greater developnent 
of the sense of touch fostered in the kinder garten. 
That the latter, the development of the sense of touch , was indeed 
one of the a i ms of the early kinder garten , is again confirmed in a 
paper read to the American Association of the Blind convention in 1890. 
It i s said that emphasis on this type of training is to provide knowledge 
and information and is the "most valuable service of the kindergarten to 
the child. 11 / T.ior e directly, Emilie Poulsson states that reading wit h the 
fingers is much easier when fineers have been trained beforehand to t race , 
weave and model. ,g/ Further, Miss Poulsson points out the necessity for 
r eading braille, of knowing the meaning of 11upper right, lower left 11 and 
other combinations . This knowledge, she describes , is begun in kinder-
garten in work with cubes , planes and sticks . It is also mentioned here, 
that square handwriti ng was taught in this connection. ~tiss Poulsson 
also explains the apparent discrepency in abilities , i n which the sighted 
1./ Carolina Lee Barber , The Ki ndergarten for the Blind, pamphlet , 
Philadelphia School for the Blind, 1906, p. 5. 
~/ Emilie Poulsson, "The Blind Children 1 s Kindergarten, 111 Fifty-Second 
Annual Reoort of Trustees of Perkins Instituti~nd ;~assachusetts School 
for t he Blind (1884) , p. 31. 
child is apt to exceed the blind child of the same age: 
"Although five years is the required age of admission, 
most children seem much younger. But with the opportunities 
which the kindergarten affords, the average blind ehild soon 
shows that.development is what he lacked, rather than 
capacity.".!! 
This lower maturity level is noted today, and with the development of 
tests for the blind, Miss Poulsson's statement can be scientifically 
proved. It is interesting, in this connection to read the account of a 
kindergarten teacher at the Kentucky School in 1886: 
ur place a slate and box of pegs before a new-comer 
simply saying, 'There's something nice for you to play with. 
Some will merely pass a hand over the slate, feel the box of 
pegs, shake them feebly and relapse into apathy •••• But sf 
ordinarily, the child's curiosity is the true drive-wheel." 
Similar experiences are had by teachers in kindergartens for the blind 
today, and again the need for sense training is re-emphasized. 
The discipline with which the children were taught in these early 
years of the kindergarten was similar to that used in the sighted schools. 
Perhaos a glimose of this is best illustrated through the comments of one 
of these teachers: 
"Children should learn early in life to do distasteful 
and disagreeable things because they ought to be done. Ought, 
must, duty, fidelity are wholesome words of which thei 1cannot 
too soon learn by heart the practical significance." V 
IJ Emilie Poulsson, "The Kindergarten for the Blind," OJ? . cit., p. 53. 
sf Eleanor Beebe, "Nine Years of Kindergarten for the Blind, 11 Proceedings, 
•mermcan Association of Instructors of the Blind , Eleventh Biennial 
Convention, The Illinois Institution for the Education of the Blind , 
Jacksonville, 1890, p. 64. 
2/ Sarah C. Little, 11 Methods of Teaching, 11 Proceedings. American 
Association of Instructors of the Blind, Ninth Biennial Convention, 
The New Ygrk Institute for the Blind, New Yori City, 1886, p. 77. 
/0 
during the early years, a complete report is not possible here . Vaterials 
that are mentioned are not always clearly described. There are enough 
articles on this subject , however , to obtain a general idea of the tyoe 
of materials used . 
Most certainly, it is noted that the early kindergarten training 
made use of the philosophy and the materials orovided by Froebel . 
tuss Sturgis notes that Mr. Anagnos was a firm follower of the beliefs of 
Froebel and particularly in the theory that ttthe c~paci ty of man for work 
must be fostered in early life side by side with the faculty for 
observation and comprehension before the memory is burdened with words and 
1/ 
symbols . 11 A short description of Froebel 1 s 11gifts1t would be useful at 
this point . These were used as in sighted schools , but with minor 
adaptions in some cases . 
The first gift is a set of six small, rounded worsted balls each of 
a different color . ~ith these balls , games rere played , using motion, 
number and color. "This si'lple plaything is used as a bell , pendulum, y 
as a bird or flo'.'Ter , with appropriate song and gesture . 11 Emilie Poulsson 
in describing the kindergarten for the blind , mantions that in the first 
six gifts , and in weaving , sewing , paper folding and clay modeli~g , no 
adaptions had to be made . It is , of course, obvious that where color was 
used with sighted children, it was omitted with the blind . Childre~ with 
partial vision r.·ere usuall'· blindfolded during hand Yiork, in order to 
increase and insure good sense training . It is possible , however, that 
1/ Dinah Sturgis , oo . cit . , p. 441 . 
?:/Andrea Hoffer and Amalie Hoffer, "Letters , " The_ Kindergruen 'Tagazi~ 
(September, 1895- June, 1896), 8 : 135. 
1/ 
they were also taught color with the balls. It is interesting here, to 
note a comnent ~ade in 1902 by a t eacher at the Ontario School for the 
Blind: 
wr found that these children, never having seen the different 
objects which the ball may be made to represent, or their various 
movements, concluded more than that 1alL things are of one made 1 , 
they said all things were made alike. 11.!/ 
This teacher goes on to say that because of this it seemed much more 
sensible to give them the real object when possible and to let the ball 
remain a ball. I n present day teaching at Perkins , such is the case. 
The second gift was a box containing a wooden sphere, cube and 
cylinder along with stickes for "pounding , rolling, arranging and 
comparing." Although this original box and its contents are not used 
today, similar shapes are used with the added element of fitting them into y 
appropriate holes. 
Other gifts were also boxes containing building blocks , and tablets 
which became more numerous and compl icated with each successive box. 
~liss Poulsson describes adaptions made with some of these. One of the se 
is small tablets with pin holes . The tablets could then be pinned onto a ;; 
cushin and thus the child could later examine his work with his fingers. 
Where the sighted child made designs with his tables on squared paper, the 
blind child made his on a metal plate or table with ridged squares. 
~ass Paulsson also gives us a clear picture of other activities and 
1./ Winnifred Messmore, 11Kindergarten v:rork Among the Blind," Proceedings, 
American Association of Instructors of the Blind, Sixteenth Biennial 
Convention, The North Carolina School for the Deaf and the Blind, Raleigh, 
1902, p. 10. 
~/ Andrea Hoffer and Amalie Hoffer, loc. cit. 
;./Emilie Poulsson, 11The Kindergarten for the Blind," op, cit., p. 52. 
11-
equipment used at Perkins, Although this description was written before 
the actual forr.~tion of a 1efinite kindergarten program, it became the 
basis for the program in l8o7. 
Embroidering was done by the girls on white cards, the pricked pattern 
being outlined with worsted. 
Sticks were fastened to cushings with "doll hair pins" and worked 
into des igns . A description of this type of work at the Ontario school 
includes the fact that beads were pinned onto cushions, following the 
design of stitches put there by the teachers . 
Tablets were used in the previously described manner and were also 
mede into designs on the table. Here it is commented that it was hoped 
that this gave an idea of orinted pictures . 
Paper strips were used for weaving, along with oil cloth and manila 
strips . 
Blocks of various sizes were used and we have the notes that at the 
Kentucky School, blocks were fastened together by means of oval pieces of 
tin which fitted into incisions in the wood . It is interesting that 
today, there are various types of blocks and shapes which fit together 
in enumerable different ways . These are the products of different 
manufacturers, who have created them for the general public . In the 
earlier deys , blocks were placed along the lined tables , so that the 
blind children could build in patterns . 
Clay was often used to strengthen hands and fingers and to mold 
animals and objects . Pictures of these objects can be seen in 
!3 
1/ Miss Sturgis ' pamphlet describing the kindergarten.-
Although no mention of beads is definitely made in the available 
public&tions concerning the early years at Perkins , it is most probable 
that they were used . Mention of them is made by a teacher from the 
Ontario School in 1902. 
Conc;:erning number work, both r.~iss Poulsson and !.!iss Sturgis note the 
need for counting definite objects . In 1882, this quotation of 
Sarah Little ' s demonstrates the recognition of the problem of verbalism. 
"The study of number should be commenced in the 
kindergarten, and some tangible material should be frequently 
introduced into the later arithmetical work. 7ithout some 
such test, it is possible "or a pupil to use ·7orc f~r 1tly 
without a correct idea of the f ects they represent ."-
It is assumed then that counting in these early years was done in much 
the same manner that it is done today. It was done both separately and in 
' connection with other activities when possible , and always ~ith definite 
objects to count. 
Unfortunately , little could be found referring to either the 
Montessor' equipment or to the use of peg boards for the blind. Exact 
periods or dates of their introduction or discard could not be obtained. 
The first reference to the same peg boards , so commonly used now, 
is in 1918, when .. fiss i.1innie Hicks mentions that their valuJ is in 
teach. , 6 constructive work as well as in preparation for reading braille . 
1/ Dinah Sturgis , .Q..Q..a.__Q,it., p. 443 . 
~/Sarah C. Little , QQ• cit., p. 76. 
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~/ :.:in~i3 Hicks , r·Teachlng the Regin• er to Read and ·-.rite Braille , 11 
Proce~d.:11gs , _!he .American lcsf'ociation of In...J tructors -f'or the Blind, Twenty-
Fifth Biennial Conve~tion , Maryland School for the Blind, Overlea, 1920. 
p. 66. 
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It is also questioned here, whether they would fall i~to the classification 
of preparation of reading or ~riti~. 
Host certainly the Montessori equi1>ment was used during one period, 
though never in entirety, nor exclusively. W.any of these materials are 
still to be found in cupboards and closets at Perkins and some are used . 
Because they are still used in part, they will be described in 
connection with present day materials . An article written in 1929 has an 
interesting coiDI'lentary on the r.~ontes ori equipment and the Froebelian 
gifts . I:iss ?Tilhelminia Hutnbert, writing of her experiences with the 
nert Montessori equipment, says: 
ttin my judgement it (the '.Iontessori equil)ment) does not 
take the place of the manual and mental development to be 
obtai~ed from the use of the Froebellian r.ifts and Occuoations • 
• • • ' funtessori is so strictly practical that children tire of 
it quickly •••• the gifts will help him both to gain ideas 
and to express the~ , and are s9lendid for teaching him to 1/ 
use his 'lanllS and to practice carefulness in han"lin.g objects . 11 
One of the philosophies of the kindergarten for the Blind as we have 
seen, placed emohasis on reproducing the sighted world for the blind by 
presenting tangible pictures with cushions and sticks and then representing 
activities and objects with a ball. It is interesting that ',fontessori 
brought in the extremely practical equipment following t his and that now, 
in the writers opinion, the philosophy that guides the teachers today, 
lies between the two . Feeling that two dimensional pictures have little 
meaning to a child who has never seen the real object , such attempt of 
reproduction are not used . Again the definite work element of the 
1/ Wilhelminia - • • Humbert, WAdaptions of Kindergarten Materials to the 
Needs of Blind Children,tr The Teachers Forum (April, 1939); 1:2. 
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Montessori materials , such as button boards, appear to be too tedi ous and 
uninteresting to inspire the child in the present day educational system. 
One object is seldom made to represent another object, and when a work 
project is given, it is very often given in the spirit of a game or of fun. 
Having examined the early materials and a little of the philosophy 
behind the use of these materials , the materials that are used in the 
Perkins kindergarten today will next be discussed. 
Prt3sent Kindergarten Materials 
The kindergarten at Perkins today provides a large number of 
experiences with the purpose of preparing the child for regular grade 
work. Perking in groups of five, six or S3Ven, with one teacher , the 
children progress at their own speed . The differenfes between children 
noted even in the earlier years, has caused the kindergarten to provide 
three possible placements following the first kindergarten year. One 
child may need to repeat the year in the kindergarten, while anot~er may 
be r eady to join a pre-primary group. In this latter grouo , the child 
again progresses at his own rate , and begins braille at any point during 
the year that he is ready. The more advanced child wil l be able to 
enter the first grade directly after his kindergarten year. 
Because of the different physical and mental developments of the 
children, the materials offered in kindergarten must be of various types . 
be understood that not all the children use each object, nor 
that all use the same object for the same purpose . It ~ust also be 
recognized that this paper is not a discussion of the entire kindergarten 
program a t Perkins School. The materials mentioned are essentially used 
h 
d1ri~b the handwork ~eriod . There are many other activit:es in the day 
\7hich are not discussed here. 
It is also important to reali~e that although the irnltediate purpose 
of using the materials is to teach the child to use them in a constructive 
and correct n~nner , there is a far more extensive aim. Use of this 
equipment should help to increase muscle control and in many cases, dir~ctly 
relate to ~aterials and skills used in the first grade . Implicit in 
working Tilth these ·materials arc the general objectives of the kindergarten 
program itseLf' . These objectives are well expressed by rt.argaret Philips 
and Pauline B. ?i~~erma~ in the outline of curriculum for 'indergarten 








Teaching of Proper Health Habits. 
Socialization of groups and of individuals . 
Teaching def5nite skills in motor control and 
use of hands . 
Teaching knowledge of everyday objects and 
specific ~at€rial . 
Setting up Jroper attitudes toward learning 
in general. 
Establist ert of proper work habitsl 
Development of creative instit ct. 111 
It is well that objectives be kept in nind during the discussion of the 
various ~aterials . 
It will also be noticed that little of the equiroment n:entioned here is 
specifically made for the blind. An examination of a kindergarten class 
room at Perkins will prove to be similar to any sighted kindergarten room. 
The regular equipment is easily understood by bli~d children and only a 
few ada1tions must be made . 
1J r.~rgar· + b. . Philips and Pauline Beeshore Zimmerman, "Outline of 
Curriculum for :'in lergarten e.nd Gre.de~ I and II, 11 The "'eachers Forum for 
Instruct •s Blind Children (Januat" , 1936) , 8:42. 
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In order to present the materials clearly, each object or group of 
objects will be discussed separately. They will be described, their use 
explained and their difficulties or inadequacies brought out. Because 
the teachers in kindergarten work closely together, there is little that 
can be reported in differences in equipment or approach. 
Before the objects themselves are presented, it is necessary to 
discuss the educational areas i n which they are f ound. In the area of 
reading, there are many materials which are directly related to the 
reading of braille. n~ny materials are also used to increase the command 
of language itself and to further the understanding of basic concepts. 
Books, records and stories are used for their own value as well as for 
testing individual comprehension and language control. Whenever possible, 
reading is discussed and an interest in reading fostered . Later in the 
kindergarten year, a braille reading readiness book is used. From the 
plan and book made by Miss Harriet Phillips, a first grade teacher at 
Perkins, it is hoped that the children gain some of the fundamentals 
required in the reading of braille . 
11 1. To recognize the differences and similarities of 
objects . 
2. To follow Braille lines . 
3. To move from left to right. 
4. To develop a sense of touch. 1/ 
5. To develop the thinking of the whole child." 
For writing, the readiness program consists of work with specific 
equipment which increases muscular strength. This includes both large and 
jJ Harriet ~.~ . Phillips (Chairman) , "Pre-School, Kindergarten and 
Primary," Proceedings, American Associll!Qn of Instructors of t~lind, 
Forty-Second Biennial Convention, The New York State School for the Blind, 
New York, 1954, p. 80. 
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smell muscles and implies i~telligent and co-ordinated control . The 
materials are i n a progressive order , oroceeding from the large and simple 
to the small and more complex. 
Preparedness for arithmetic in kindergarten is primarily concerned 
with nur.tber concept . The e-ollowing is quoted from the Teachers Guide 
prepared by Perkins in 1956. 
nThe major aim in the kindergarten is to give to numbers a 
tangible rbal meaning through everyday eh~erience . Concrete 
knowledge is ac~u3red through play and incidental experience as 
well as thro~;;h spE.-cific instructior in handwork and rhythmic 
activiti es . n_t 
Of pr irarJ i~~ortance ir number concept is the spacial relations . 
Distance , group, several, one and their related aspects are all incl~ded 
in the program in a practical and concrete way. Many number gemes are 
played , in order to create fa1iliaritv . 
The social sciences are prepared for in the attempt to build correct 
habits of examining objects . Specific materials are used to demonstrate 
and provide a concrete understanding of sizes , shapes and spacial 
relationships . Nature study is car-ied through the seasons , and an·nals 
and objects are introduced o.hen they are availabl e . 
It is of course realized that the handwork i ncluded in kindergarten 
is in pr eparation for the more complex handwork presented in the grt1des . 
Pride in creation is most certainly fostered . 
·usic has usually been an imoortant part of the blind child ' s 1·re 
before coming to kindergarten and it is carried on here in singing , rhythm 
1J Perkins School for the Blind , Teacher ' s Guide in Primary Arithmetic , 
;';atertown, 'assachusetts , 1956, o. 1. 
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band, rhythmic activities and games and records. Appreciation and 
participation are the basic aims of the kindergarten music program, 
building a background for the more formal music training that will be 
carried out in the grades . 
The group of materials most continually used in the kindergarten is 
that of the peg boards. The largest set (Plate 1) consists of a natural 
colored board, 14 by 10 inches and matching pegs that are four inches long 
and an inch in diameter. The board has five rows of six holes , into which 
the pegs are placed. A feTI pegs are , at first, placed into the holes of 
the board at random and each time the number of pegs inserted, is 
increased. When a child can fill, or nearly fill the board, a more orderly 
manner of placement is introduced . One of the easiest patterns is the 
' fence' . Here the child fills the bottom row, one after the other from 
l eft to right . When he has finished one side, the board is turned to 
the left and he completes another side . This is done for all f our sides 
until he has completed the fence . Tihen the child has mastered the fence, 
he can go on to working in rows, starting at the top and always working 
from left to right. Although other pattenns can be done on the large 
peg board, the teachers at Perkins usually proceed to the next size pegs 
at this point . The more advanced children will need more of a challenge 
now, although they enjoy returning to the large pegs long after they have 
mastered com9licated patterns on the smaller boards. Because of their 
large size the large pegs and board are used in the early part of the 
kindergarten year. The pegs are easily gripped and the holes large enough 
for stiff fingers to find . In most cases this board is used only a few 
times and in some , is eliminated entirely. For the slower children, it 
be used for a much longer perjod. 
The introduction of this boa~d , or indeed of any of the equipment , is 
based on the abilities of the individu1l child . It is often interesting 
to place the board and the box of pegs on the table in front of a child 
and see if he can manage them v.•ithout help . He may eagerly begin to put 
the peg in place ; he may simoly pick up the pegs and bang them; he may 
hesitantly touch and withdr~TI , or he may make no attempt at all to see 
what is on the table . There are many approaches and each will show the 
teacher that particular child's approach to his situation in general. If 
the child shows no understanding of the puroose of the pegs , it is 
suggested that he "see if he can put the pegs into the holes," and th.:.s 
fa i ling , it is demonstrated . If , as is probable at this point , the 
teacher canno~distinguish which hand is dominant , the pegs are olaced on 
the right side as for a right handed person. As the child works with the 
pegs , he usually changes from one hand to the other, eventually choosing 
for hi~self the way he finds easiest . After this, the teacher can put 
the box of oegs on the correct side . Placing the child ' s first fingers 
of his left hand into one of the holes , his right hand with a peg is 
guided to the hole and the peg fitted in with the teachers help . The 
teacher continues to guide both hands back and forth , until the child 
can do it alone . The same procedure can be used in learning a new 
pattern if the child fails to understand the verbal instruction. 
Complet·on of a project varies with the different children . One or 
two pegs placed in the board may be a triumph for one child , while total 
filling may be a reasonE.ble accomplishment for another. In either case , 
he is pr aised and the teacher guides his hands over his comoleted work to 
?-/ 
assure his full understanding . Becau~e there are two other classrooms in 
the kindergarten at Perkins , the children often carry their completed work 
to another room to show ch~ldren and teachers . 
~ith the introduction of this work, care of the materials is stressed. 
The child is urged to keep his materials on the table , and to put them 
away as much as he is able . When pegs fell , the child is encoura~ed to 
pick them up if they are easily accessible . During a work period, there 
are often accidents and they ar e handled in a friendly way, with the 
suggestion that more care be used the next time . In some cases , a child 
will not be ready to co- operate ~ith the group in taking c~-e of toys and 
equipment . He can then be given the less breakable and easier to handle 
toys when working alone, and encour aged and guided when using othero . 
Although the large peg board and pegs serve their purpose of co-
ordinating fingers , hands and arms , · ts very largeness prevents a 
complete view of the work done . The complete board cannot be seen at one 
time, even with both hands , and the pegs are loose and sway when touched. 
Aside from the general finrer training , the sense of order and 
discipline any work of this type orovide$ , the large peg board begins the 
left to right movement that will be used in reading and writing . The 
large pegs can also be used for counting , either separately or with the 
board . ~eaning of rows, next, beside, top , bottom, left and right are 
introduced. In making a fence, a toy animal can be placed in the center 
to demonstrate the purpose of a fence . !~any otter concepts can be 
brought out through games , such as pretending the peg holes are houses 
on a street and the pegs, the men in the houses . Pegs can be telephone 
poles , corn growing in rows, and ~~ny other things that the teacher and 
the children will think of as they work. The large round peg can be 
rolled across the table from one to another, increasing the awareness of 
size, distance and the importance of listening. 
Introduction of the medium sized pegs and board (Plate 1) present a 
more complicated variation of the large set. The board is 10 inches long 
and 10 inches wide. It has ten rows of ten holes. The varied colored 
pegs are 2 inches long and 1/8 of an inch in diameter. As with the large 
set, the pegs are placed in the holes in a definite progr ession of 
patterns. Again the fence is usually the first actual pattern. When 
rows are begun, tape is often placed over every other tow to help guide 
fingers along a row and to prevent slipping into the next row. Left to 
right is again stressed and the child is shown how to follow the tape 
back to the left. \ihen rows can easily be done with the tape, the tape 
on the last one or two can be removed and finally all the tape. The child 
then fills all ten rows from left to right, using the first two or three 
fingers on the left hand to find the next hole. The right hand takes the 
pegs from the box and puts them into the holes. If the child is left 
handed, the process is reversed. 
Correct completion of this manner of filling rows, usually indicates 
that the child has a fair understanding of the composition of the board 
• 
and a good manipulative control of the pegs. At this point, the more 
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complicated patterns will add a new challenge. The first of these is 
peg-skip, where a peg is placed in every other hole. In introducing this 
pattern, it may be necessary to again guide the left hand from hole to 
hole, continually repeating the directions. After this a variety of forms 
may be introduced, such as peg - skip - skip, or skip - peg; or fill a row, 
and skip the next. 
Agai r t he difficulties of this board are in its largeness . Further, 
the pegs are long and do not fit snugly in the hole . Jhile this assures 
ease of placeme.t , the pegs are loose and easily topple out . This 
presents difficulties in looking at the work with the hands when it is 
com~leted . It can also be discouraging to put a peg in and have i.t fall 
out when inserting the next one . Although it takes much patience , children 
do learn to work carefully in order to avoid disruption. This peg board 
work follows the work of the large one and again helps to prepare for 
both braille reading and writing . Counting again becones a part of the 
work, and increased ability to follow directions is noted as a result . It 
should be remembered that the colored pegs can add to the training of the 
partially- sighted child or the child with some vision. Patterns can be 
made according to colors , and this will be helpful in determining the 
amount of useful vision. 
When the child has demonstrat ed sufficient control over the medium 
pegs , the Small peg board and oegs (P-late 1) should be given to him. 
This smallest board is 6 inches long and 6 inches wide, and h~ s ten rows 
of ten holes . The colored pegs are 3/4 of an inct long and 1/16 of an 
inch in diameter. The procedure used with the large and medium boards is 
followed here . Tape can again be helpful and the same patterns can be 
repeated. More patterns can be added , particularly the diagonal, rhere 
one peg is placed in the first row, tr.o in the second , three in the 
third , until there are ten in the tenth. This produces a t r iangular 
shape as shown in the oicture of the small peg board. This board , unlike 
the other two , is small enough to b~ completely felt with two hands and 
the pegs fit securely into the holes . It is a most satisfactory medium of 
preparing fingers for the small dots used in braille . 
Occasionall y a child worki ng with the small pegs may become confused 
in working the patterns . In this case , it has proved helpful to return 
to the large or medium pegs , 111just for f un" and retrace a few of the 
patterns . Adequate control of all the peg boards usually takes most of 
the year of kindergarten. Peg boards are not used every day, and many 
other materials must suppliment their use . 
Another material that is presented early in the year , is t hat of 
~ and laces . The large colored wooden beads are 1 inch in diameter , 
and are in the shape of a square , a round and a cylinder. There is a 
ho l e through the center and they may be strung on long laces with a 
two inch point. The next size bead is t inch in diameter and come in the 
same variety of shapes . The large beads are used at first and are simply 
strung on the lace . Since the cylinder is the easiest to hold and the 
hole is easiest to find , a child having difficulty may use just tha t 
shape . llien all shapes can be strung easily, patterns are introduced. 
At first , all cylinders , all squares and all rounds are strung . l.ext, one 
cylinder, one square and one round, and later two of each, continuing as 
high as wanted . More comolicated arrangements , such as one cylinder, two 
squar es, three rounds , four cylinders and more can be accomplished when 
good control and understanding is evident. Again color may be used with 
children who possess enough vision. 
Because of their familiarity , beads can be used for a number of other 
activities . Counting all the square beads can be interesting, and 
separating a box of the small beads into three oth~ r boxes , can help both 
finger control and concentration. A single bead and a box can check 
understanding of relationships and words . The chjld ' s given directions 
such as: 11put the bead in the box," "on the left side of the box, " "on 
the right side," trin front of the box, 11 and "in back of the box. 11 Tihen 
the box is turned over, the bead can be put on top of the bov, under the 
box, and it can be held ove~ and under the box ~hen the box is lifted . 
Other objects can of course be ust-d. , but it is advised that a familiar 
ob~ect is chosen so that distractions will be lessened . 
Because of the ease and understanding and enjoyment with which 
children string the bead.., , little must be done in special presentation. 
While the child holds the bead in his left hand, the teacher may at first 
help by guiding the needle held in h:s right hand. then stringing is 
com9leted, the beads may be worn as a necklace, as a belt; they may be 
hung on the wall or be used in any way the child chooses . Along with 
bead stringing, are many other forms of similar activity. Leaves, 
cereal , macaroni , smell glass beads , buttons, spools and many other 
objects may also be strun6. Small paper shapes may be strung along with 
one half inch straws . The latter would be strung on string with a large 
plastic darni~g needle . 
The purpose of bead stringing is to obtain greater finger control, 
counting ability, size and shape discrimination ann, as with all projects , 
incr~ased attention span . 
nether imoortant area of learning for the blind kindergarten chil d 
is found in the shape - ~z ~t~rials . The to.r manufacturer8 of today 
have provided a nur.tber of excellent toys in this area . Lost of all 
arc val uable when used at the right tirne .... nd in the right way. 
In the first group are the three-dimensional shapes which can be 
inserted into corresponding holes. The "Postal Station" is a familiar 
object on most toy counters. Shaped somewhat like a large mail box, it 
is ll inches high with three wooden shapes; the square, triangle and 
cylinder. These shapes (Plate 2) are 1 or lt inch in size, and are 
large enough for stiff fingers to hold comfortably. Because of its size 
and simplicity, it is one of the materials used early in the year. 
While one child may be able to insert the shapes into the holes immediately, 
another may have extreme difficulty. In this case, it may be wise to 
present him with just one shape, the cylinder which is the easiest to 
control, and help him fit it into the right hole. If even this is 
impossible, one of the small beads just dropped in the hole may he!p to 
demonstrate the basic idea of putting something into something. It may 
be helpful a~ain to take his left hand and place it on the hole, while 
guiding the right hand with the shape, to the hole. It is often wise 
to allow the child to see what he can discover for himself, but careful 
observation by the teacher is needed, so that she will be able to step 
in when difficulties arise. 
Along with the postvl station are other toys which are similar in 
construction. The "House That Jack Built", although smaller in size, is 
easier for some children. Any of the other toys, such as the E!rage, 
barrel and "Posting Box" are valuable, as long as they are interesting and 
challenging and within the child's present capacity. This type of 
activity is helpful in sense training and finger contro!. It is an 
excellent way of distinguishing size and shape, so important in reading 
comprehension, arithmetic and social studies. 
Closely allied with the three-dimensional shapes are the two-
dimensional shapes (Plate 2). These are best brought in after a good 
understanding of the three-dimensional shapes has been obtained. 
The shapes of l and 1t inch fit into their appropriate holes, much 
like a puzzle . The paper shapes can be used in a variety of sizes and 
in a variety of ways. In plate number two, they have been pasted in 
vertical rows, the rows marked here by long strips of plasticine . Other 
variations of this type of work will be mentioned in discussion of the 
reading readiness program. As with the three dimensional shapes, these 
flat shapes aid in finger dexterity, and size and shape discrimination. 
Progressive size and shape are easily taught with another group of 
materials . Again the toy manufacturers produce a variety in this area. 
First in t his series would be the color cones. The easiest of these 
consists of a stick five inches in height fastened onto a circular base , 
and four equal wooden circles . These are placed on the stick in any 
order. For some children, putting something on a stick may be a new 
concept and they will have to t ry again and again before they will be 
able to put the circles on a lone. For others who can easily do this, the 
next cone will be more important . This again is a stick, five inches in 
height, with four graduated circles . These are so sharply graduated that 
a child can easily tell whi ch is the largest by holding one in one hand 
and another in the other hand. It may take several practices before he 
can remember to place the largest ·on the stick first. Finally, the most 
difficult color cone is the largest. This is nine inches in height and 
has thirteen graduated wooden circles. The circles being more 
numerous and less distinctive in their size, and quite difficult to 
arrange in order . The ch:ld best distingu·s~es their size by choosing 
two the.t see::t alike and putting them together in his han,ls . Again, much 
pract'ce may be necessary before it cun be done accuretely. 
rhe disadvantage of the color cone is in the fact that for most 
children, it does not present a very interesting project . Encouragement 
from the teacher, qhen a fe~ arc done, is helpful . A game can be made 
by sugge..,ting that they find r.T. iggest One-'"'f-All and 1\fr . ·~ext-Biggest 
and finally r.rr. Little"'t-One-Of-All. As with all work, it is i portant 
that the child conti~ually examine what he has done. 
Along with the color cones , orne very interesting ob~ects are provided 
in the cups , barrels and eggs (Plate 3) . The most simple objects in this 
group are tne plastic cups which easily fit into one another . It can be 
made easier by removing every other cup , thus making the difference in 
size more obvious . The cups are present~d to ~he child without com1ent , 
or they may be left on a shelf for hi'll to discover . The chlld '7ill 
usually proceed to remove the cups and he may or may not need help in 
puttins them back in order. The cups may also be turnad over an~ placad 
on top o~ each other to make a tower. hen this is first done , the 
teacher may hold the tower as the ch.:.ld adds the next cup . Soon he tv.:.ll 
be able to manage it alone. 
the barrels , which come next in ord~r , are also of plastic and as 
one is unscre~ed , another barrel is found inside . In the smallest 
barr~l, there is a small pla tic man. The m~~ is too small and indistinct 
for the blind child to recognize , lowever it can be explained that we 
pretend that it is a man. With the barrals, not only the concept of size 
is involved, but also the concept of two sides fitting together. Further, 
the twisting motion r equired to put them together may add comolications . 
A further step is added with the eggs . Being egg shaped, the larger 
end must be fitted over the larger end of the previous egg . 
bside from size discrimi~ation and finger and hand control, these 
objects provide an excellent demonstration of order . Good understandi ng 
of many concepts are needed before the child can use them satisfactorily. 
Counting again is included when it seems advisable . 
It is important that the cups , barrels and eggs be presented only 
when a child is ready to take on more than one or tYo concepts . Because 
they roll easily when not placed on the table properly, they are easily 
lost and broken. A child must be able to care for them properly, or he 
becomes frustrated when pieces ro l l away from him. The best insurance 
is the teacher , who explains how to care for them and then is ready to 
step in with encouragement and help. 
The ~:ontessori geometrical insets (JHate 3) are helpful in a size 
lesson. This is a long wooden bar with ten round holes of different 
depths . The cylindrical pieces a r e also of different heights and fit 
evenly into the proper ho l es . Again this can be presented with lit tle 
comment and the child usually enjoys taking the cylinders out and then 
discovering that each can only f i t into its own hole . It can be suggested 
that the pegs go off f or a wa l k, but then must hurry home because it 
begins to rain. 
Also to be mentioned as a part of sense training are the rea l toys 
which do have an important place in the classroom. Blocks , cars, trains , 
dolls , houses , cradles , and stuffed animals all add to experience , to 
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co- operative play, as well as to finger , rand , arm and body control. 
There are many forms of interloc:ino trains and boats which aid finger 
control during play. The whole class can build a wall with blocks around 
the edge of the table, and balls or pegs can be rolled from one to 
another across the table . The enumerable interlocking materials, such as 
"Tinker Toys ~"·~·olly Kules,"''Krazy Ikes," and snap blocks are helpful to a 
blind child because they do stay together . flany other toys are available 
such as 11'\Vheel Cogs" and "Peg To"Nn Board" which are both fun and 
educational . All are valuable in increasing the child's experience , 
awakening curiosity and interest and in forcing stiff fingers to move in 
spite of themselves . All toys that are presented, howev~r, ust be within 
the ch'ld's present fapacity and must also be challenging . The teacher 
must always watch carefully when she presents a new obj ct and make certain 
that lack of interest is not , in reality , frustration . With all to.rw, 
and even the so-called educrtional toys, the children will invent new 
games and ne~ usages . Children themselves , through their own imagination, 
can provide an important medium of education. Appreciation and praise of 
the child ' s ideas on the part of the teacher can be the best stimulus to 
ftntiher learning . 
Another area of training is found in the use of the simple materials 
of nlasticine , water and naint. 
One of the best 11ays to strengthen the muscles , which ... •11 be 
pressing the keys of a braille writ~r , is through the use of plasticine. 
The sque s ing , poundi g , pulling and shaping of pla~ticine is most 
helpful . Plasticine may simply be given to a chil 1 to exa~ine, and he 
will enjoy discovering its possibilities . During tne kindergarten year 
3/ 
lasticine is used more for self exprassion than as a means of 
reproducing specific objects . In the grades , he will be taught specific 
of making animals and ob~ects . uite often the children ask for 
in makin~ something and help is readily given. If a child seems 
unable to do anyt hing ·.vith his plasticine , it is suggested that "he make 
a ball ," or a 11 snake, 11 and he b helped to accomplish this . 
'Mater, along with plasticine i s used as a means of expressing 
feelings. A tense and nervous child will often r elax when left to play 
in the sink. Dishes , dolls and clothes can be washed ; an activit~ that 
provides a feeling of real accomplishment. A child who has been too tense 
to put pegs into the board may be able to do it quickly, after half an 
hour of water olay. 
Another medium of expression and form of relaxation is painting. 
This , done either with brush or fingers, proves to be interesting to the 
blind child. The squeezing , sweeoing motion used in painting, is an 
excell ent way to relax hand, arm and shoulder muscle~ . The sem~ is true 
of painting with a brush and children often love to pretend they are 
painting the wall , or a house and through this gain a real understanding 
of what is involved in this act:vity. Painting of t · s type is 
particularly reeaningful to the partially sighted child, because he can 
see the color as he sweeps it over the paper. In the area of color, the 
blind ch:ld can be asked his color choice or asked if he would like a 
specific color. As an aside , it can be mentlored what objects are of the 
color he has chosen , and thus add to his verbal knowledge . 
Another t oy which comes in the category of self expression is the 
b ng board. Aside from the muscle training provided for fingera , hands 
end arms , :t is extremely satisfying to make a lot of noise . Aoprehensive 
children may tap softly at first, out even~ually find enough courage to 
bang loudly ~ith real satisfaction. A small hammer can be used to pound 
tacks into beaver board in the class room. A regular hammer and big 
nails are best used in a large area with a thick board . ~any blind c 
children will not have hLd this experience bQfore and will find it new 
and exciting . 
Another device '17hich encompasses many areas is the ead.~et board. 
This large board (Plate 35) has various types of locks , hinges , ~witches , 
plugs , sockets , hooks , '~ells , pa.ilocks and keys and even a water "'aucet. 
Because many of these gadgets ar e ~lrcady familiar to the children when 
they come t o ki ndergarten, it is present ed in the early part of the year. 
Again little needs oe s""id when it is pr esent ed. It usually provides 
fascinating entertain~ent for long periods . Aside from finger dexterity, 
the children gain a variety of exoerience~ , h:ch for so 1e, are denied 
at home . The gadget board provides endless opportunities for imaginary 
play . In connection with the gadget boarJ , the ··ontesso:!'i button boerds 
are occasiol'li...Llly used. Between a twelve inch vmoden fram , two pieces of 
cloth have been stretched and fastened in the center with buttons, hooks 
or zippers . These do not, however , prove v ry interesting to the child. 
Far more stimulating is the need to button and zipper one's own clothes , 
in order to hurry out of doors . 
Throughout the year, various materials arc used in the progr~, 
which arc called reading readiness mater:als . As has been said , any 
d~vice or material which requlres use of the fingers , s in preparation 
for reading and writing . Hore directly associated with the act of 
JJ 
reading and writing braille arc those activities which require osoer , 
paste , scissors and crnxons. Before a braille book can be presented to a 
child , there needs to be an understanding of and a fa~iliarity with paper , 
with Jo .,s on the paper and ""'ith books . Thi., is brought forward t'!rO'.lghout 
the year in many different >~ays devised by -che teacher. !io., t blind 
ch:ldren are already inte~e.,tei in t~e Jr~ .ted book and often ask to look 
at the book after a story has been read. Alona with this , the children 
enjoy usin~ crayon and paper and like to hang the paper in the room, or 
t ake it howe , As the children progress in attent · on span and finger 
control, paper shapes of two or three inches can be introduced. These 
can be pasted on a paper, at first as they wish, nd later all the 
circles can be pasted in the top, and the squars across the bottom. A 
triangle can be pasted in the upper right hand corner , a square in the 
upper left and other combinotiol s can be added , Smaller shapes can be 
used as fingers are mor e controlled , and they can be placed in patterns , 
such as those shown in plate number two . Guide lines can be made with 
plasticine or br~ille lin~ . • Further work with braille lines can be done 
by pasting corresponding paper shapes on the breiJle shape , or the 
braille shape can be colored with a crayon. Graduated circles or squares 
can be pasted inside of one another. Seasonal cards can be made with 
cotton, sticks , feathers and many other things pasted on paper, and a 
message written inside by the teacler . A card or picture can be decorated 
with a cut frill around the edge , where one snip of the scissor makes a 
slit in the paper. Var.:ous paper-made objects can be colored or put 
together. A smell paper pin wheel can be colored before the teacher 
puts it together, 'Vheels can be put on buses and trucks made frcm milk 
and cardboard r.i th holes punched can be ser.n v:i th ye.rn and 
Paper and paste provide many poss.:.bilities that can be made 
meaningful to the blind child . Before , or elon~ r.ith introduction and 
use of the regular reading reccitess book , a s~a:l work book made by 
the child can be a sti 1ulus . Given three small pieces of pape:r , 'le can 
paste e shape on each one . The teacher staples these together on the 
left and the child then has his ovm picture book. A more difficult book 
can be made on a paper that has two parallel braille lines , two inches 
apart . On one of these line , the teacher has pasted a circle or square 
at the end . The cY ld is given a si ~.ilar shape with maski g tap • 4'olded 
on the back and asked to put the shape on the last li 1e, e:::actly like it 
is on the irst line . SimLlar pages of his book can be done with the 
shape at the beg:nning of the line , or in the middle. It can be further 
complicated by a variety of other shapes . If the braille lines arc made 
on br~ille paper and the shapes cut from construction paper, the 
difference is more easily recognized. 
Throughout all these activitie .. , is the reminder of left to right , 
and then bacl., the reminder to go slowly and carefully, to use caution 
and care r;hen working ~ith paper . An old bra.:.lle book or -eekly Reader 
in braille in the classroom can be looked at and the children can pr etend 
to read it. Little is expl&ined cor.cern:ng braille o.ith the excention 
of the fact that the dots are words ~nd they will learn to read them in 
the firs'L grade . It should be noted that no braille reading or 
writing is begun in the Perki. s Kindergarten. It is felt that the child 
needs all the preparation offered in the l.indergarten and that he will 
learn more quickly and meaningfully when it is begun in the .f' :r~t grc.de . 
Jj-
In the spring of the~ · ~ ergarten year, a chile who is 6 ir~ to the 
first grade in the fall is given the br~ille rPadi'1g readiness book. 
The book itself wLl be de~cribed in the reading section of this pe.per. 
Howc.ver , it can be me!!tioned here that its proEente.tion is car fully 
olanned . Only those that will enter the first gre.de will use it and 
Pride is developed concerning their ability to use it correctly and 
carefull~r. 
In further preparatior "or readi ~ , -ri ti 1g, social studies, music , 
indeed all of the area~, the materiels are used to enl&rge upon 
experience and general knor.ledge . To a blind ch"ld who has never seen 
an unbrella , a story that he reads in the first grcde concerning an 
umbrE.:llla has little real rnear · ng. A sighted child, if he has not 
actually held an umbrella has seen others with them, or has seen pictures 
of them. r~ kindergarten , therefore , nany of thes& obj cts and 
experiences are presented . Raw vegetables have never been examined by 
some blind children. Different types and shape boxes may change the 
concept of a c\1ild who has known only a shoe box as a box. Jars and 
bottles are ir terestin~;; , oaper clj ·S and thumb tacks may be new, a pair 
of glasses or a necklace or bracelet may i ncrease treir understanding . 
An old alarm clock, always a delight to any child , may add a new 
awareness to a blird child who is not allowed to touch them at ho e . 
An old pair of high heeled shoes may actually demonstrate how they make 
a person taller. A pen or pencil is fun to try and a light bulb m&y be 
something a child has always heard of , but never seen. h~ny ob~ects 
such as these can be presented formally or casually, or they may be 
left on a shelf to be discovered. 
3t 
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A walk on a rainy or snowy day may b a new expPrience , and 
splashing in a puddle is fw1 whether it is ne~ or has been done many 
times before . For a blind child , repetition of experiences and objects 
can add ner. or greater concepts each time . When a c~ild reads about 
sliding on a sled , it will have r eal meaning if he has a l ready done it 
at home or in kindergarten . Ru~ i~g up and down a hill can explain what 
a hill is . Tialking along on a nice day, there are walls and posts to 
be examined, fences and gates to be understood, d fir~ hydrant to see , 
a path to follo~ , a road to eros~ , a building to pass . A tree , so small 
its top can be touched, can suddenly be related to that big , round, 
hard thing in the back yard. Leaves can be pu:led from trees and sDelled , 
in the fall they can be thror.n and in wet weather they are musry. There 
are sounds to be heard and explained and things to smell and taste . Steps 
ar e sometimes made of wood , brick, stone or cement whicr i~ a surprising 
discovery when all that has been known ar c the wooden steps to the 
bacl door at home . The outdoors , even just the grounds of the school , 
provide a whole new set of experi ences for the bU nd child. They ar e 
experi(~ces which he will need if he is to have more than a verbal 
understanding of his work in the grades . There will be children who have 
a good understanding of many of these experiences , however , there will 
be otters who will know of feTt or none . 
In addin.s further to these experiences , the Perkins r~·useum is 
valuable. Animals and objects can be brought to the classroom, or the 
I 
childran can walk to the mai n building . The rr.any different sizes and 
types of anirr~ls and fish and bi rds are always of interest ; however , it 
is realized ttat an animal that is still and stiff and whose ear suddenly 
falls off , leaves out much that should be included in the i ... 1ression of 
an aniJB.l. 
~sic is an area that holds an important place in a school for the 
blind and should b-3 begun in the kindergarten. Rhythm band instrunents 
(~late 36) are· used, and rhythm band is held twice a week throughout the 
year and the children seldom tire of it. Rhythm sticks are usually the 
first instrument provided and shortly after, the others are added. 
Singing is held i n much the same way as it is in sighted kindergarten and 
the same or similar books used . Rhythms are often done to the wusic for 
jucping , swinbing, marching and animal motions . An old oiano that the 
children can lay, adds to thel- enjoyment as we:l as music education. 
Uusic is always a famillar sound to a blind child and he approaches it 
eagerly in kindergarten. 
As in any kindergarten, the Perkins kindergarten has a 'vide 
selection of large muscle eauinment to help strengthen muscles needed 
for tr.e manual -·ork of first grade and to prepare hili ~or the b.creased 
activity he will encounter in the grades . All add to his experiences of 
objects, activities, size , shape and space relations. All provide 
opportunities for irnapi~ative games . In the large play room at Perkins 
are blocks, balls", two types of rocking boats, rocHng horses , tricycles, 
wagons , large cars, yit-on f·re engines and tractors , Jolls, carriages, 
doll houses , cradles , disr.es and small stoves . A metal tunnel can be 
clir.:bed on top of or crawled through . On the play ground, ~ungle gru, 
slides, seasaws, laree blocks, ~and box, merry go round, swings , bowling 
alley, trapize and running track all serve to stimulate activity. 
Bicycles and wagons are brought out-doors ·n spring anc fall, and a big 
Ji 
hill provides possibilities for running and exploring at this time. In 
winter, sliding is done on the hill. 
Of course, much is added in readiness through the use of books and 
records. Records are used for music, rhythms, stories or just listening. 
A blind child is easily entertained by records, however there is danger 
in the fact that he may become too satisf ied vd t h t hi s nassive entertain-
ment. For this reason, recori s are used during a rest period before 
meals and only occasionally otherwise. Many of the records are educational 
in that they present many authentic sounds, and will thus add to the 
blind child's knowledge of the world. The parti cipation records are most 
helpful, particul arly the album "Sounds Around Us. 0 1/ 
Stones are also important for the young blind child in preparation 
for reading and writing. Repetition of the story by t he child and the 
telling of hisown stories help to increase verbal mastery. In the 
reading of stories the teacher of the blind must keep in mind the f act 
that the children will passively listen to stories and yet have no idea 
of their meaning. She must continually be sure the childr en understand 
and illustrate the story with objects and a ctions whenever possible. 
This discussion has included many of the materials used in the 
Perkins kindergarten. It has already been stated that the urogram includes 
many other f actors, not discussed here. MOst important is the need for 
social and emotional growth which must take pl ace during this year. 
1/s cott Forsman Company, Sounds Around U~, 10-inch di scs, 78 r.p.m., 
J minutes, R.C.A. Victor Division of Radio Corporation of ~rica, New York. 
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The teacher in the kindergarten for the blind is always observing, 
always seeking better ways and better materials . She is constantly 
evaluating that which is meaningful and purposeful. She is aware of each 
child~ his abilities, his potentialities and his needs; for only with 
this awareness can she present and provide the materials which will best 
prepare him for the academic work in the grades. 
-·~ 
Plate 1 . Kindergarten Peg Boards and Pegs 
Loller 1oft: Small Board; ii.ght: l• edium 
Board; Upper Left: Large Board 
Plate 2. Two and 'rhree Dimensional vhapes 
Left: Paper Shapes ; Center: Form 
Board; Right: Postal Stat ion Shapes 
L/1 
Plate ) . Size Discrimination Haterials 
Lower Left: Barrels; Loser Right: 
l'iontessori Geo ,etrical Inserts; 
Upper Left: volor Cone; Upper 
liight: Cups 
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SECTION II - READING 
Amny attempts were made to establish a system for educating the 
blind, but it was not until the eighteenth century that an effective 
medium of reading was discovered. Throughout the centuries, the method 
has been one of trial and error. The discovery was made quite accidently 
when the blind beggar Francois Leseur, the first pupil of Valentin Hauy, 
the French scholar, found that he could read the slightly embossed letters 
on the reverse side of a funeral notice. The occurrence of this accident 
"indicated to Hauy that the key to education of the blind was the 
11 
substitution of the sense of touch for the sense of sight . " 
Experiments on the trial-and-error basis have been carried on since 
the earliest times. In the fourth century, Didymus, a great scholar, 
used an alphabet made of wooden blocks to aid in his further education. 
In the sixteenth century Jerome Cardan, an Italian physician, 
advocated a system of touch for the blind, and one of signs for the deaf . 
The first recorded use of raised type was in 1575, when Francisco Lucas, 
of Spain, and Rampazetto , of Ita~ carved letters on thin tablets of 
wood. 
In 1640 a French notary, Pierre Morreau, developed a system of 
1/ Gabriel Farrell, The Story of Blindnes~~ Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, 1956, Braille Zdition, p. 167. 
movable letters cast in lead . About the same time Udalrich Schonberger, 
of Prussia , used letters mede of tin. Philipp ilardsoffer of Nuremberg , 
Ger~ny, in 1651, recommended a wax-cover ed tablet upon which letters 
could be written with a blunt-pointed instrument . In 1676 Francesco Lana , 
an Italian J esuit priest , devised a stri ng alphabet in which knots wer e 
arranged in various ways to represent the different sy~bols of t he 
a l phabet. This string alphabet was used in the school at Edinburgl . 
fi~ lanie de Salignac , a French blind girl , was taught to read by means of 
l etters cut out of cardboard. She was taught to wri te with a pencil ]J 
guided by a tin ruler. 
1l1In 1784, Valentin Hauy established the first school for the blind 
2/ 
in r ecorded history.n 
Hauy 1s system consisted of embossed ital ic let ters . It remained 
the official medium of reading for the blind until 1844 when the poi~t 
system, devised by Louis Braille , was declarzd of~icial. 
Charles Barbier, an artillery captain in the French ~ignal Corps , 
recognized the dif!'.i..culty in transrnitti n& orders during night maneuvers . 
He solved the difficul t y by combini~ dots an:i dashes in relief on thin 
ll 
car:iboard. Tni s was called "night writing . 11 It later occurred to 
Barbier that he could adapt his system for use by the blind. This was 
1./ Ib~d., adapted from Chapter VIII , "Finger for Eyes ," on . 165- 187. 
21 Isabel Ross , Journey i~to Light, 12 i ch discs , 33 1/3 r . p . m., 16 
minut;"' , '!lericc.n Found,_\- · o for the Bli 1, New York, 'lew ''od , r:cord 9, 
p . 17. 
,l/Jea!'l Roblin , 'T'be -qeali ng Fi1gers , ( Jth G. 1andilian, Translator) 
~ s.:."' L t d i Outlook -"or ":.he "'3li td (.~rch, 1952) , Braille -;d.:. t:.o .... , 
46 :5/- 60 . 
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first known system of dots and clashes devised for this purpose . q.:.s 
system he called "Sonograohy." 'hen this syct "1 was introduced to 
pupils of the Royal Institution for the Young Blind in Paris , they 
received it with grda.t enthus.:.asm and agreed that it should be adopted. 
As Lou~s Braille , a puoi l at the school, became more familiar with the 
system, he noticed many i merfect.!.ons , t'he mai'l one being that the 
compl~.,..:.t~ of the combine,tions made reading very difficult. He b:::gan to 
d•vise a system of his own based on Barbier's dots and dashes . He was 
so suc:::essful in his adaption of the point system that it has become ]j 
the accepted medium of reading and writing for the blind the ~orld over. 
Louis Braille, the son of a harness master , was born in the little 
village of Coupvray, France . He VTas blinded at the age of three while 
trying to cut a niece of leather wi~b ~.:. father's harness knife . The 
knife slipped , ulunging into his eye . Infection sprl::lad from the injured 
eye to the other eye , causing total blindne~s . 
In 1819, Louis was sent to the Royal Institution for the Young Blind 
in Paris where he later became a teacher . 
After a meeting with Valentin Hauy, it became clear to him that he 
must invent a new medium by which the blind could read and urite more 
effec'l:;ively. He set to work immediately upon his return to Coupvray for 
summer vac ..... tion , and bega!l cutting out squares , circle~ , roct~~gles , 
and trianeles . ·-r.:.t• the use of round-beaded upholstory nt.i::..~ , } e e•:tbossed 
Y ibid ., Chapter V, 11 '=~relirinary Resear" ," p . 29-37. 
J/ 
first alphabet . 
Having been introduced to Barbi8r1 s inv~ntion and rdalizing the 
need for further perfection , he determined that the slate designed by 
Barbier having cells each 1ith twelve dots , tlo vertical ro. 2, end six 
dots high, was too large for the finger to comprehend. He reduced the 
cell to half its si~e , ~Lill having two vertical ro~s , three dots hieh, 
~hich brought the cell within the span of the fingertirys . He made up 
63 combinations of the six dots to reprenent the letters of the 
al~habet . He was assi ted by Alexander ~ournier , a former pupil of y 
Valentin HauJ. 
Va<.o..ts aut: ors state that Braille or.i.ginallJ was looking for a 
form of muoic 1 notation 1hich would assist the blind in reading and 
writing music . In his first announcement of braille, •e puts music 
2.1 
secondary. 
In 1827 his alphabet made possible the transcription of parts of 
"The 'J.ramrnar of Grarnmars . lf In 1823 , 'e applied hi system to musical 
notation. Thera hav~ been variations of Bra · lle's o.lol.abet , but the 
musical alphabet has remai ned practically as he developed it . Also , in 
1B2u , 'le did away '17ith the dashes in his alphabet. C"'i ce the French 
alphabet does not include the l etter 11 -:v" , Braille added it in 1837 to 
meet the needs of the other languages . In 1838 he published "Little 
Sypnosis of Arithmetic fo r Beginners . 11 In this book he sets dorm his 
Y Ibid . 
g/ ~cibri~l Farrell,~ cit., Chepter V. 
ideas on arrangement o~ textbooks for use by the blind.l/ 
In 1838 he solved the problem of correspondence between the blind 
?J 
and the seeine . He called this system "raphigraphy." 
The Battle of the Types in Europe 
"'fiti1 the invention of the point system, there were two mediums of 
reading for the blind and one medium of writing which was the poL~t 
system. The dots won universal acceptance over the lines developed by 
Hauy, but it was not without a ~ruggle . One o~ the main reasons for the 
preferclnce of the poi~t system over the lines is that it afforded a 
successful medium of ~riting as well as reading. Even though many attempts 
were made to develop a medium of writing through the use of the lines , 
none were effective. There was.also a question of two philosophies . 
The one advocated by the seeing was that the system should be pleasing 
to the eye . The other philosophy advocated by the blind was one only 
J.l 
concerned in finding something legible to the fingers. 
From France, the reading systems spread to other parts of ~urope~ 
The variations of the line type superceded the point system. 
Dr . Edmund Fry of London designed a type using the Roman capital 
letters. The Glasgow Asylum under the leadership of John Alston, began 
to emboss books in this type. In 1333 he shipped a large consignment 
of books to America . James Gall of :dinburgh devised a systsm which was 
an angular modification of the Roman letters . 
1/ Jean Roblin, op . cit., Chapter V. 
?} Ibid., p . 49. 
J. 1 Gabriel Farrell, op . cit., Chapter v. 
In 18Jij Tho:nas Luct..s, head of the school for blind children in 
Bristol, England , developed a type in ~hich he used a straight line , a 
curve and a dot. This stenographic s~rstem ;vas later adopted by the 
J/ 
London Society for Teac' lng the Blind How to Read. 
In the same yebr , a man by the name of James Hatley Frere constructed 
a system of type which was phonetic . The fingers read a textbook from 
left to right on the first li~e and from right to left on the second. 
The alternation was to prevent line ski ping . The system proved to be 
too conrylicated for successful u~e . 
Another variati.on of the raised letters was des.:..gned b.7 
Dr. Tiilliam Moon . He simplified the Roman capital letters by remQving, 
for exanple, the crossbar in the "a" and the straight line in the 11d11 • 
Then he could not change certain letters he formed new ones . •rlne 
simple characters set in different formations resulted in an alphabet 
which was easy to read by the blind and also legible to the eye . He 
followed the alternate-line reading system of Frere's . The first book 
in Moon type appeared in 1847. Since then the Moon Society has printed 
books in th.:..s type . As was the earlier trend in all books published for 
the blind, the society published books only of a devotional nature . The 
'loon Society was taken over by the National Inst: tute for the Blind wr i ch 
publis~es some books for the limited sections of the blind population 
which still read Moon t ype . It ·s especially helpful to the newly blinded 
who feel that they cannot master Braille . When Dr . 1f.oon died in 1894, 
books in his type were pr~nted L~ 419 different languages and dialects . 
1./ Ibid . 
.., 
Boston University 
School of Edu~~tion 
Llora.cY. 
'.!.)/ 
It . t . f 1 ' t 1./ ~s he sole surv~vor o the ~ne ype . 
In 1868 Dr. Thomas Rhodes Armitae:;e , ·11ho was partially blind, organized 
a group of blind people which formed the British and Foreign Blind 
Association to abolish the use of line type in the schools for the b:ird . 
He was a strong advocat1 of the dot syste 1. In 1873 when the first 
conference of ter...chers and friends for the blind met in Vienna , the 
adoption of Braille ' s system was the pr.i.rnary topic discussed . In 1882 
this system was used almost univ r sally mitr the exception of some 
?/ 
schools in l~rth America. 
The Battle of the Types in America 
The pattern of tr_y ing to find tr.e most successful system of reading 
for the blind in A~erica closely resembled the one in Europe . At first, 
the battle was between vario~s types of line~ , then 't extended to a 
battle between lines and dots ; when the dots r.vn , the battle raged on 
between several systems of dots . 
Jacob Snider, Jr., recording clerk for the school board of the 
Philadel~hia School for the Bli i , produced the fir st book in America 
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in 1833. His characters consisted of the small ~oman letters in upper 
and lower case . Shortly after this, .~ . Julus F. Frledl~nder , head of 
the Philadelphia School , produced a f ew books in what is known as 
Philedelphia type . The characters were very si ilar to those used in 
]J Ibi d. 
?:,/ Ibid. 
J_/ Ibid., Chapter VI , ,p . 199-222. 
Dr . Samuel GridleJ Ho e , the first director of the Perkins School 
for the Blind , developed the Boston Line type which VTas an angular 
modification of the Roman letters in the upper and lower cases. For 
fifty year., was the predominant pr)nt in the United States . He 
developed a print·ng press which embossed more volunes than any pr ess in 
the world . His type was so compact that books took up only half the 
space of other embossed bool·s . Printing was much cheaper than in Europe. 
Braille ' s system wa., introduced in America .: the 1850's when 
Dr . c:.-imon Pollak, a member of the Board of the :.tis so ... . School for the 
Blind in St. Lou· s , observed its use i:1 Europe . Dr. John T. Sibl. ~- , 
Head of the Scho 1, opposed the dot syst. , but the students became 
interested in it and began wrlt.:r~ notes in br i: e as did t•e students 
1/ 
in the Paris School . In 1S60 it was officially per ittEd.-
The Americans, like the English, sought to cha~~e Braille's syste • 
Superintendent '"'illil"r B. T''ait of the New York Institute , develo.:)ed a 
system known as l{ew York Point. He assigned the s ·allest number of dots 
to the letters which are used most frequently. The advantage was that 
fewer dots had to be written or distinguished. He also discarded the 
six dot cell and devised one only two dots high with a base of variable 
length. 
Joel I . Smitr, head of the Tuning department at Perkins , devised a 
system called r.rodiPied Braille, later to be renamed American Braille . 
This systerJ was based on Wait 1 s 11frequeTJcy of recurrence ." He kept the 
origin~l Braille cell three iots high and two 4ot ~ide . In 1879 Perkins 
adopted Amer ican Braille . 
The blind themselves began to battle for a uniform type. In 1895 
a grou of them met in St. Louis to form an org~nization which in 1905 
became the American P. ociation of ":orkers for the Blind (AA';B) . In 1901 
at their annual convention , a committee was appointed to investigate 
several types of Britis~ and American braill • They foun~ i~~erfections 
in all these types . Since Armitage so strongly advocated the Braille 
Syste~ , the British never swerve1 frvm the s ix dot cell desi gned by 
Louis Bre.ille . 
In 1905 the En5lish announced a system called Revised Braille . This 
consisted of three 11Crades •11 Grade One was the complete spelling of 
words . Grade two was a moderately contracted form, that i~ , the use of a 
single symbol for a word or a combination of letters; for instance , the 
letter 11 111 (dots l-2-3) stands for ,,.lHe". Dots 3-4- 5 stand for the 
combinat.· on "a- r " . Grade Three was an even more contractud for::1. 
The Americans , while approving t he English system in part , did not 
accept all the contractions for Grade Two . 7hey diJ , howevdr , adopt 44 
of them and called the system Grade One and a 'Ial:' since it fell between 
1.1 
Grade One and Grade T;~o of the British s ystem. 
In 1916, with the approval of both the American association of 
Workers for the Blind and the American Association of Instructors f or the 
Eline (~JIB) , Grade One and a Half became the official braille systeM in 
the United States . 
1/ Ibid . , Chapter VI. 
The British refused to accept Grade One and a Half because they said 
it added seven more minutes to their reading hoUTo ' ~nd the finger had to 
travel over longer lines of braille. 
In April of 1931 a ilorld conference of uorkers for the blind was 
held in New York for the purpose of discussing a uniform system. In July 
of 1932 an American committee went to London, and fina l agreement was 
reached . The Americans adopted most of the English contract·o~s, and 
the English adopted some of the Arr.erican contractions . After various ]} 
compromises on rules of writing , Standard English Braille Tias born. 
;Ir . Gilmertin states , 11In 1932, Standard English Braille Grade Two was 
adopted as the official Braille System of the English 3peaking 
It is more practical because of the time saved in reading and the space 
saved in writing . There are 185 abbreviations and contractions in 
Grade Tilo. 
The National Royal Institute for the Blind in London, ~gland, 
announced in 1954 their new method of producing braille. This process is 
called the ttSolid Dot Sy.sten. 11 The standard raised printing process 
which is currently used requires the embossing of metal plates on an 
embossing machine called a stenographer. In the 11So lid Dot11 process , the 
stenographer perforates rather than embosses the printing plate which is 
made of plastic material. When this is completed, the plate is mounted on 
a machine resembling a printing press which forces a s ~~-liquid plastic 
1/ Ibid . 
- --
?} T·1omas T' . r . l.I.JS:rt· n, "A :iider Acceptance nf' Use of Grade Two Braille 
by t!ome Teacrers , 11 Outlook for the. Pli ~ anl t ."' Te .... cher ' s Forura, 
~r ... ille Edi tio ("T vember, 1944), 33:3. 
ink into the holes in the stencils , prossing the braille cr...aracters onto 
the p:!"inted page . This process reduces the books to half their present 
size and th·1ner paper may be used . Thickness of books is reduced 
since the dots go deeo into the paper unlike the regular braille dots . 
These dots are almost indestructable. 
Several thousand solil dot magazines and books were sent to blind 
peoole , schools and institutions to determine the standard size of the 
dot . The replies cancer irg the existing size ~ere 30 per cent favorable . 
At the present ti1e, the raised dot process is still being used in the 
1.1 
production of books . 
For the history of the development of braille in the Orient, 
Chapter VI in t he Story of Blindness by Gabriel Farr· 11 is an excellent 
source . 
~s essential as braille is to the blind person in becoming educated , 
it still has many distinct disadvantages . Reading is very slow even to 
the fastest readers . The circulating libraries found that their bra·lle 
books were not being used to any great extent . A survey was mcde in 
1932 by the American Foundation for the ~li~~ , and they found that less 
than 20 per cent of the blind population re&d braille effectively. F'any 
persons who ~;ere blinded later in li.fe thoueht brAille too difficult to 
learn. The Foundation decided that something ~ust be done to heap the 
blind to read by a more facile ~etboc . They decided that it must be a 
phonograph record. The twelve-inch record called the rttalking book, 11 
whic~ plays sixteen minutes on each side and revolves at 33 l/3 
1/ r~."T!erican Foundation for the Blind, nt. •rev; >=~rai lle Printing Froces::>, 11 
T'1e 'lew Outlook (for the ?lind) (February, 1954), Braille Edition , 
43:34-35 . 
revolutions per minute was the answer. The grooves are cut closer together 
in order to get more on the record. A special machine with a light 
reproducer is used to play these records . The Flundation found that men 's 
voices record much better than do women's. Many actors volunteer to 
record these "talking books." The records are made l argely of vinylite 
which resists wear and tear. Records are packed in fiber-board casew 
and sent to thousands of blind people all over the world by the Library of 
Congress or regional libraries throughout the country. This medium, 
though still slower than print reading, has made reeding material for the 
blind much more accessible. 
Reading Aids and Methods 
Through his experiences in the kindergarten, the first grade child 
has begun to utilize his senses profitably. The effective usage of these 
senses are basic in the mastery of braille reading . Ur. Rodenberg, in 
reviewing the book, 11Classway to Standard '&'lglish Braille ," makes this point 
very clear when he states, 11If the blind person is to have the weapon of 
braille to help him to defeat his blindness, that weapon must be useful in 
!I 
his hands - he must know the technique of handling it . 11 
Mobility is one of the bases for learning braille successfully. There 
are two components of mobility: (1) mental orientation - in which a child 
recognizes his surroundings and their temporal and spacial relationships 
to himself; (2) physical locomotion - which is the moving of an organism 
from place · to place by its own mechanisms . 
Y American Foundation for the Blind, 11Illinois Makes Another Contribution 
to the Teaching of Braille," Outlook for the Blind and the Teacher ' s Forum, 
Bbaille Edition (April, 1942), 36 : 28. 
In kindergarten, the child became familiar with his cottage and 
playground. He formed his mental pattern by relating one activity to 
another . For instance, how to get from his bedfoom to the bathroom, or 
from the dining room to the playroom. 
Upon reaching the first grade, the child is moved to a new cottage. 
Immediately he must renew the process of self-orientation. He must be 
shown his seat in the dining room, how to get to his classroom, and 
the playground as many times as is necessary to establis~ the mental 
pattern. When the pattern becomes clearly fixed in his mind, he can move 
about free~ and skillfully. 
When the child becomes somewhat familiar with his new environment, 
he is encouraged to explore it alone so that he will develop the 
technique of discovering new places , and will form temporal and spacial 
relationships with places he already knows . Mobilizing independently 
will require the use of other senses . The sound of running water will 
tell him that he is approaching the bathroom. The smell of food tells 
him that he is near the dining room. Interesting sounds such as the 
rhythmical, squeaky, springy sound of something not far away will 
stimulate him to walk in that direction. When he experiences the 
pleasant sensation given him by a ride in this swaying , squeaking 
contraption, the next time that he is on the olayground, he will listen 
for the sound,and when he hears it, he will find it without hesitation. 
Soom he will be able to judge the distance from the playground 
entrance to this delightful and thrilling springy thing called 
the "rocking boat." 
The blind child thinks of his travel in linear terms. That is to 
say, a line with certain bends is the way he thinks of getting from place 
to place . From his bedroom to the stairs may mean a long line, a bend 
of turn, and a few steps . This distance may also be considered in terms 
of time. 
After he learns his way from the playroom to his classroom, a simple 
analysis of bow he got there should be made by him and his teacher. The 
turns he makes should be labeled right or left according to which way he 
turns. During the analysis the trip should be in progress because no 
concept of directions can be learned without actual experience. Right 
and left are practically the only terms by which a blind person may be 
directed to locate a lost or foreign object, or a new place. 
These terms are also essential for reading. Since the fingers read 
in a left to right direction this habit of motion should be developed. 
The arrangement of pegs in the top row of the pegboard in a left to 
right order will help develop and reinforce this habit of movement . The 
board is turned until all four sides are filled. After he learns this, 
he can learn to fill all the rows with pegs, each time beginning at the 
left and moving to the right. 
Good muscular eontrol is another important element in successful 
braille reading. Although the child may not have good coordination, he 
can develop habits of motor control which are conducive to reading. 
Children with poor coordination tend to be very tense. Therefore, most 
of their activities should be directed toward strengthening and relaxing 
muscles. Stretching and bending exercises are very good for relaxation. 
All games and equipment which relieve muscular tension are beneficial to 
the child. For example, children pretending that they are rag dolls with 
loose arms and legs, playing in the sand box, and manipulating plastecine 
and play-doh. The pressing, pounding, pushing, squeezing and rolling 
motion tends to release the child's tension and frustation. 
The child has already received some training in learning to look, 
which is seeing things through the tactile rather than through the visual 
sense. He has to learn to discriminate between relative sizes and shapes. 
The continued practice of stringing beads of various sizes and shapes in 
patterns, such as two balls and two cy!inders, will strengthem his tactual 
awareness. The triangle, square, circle insert puzzle, pegboard, building 
blocks, tinker toys, balls and the like provide the child with an excellent 
background of tactual experience for reading. The more tactual experiences 
the child has, the more accurately he will be able to discriminate between 
the positions of the tiny dots which makes one letter different from 
another. Accurate discrimination is often a difficult task for a young 
reader be he sighted or blind. Words in ink-print or braille often look 
very much alike. The printed words are composed of different arrangements 
of the twenty-six letters, while the braille words are composed of different 
combinations of the six dot cell. With this in mind, one can easily 
understand the importance of extensive tactual training. 
Auditory discrimination is another phase in the preparation for 
reading. Keen ears are very vital to reading, because a child who hears 
words correctly finds it easier to recognize and remember the printed 
word. Various experiences and drills teach the child to separate and 
identify different sounds, and to compare them in loudness, pit ch, and 
duration. The child's ability to discriminate and identify sounds 
enables him to hear parts of words. There are so many sounds to assist 
the child in learning to listen. The teacher calls his attention to 
such things as the howling wind, the roll of thunder, the tinkling bells, 
the ringing telephone, the tooting born, the shrill siren, the humming 
motor and the rumbling of a passing train. Unless the child has direct 
contact with the object, identification of the object will have to be 
made for him. 
• 
Pitch is important in auditory discrimination: daddy's voice is 
lower than mother's, the teacher's voice is lower than Jimmy's, but 
higher than the janitor's. Comparisons of sounds such as the sound of a 
toy phone with a real one, the ringing of a jingle bell with the doorbell, 
the toot of a born on an auto with one on a bicycle can be made . Stories 
afford good pitch discrimination, especially "The Three Bears," in which 
the voices of Father Bear, Mother Bear, Baby Bear, and Goldie Locks are 
compared. The chi ldren gain understanding of pitch by dramatizing the 
story. Sound records such as those of birds, farm animals, trains are 
helpful in training the auditory sense. 
Language ski~l is of vital importance in learning to read. Oral 
language is basic to understanding the printed symbols, so a 
development of the proper use and understanding of the language skill 
will make reading easier for the child. A language pattern must be 
developed before a child can comprehend the meaning of the written 
symbols . 
The blind child is much weaker in accurate language concepts than 
is the sighted child. His visual deprivation makes it impossible for 
him to gain concepts through pictures and happenings in his physical 
world outside his home and school. These concepts must be demonstrated 
and taught. For him first-hand experiences are essential except in 
cases where it is impossible due to danger or inaccessibility. Hand 
experiences mean exactly what the term implies, experiences gained 
through use of the hands . Visits to zoos, farms, dairies, grocery stores 
and other meaningful places are made each year by first grade classes. 
This i s done in order to give the child a practical vocabulary. 
Last fall a real fire engine was brought on campus for the children 
to examine. Hundreds of curious fingers explored its exterior and 
interior. They climbed the ladder, sat in the seat, rang the bell and 
blew the siren. 
Fluent verbalization is necessary in vocabulary building . Proper 
understanding and usage of language can be brought about through story-
telling by the children, dramatizing stories and telephone conversations, 
r elating personal experiences, and discussing current happenings and 
various other topics of interest. 
When the child has made adequate progress in the mastery of the 
skills already described in this paper, he is ready to begin reading. 
The reading r eadiness book which is to be used in our school has 
not as yet been released from the American Printing House for the Blind. 
At present a book is bei ng used in which cardboard shapes, such as a 
large and small circle, are followed on the next page by the same shape 
r eproduced with embossed dotted lines . This same procedure is used 
with the square and triangle. The teacher shows the figures both in 
two-dimentional form and in outline, so that the child can learn the 
concept in the former and apply it in the latter. The child is given 
extra squares, circles and triangles to place over the ones in the book 
for matching drill. 
The child is then taught to understand the idea of grouping. Groups 
of two, three, or four figures are placed on pages for him to see. 
Quantitative thinking facilitates the ability to learn the braille words 
which are made up of groups of dots. After he has learned to trace and 
distinguish the different raised shapes he is given horizontal and 
vertical lines of dots to follow . The index finger s on both hands are 
used for tracing these dotted lines, for these are the fingers with 
which he will read. Lines appearing in stair step formation is 
appealing to the child and exercises the up and down and side to side 
movements. 
The child is shown a line of "g's" which is referred to as a braille 
picture. At first the lines are of equal length. Further on, these 
lines are unequal, as are sentences on the written page. Braille 
pictures of the letter "1" are then used . Lines of the "g" and "1" 
pictures are next used to teach the child to discriminate between the 
two. After this the braille pictures are grouped in threes and fours 
separated by blank cells. This is to prepare the children for words . 
When the child can sufficiently follow l ines and discriminate between 
the braille pictures , he is given his first braille word. The words 
given to him are from "Bob and Kay, Book One," a pre-primer designed 
by two Perkins teachers. Perkins uses the word method, as it is 
generally felt that the letter method would encourage the up and down 
movement rather than the horizontal . Also those who advocate this 
method say that the letter method offers too much stimulation for the 
fingers , thus increasing the difficulty in learning the word. 
Words are given to the child on 2 by 3 inch cards. These cards may 
be attached to his desk by masking tape or thumb-tacked on a 9 by 12 
beaverboard chart. 
One teacher has devised a very practical word frame (Plate 6). She 
cut a cardboard rectangle the size of a standard sheet of construction 
paper to which she fastened a sheet of poster paper. To this she has 
stapled horizontal strips about two inches apart. Along the bottom of 
each strip is placed masking tape to form a pocket for the words . Strips 
placed vertically on this frame works very well for holding phrases and 
sentences. 
The child is taught the correct r eading position which is to slabt 
the reading fingers, the index fingers , so as t o make an acute angle with 
the line of braille which is being read (Plate 5) . The wrist should be 
lightly touching the paper, elbows by the side. The fin~ers should glide 
lightly across the page because heavy pressure dulls the sensitivity of 
touch preventing quick recognition. When a child learns enough words so 
that sentences can be constructed, he is given reading charts using the 
new words. 
Braille labels on objects and games provide excellent drill in 
helping the child to retain the words learned. His name may be taped to 
his desk. Chairs , tables and other objects in the room may be labeled. 
The child soon becomes f amiliar with the words . Car d games in which 
words that look alike are matched are helpful and appealing . Another 
reading aid which is appealing to the child is the fish game. Braille 
words are shellacked and cemented to metal fish. The fish are placed in 
a bowl and the fisherman tries to catch the fish with a magnet which is 
attached to a small wooden rod. If the child recognizes the word, he 
has caught a fish. If not, it is returned to the bowl. 
The bulletin board aids in teaching braille. Both new and familiar 
words may be placed on this board at a comfortable height so that the 
child can read it with ease. 
When the child knows all the words in the first story of mBop and 
Kay, Book One" he is given the book. This is a great day in his life -
he is beginnint to read! Reading is a thought-giving process , so being 
able to recognize words quickly enhances the child's comprehension of 
the text. He should not be permitted to dwell on words, or parts of 
them, because words and parts of words in themselves do not contain 
ideas . 
All three Bob and Kay books are written only on one side of the 
page. The sentences are short and simple. They are so constructed that 
quotation marks are not needed as they tend to confuse the touch reader 
in his beginning work. The lines are double-spaced in order that the 
finger may follow the braille more easily. This method of line spacing 
is carried out through all the pre-primers. The content of the books 
deals with the child's intimate experiences such as singing, swinging, 
playing with animals on the farm and playing with toys. Their 
experien6es are based on doing rather than seeing. 
The new words are introduced, studied and learned before the new 
story is presented. This is done throughout the initial reading period. 
Much drill should be done on phrases in order to r ead with more speed and 
comprehension. 
At least six pre-primers should be read before the primer is begun. 
If suffici ent reading skill has not been acquired by the child he should 
continue reading on the pre-primer level. 
The five most common types of reading materials are basal readers, 
supplementary readers, library books, work books, and teacher-prepared 
char ts which capitalize on the childrens' interests . There are not as 
many work books in braille as probably could be used. It is more 
practical for the teacher to make her own, since the workbook does not 
provide adequate drill in various skills. Although these books are 
edited for the blind child's use, much time is lost in making the 
directions understood as the finger can only take in one word at a time. 
The children usually begin to read library books when they reach 
the first-reader level. They read many of the primers which were not 
read in class . This establishes independent silent reading. The more 
a child reads the more his speed and accuracy increases. 
Perkins teachers are fortunate in having basal reading series in 
braille. Some series are more suited to the interest of the children 
than others. They like stories with vivid verbalization rather than 
those requiring picture interpretation to understand the story. One of 
the most favored readers is the "Alice and Jerry Books" by O'Donnell and 
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Carey, with braille workbooks to assist . Although the vocabulary is 
iJ See Appendix C for all reading books discussed. 
difficult, its vivid descriptions and terminology are familiar to the 
children. "Learning to Read," by Nila Banton Smith is easy to read 
because of its simplicity in grammar and vocabulary. The stories are so 
humorous and mischievous that they captivate the interest of the young 
reader. These are often used for supplementary and library reading. 
"Easy Growth in Reading" by Hildreth, Et Al, is particularly popular 
in the initial reading period because the sentences are simple and easy, 
dealing with pets, birthdays, wild animals and other subjects which are 
appealing to their interest. We find the "Ginn Basic Readerstt by 
Russell and others appealing to the pupils. Not until the first reader, 
and in most instances the second, are the lines written close together. 
Children do not find this change difficult if they have become skillful 
in following lines. 
Only in the initial period are aids used extensive~, except for 
those children who find braille difficult. A finger reader will never 
be able to read as fast as an eye reader. The superior braille reader 
reads an average of one hundred words per minute as compared to 
five hundred words per minute by the sighted reader. The best method 
for fast reading is using both hands. One hand synthesizes while the 
other analyzes. The right hand precedes the left. Half way across the 
line the left hand retraces the line and reads into the next while the 
right is finishing and returning. If a child has developed another 
method he is permitted to use it, because upsetting this method may 
hamper his reading facility. Most children read more with the right 
rather than t he left hand, although research has shown the left to be 
more sensitive. 
C/ 7 
Games such as "find the sentence that tells where the boy hid the 
treasure" and "find the paragraph which describes Cinderella at the Ball" 
help the child to find his place quickly. "Traffic cop" is a good game 
for making the children aware of punctuation marks . If they run through 
periods, question marks and the like, they are arrested for going through 
a red light. 
The ehild must learn to read expectantly. Since the finger can only 
encompass one braille symbol at a time, he has to pass his finger over 
several symbols and make a quick synthesis before he knows the word. 
Good reading requi res constant reading. Braille reading material is 
now plentiful as books are being printed in great quantities each year. 
All the blind person has to do is to obtain them from the Library of 
Congress or from the regional lending libraries which mail books free 
upon receiving requests from the reader. 
Spelling Aids and Methods 
The aims of spelling instruction are universal. The teaching of 
spelling provides the child with the ability to spell simple words used 
in written and oral language, to learn to spell words in school, to 
recognize them in the reading material one encounters throughout his 
life, and to be able to use this spelling knowledge in creative writing. 
Both the auditory and tactual senses already discussed, plus the 
neuromuscular system are employed in spelling. In the beginning the 
auditory sense is dominant. Phonics begin in the kindergarten with 
rhymes and games. 
In the first grade the phonics text book, "Up the Sound Ladder," 
designed by two Perkins teachers, is used. Each letter is presented to 
the child as a story. Three things have to be learned about each letter: 
first the sound of the letter, then its word symbol, and finally, its 
dot numbers . For example the story of b. "B says 'ba'; b stands for 
but. The way to write b is dot one and dot two." 
Then the child learns word families such as the family of "at": 
bat, cat, rat, etc. This method proves very useful when a child begins 
to write braille . Children learn to distinguish the vowels by writing 
and spelling orally three-letter words . 
Since reading and spelling are very closely correlated, the word 
method and the phonic method are combined. The word method alone cannot 
be used in teaching spelling to blind children due to the heavy mental 
taxation when the word is long. With the combination of the two methods 
spelling presents no extraordinary problem. 
When the child learns enough braille so that he can read the basic 
words in his reader, the spelling fram~ as is shown on the left side of 
Plate 6 may be used. Cards about one half inch wide may be slipped into 
the slot of this metal frame. This frame keeps the small words 
stationary. Several words may be put in one line of the six line frame. 
This affords good seat work and develops good study habits . 
There has been much controversy in the use of contractions in 
spelling. It is this author's opinion along with many others that if 
contractions are properly explained to the blind child and clear~ 
understood by him, there will be no problem caused by contractions in 
his spelling. In oral spelling the child gives the full spelling and 
then tells the contractions used in the word. In written spelling, from 
the very beginning words are written in their contracted form followed by 
full spelling. Anagrams which are on the frame at the right of Blate 
6 are valuable in stressing full spelling. These anagrams are little 
half-inch wooden squares having both braille and print letters. Often a 
child is asked to put his spelling words on the anagram frame . This 
frame keeps the words stationary and helps to make the image of the word 
clearer. 
Mystery words may be placed on the bulletin board to stimulate the 
child's interest, and to give repetitive drill in spelling . Vocabulary 
lists and spelling booklets of the words he recognizes and spells are 
also memory aids. 
Flash cards , braille games , sucl1 as the fish game already described, 
spelling f r ames , oral games such as the Baseball Game and spelling bees 
help children to learn to spell correctly. 
When the child begins to write, he writes lines of his spelling 
words. He associates the spelling of the word with the motions used in 
writing them. When he i s given his book he touches the word, hears it 
pronounced, then writes it. The tactual, auditory, and neuromuscular 
sensations synthesize, and the image is formed in the mind. Practicing 
oral and written spelling and associating the word with previous 
learnings further clarifies the mental image of the word. 
There is an oval frame having about three lines of letters in l ine 
type . The letters may be turned either right or left according to their 
position on the frame but cannot be r emoved. Since the children are not 
familiar with linetype, one of the teachers cemented braille letters 
over such a frame containing print letters thus creating a new aid in 
full spelling. 
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The child should be exposed to many words which are important in 
his experience . Since he cannot read signs on restaurants, stores , buses, 
street signs and advertisements on billboards, he does not have a 
spelling knowledge of the many words that the sighted child has . These 
words should be brailled or spelled orally in order that he may avail 
himself of this knowledge . He is encouraged to read various tyPes of 
literature in which numerous words uncommon to him are bound to be 
found. Constant application of phonics will always assist him in 
attacking the spelling and pronunciation of new words . 
Spelling is taught throughout the lower school. In the upper grades 
emohasis is pl aced on writing the words in preparation for typing which 
begins in the upper school. 
Drill seems to be the solution in acquiring sufficient skill in 
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SECTION III - WRITING 
The Historical Development of ITriting Aids 
Methods of writing for the blind became an area of increasing 
interest and exper imentation when, along with social awareness in other 
areas of humanitarian endeavor, men started to feel the need for raising 
the status of the blind from that of the beggar and the street spectacle 
to that of an educated individual. This impulse to give the blind 
opportunities along with the sighted led Valentin Hauy to organize the 
first school for the blind in Paris in 1786. In the section on Reading, 
it has been pointed out how, at the school, Loui s Braille developed the 
s i x dot cell for embossing letters , taking his idean from Barbier's scheme 
of "night wri ting0 • 
Prior to this there bad been blind individuals who were able to 
develop their own means of writing . I t will be of interest to note 
which devices are those that enabled t he blind to read what they wrote , and 
which are those that were used solely for communication with the sighted. 
The blind are restricted to reading only that which is raised or lowered 
from the reading surface. Therefore , it will be seen that methods of 
writing using embossed symbols (symbols raised from the surface), or using 
symbols in i ntaglio (symbols carved into the surface) were those that 
could be reed as well as written. Experimentation over the years 
seems to indicate that embossed syjbols can be read with more ease 
than symbols in i ntaglio. The tactual receptors are stimulated by 
both the height from the surface and the vtidth or length of the embossed 
7fo 
symbol, while carved symbols allow the finger to feel only width or· 
length, and therefore give less contrast . 
A different problem arose when raised symbols were used in books 
that could be read, but not written, by the blind. The writer of these 
various forms of "line type" was guided by the close co-ordination of 
muscle and eye in forming the separate letters . A blind writer, using 
the tactual sense alone to guide his hand, could not easily judge the 
height or width of a letter, the straightness of a line of writing , 
or the placement of words and punctuation signs on a page . It will be 
seen that devices made for writing embossed lines were inefficient, 
although the written line of Roman letters was able to be read by both 
the sighted and the blind. It was the task of those who sought for a 
system of reading and writing for the blind to develop such a system 
that could be executed rapidly and accurately. 
"All who have been connected with the education of the blind have 
attempted to find some way for them to write and consequently overcome 
11 
an obstacle which has so greatly limited their social relations." 
The first recorded device for writing was the alphabet of movable block 
l etters that Didymus, blind from the age of four or five (308 A.D. ), 
carved out of wood. He even used these letters in teaching his pupil , 
St. Jerome . Mirza Rezi of Persia used a wax pencil that left a tangible 
line on the paper. It is interesting to note that a German named Muller, 
1~Louis Braille, A New Point System to Reproduce the Forms of Letters , 
.M.ru!s , Geometric Figures , Musical Notations , etc., Patricia Carle, 
translator , Royal Institute for the Blind, Paris , 1839, introduction. 
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in the early 1800's, in his attempt to produce another device that would 
leave a heavy line for the fingers to follow, i nvented the fountain pen. 
Unfortunately, the ink that filled the hollow oen was too gummy and would 
not flow, although there were others who work~d further to develop an ink 
that would work. The sighted have benefited still further from work 
done for the blind: Richard Dufton, blind himself, invented the ball 
point pen. 
There were many attempts to find suitable means that would aid the 
blind in printing what the sighted were used to reading. Among these 
were the wax-covered tablet of Georg Philipp Harsdorffer (1651) on which 
the blind could write letters, the cardboard letters and soft silk bed 
over which Hauy1 s pupils pressed heavy steel pens, the carbon paper over 
which William Prescott wrote with a meta l stylus , and the ruler that 
guided Melanie de Salignac's pencil (1760 1 s) . 
Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe , the f i rst director of the Perkins School 
over 100 years ago developed the grooved corrugated board that is 
manufactured and used today at Perkins for roundhand script writing 
(plate 8) . These boaPds made of meta l cardboard , or even leather, were 
used until 1955 for writing square hand at Perkins . A piece of regular 
paper was folded on the left so that half the paper was at the front of 
the board, and half was at the back. A number two pencil was used, and 
in Jessica Langworthy's manual for square hand, it described the method 
of forming square-looking letters by easily directed movement s: lines 
would go from bottom to top of t he groove in the board (about 1/4 inch 
in length) , and horizontally along the top or bottom of the groove . The 
left hand helped in the spacing , and constant practice was requi red to 
maintain proficiency in this acquired motor skill. Plasticene letters 
were formed and mount ed on stiff paoer if it was necessary to clarify the 
1J 
shapes of the letters to some of the slower children. Square hand is 
still being taught in many of the other schools fo r the blind, and the 
American Printing House for the Blind and the Howe Memorial Press sell 
cards embossed with square hand letters . 
Besides writing boards, there have been numerous frames developed 
with horizontal wire or string guides . Among other suggestions, Father 
Francesco Lana in the 1670's mentioned a frame which had wires to indicate y 
the lines . Such a frame was used at Hauy ' s school, cat gut being used 
to stretch across the frame as a guide . The gut would give as the hand 
wrote letters that fell below the line - the "g," 11 j, 11 "p, " "q," 11y, 11 and 
"z". Robert Marks of Queens, New York has a method of writing that uses 
a Marks Writing Guide : two pare.llel rods are attached to a small carriage 
that moves up and down on a notehed board, thus assuring even line spacing. 
A clamp at the top of the board holds the paper . The thumb and index 
finger travel along the rods, the thumb acting as the base line which 
1/ Jessica Langworthy, Square Hand , or , Pencil Writing , Perkins, 1932. 
Mimeographed manual . 
~/ Father Francesco Lana , Prodrome, (John Gorst , Translator), 1670 , 
Chapter II . 
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gives when a low letter is made. Anna and Robert 1~ks state in their 
manual , 11\ie believe that handwriting can be taught as readily as 
1/ 
typewriting if our method is understood by t he teachers and pupils . " 
Other writing boards are being produced regularly such as the Iris 
Writer, a German type in which the paper unrolls past a window in a box 
and the Venetian frame made of two pieces of cardboard with a top square 
cut out. Juliet Bindt suggests a pad of writing paper with a cardboard 
cover, the cover having been rolled down tightly, creased, and unrolled. 
The person writing needs only t o turn down the cardboard one fold for 
gj 
each line of writing. Embossed lines on heavy paper, and the QVL 
Signature Guide are other availa";le modern handwriting guides . The 
signature guide , a thin strip of metal bent to form a rectangle about 
4 inches long , is used quite frequently by adult blind . 
A means of communication that was less difficult for the blind to 
write was the string alphabet. It is believed that this practice 
originated in Peru. Tie see it used sparingly: by Francesco Lana in 1670 
when he tied knots at varying distances from the end of the string, thus 
representing the letters as they varied in distance from the first knot 
which stood for "an; by Samuel GridlJY Howe around the 1830 1 s, taking 
i/ Anna s. Marks and Robert A. Marks, Teaching the Blind Script-Writing 
~he ~~ks Method , 1funual, Number 8, 1954, American Foundation for the 
Blind, Rilliam Byrd Press, Incorporated, New York, p. l4. 
~/ Juliet Bindt, A Handbook for the Blind, The N~cmillan Company, 
New York, 1952, p. 127. 
his system of knots and loops from what he saw used at Edinburgh, 
Scotland; and today by Dr. Enrique Rodriques of Barrunquilla , Columbia, 
who advocates 11Cordellary11 , the Morse Code of one knot for a dot , and 
two for a dash. Even in the 1920's a blind Wellesley professor had 
some of her lecture notes in the form of knots in string. 
Since the late seventeenth century there has been an increasing 
concern for the welfare of the blind. Not only was there need for 
developing a means of written communication with the sighted, but also 
the need for devices that would enable the blind to write to each other. 
The slate will be the first device of this nature to be discussed . 
Looking back at Melanie de Salignac in t he 17601 s , one witnesses that , 
although she wrote print with her hand guided by a ruler, she also wrote 
by pricking out her letters on a piece of paper stretched across a 
frame; this she could read by reversing the paper. Well over 100 years 
ago, a German device for "prick t ype'' was made; small pins were 
a~ranged in a wooden block in the shape of a letter, and the writer would 
prick along lines of a wooden frame onto the paper beneath, the paper 
resting on a soft velvet cushio~ . 
It has been pointed out in the sect ion on Reading how Louis Braille, 
while still a student, had searched for a means of writing that would be 
better than Hauy 1s system of embossed italic letters . Braille approached 
the problem from the point of vi ew of what could best be read with the 
fingers, and be written quickly and accurately . For the first time , 
8! 
here was someone not concerned whether the sighted could read the 
writing or not . For this r eason, Braille was free to consider many more 
possibilities than had been thought of before . And in 1820, Captain 
Charles Barbier's phonetic system of "night writing" was brought to his 
attention. A letter from Barbier spoke of the "invention of a new 
machine which engraves a writing of secret combinations without its being 
]} 
necessary to see the equipment." Barbier used a portable hinged slate 
with oblong holes and a matrix beneath each hole to guide the stylus . If 
all the matrices of one dcell" (hole) were punched, upon reversing the 
paper, one could distinguish a cell six dots high and two dots wide . 
Barbier then adapted his code system for use with the blind. This 
embossed writing of dots and dashes, called 11Sonography11 , was made 
possible "by an ingenious device consisting of a sliding rule guided by 
the two edges of a board. The rule, pierced by little windows, permitted 
a blind person to trace the dots with precision by the aid of a stylus y 
which embossed a heavy paper placed between the ruler and the board. " 
However, Louis Braille soon found that in Barbier's system, "there was 
no provision for punctuation, accents, numbers, mathematical symbols, or 
'Jl 
mgsic notation. " By the age of twenty, in 1829, Braille had converted 
lzl 
this point system into "the facile, elastic, and perfect code," and 
finished the manual, "Method of Writing ?lords, Music, and Plain Songs by 
1/ Jean Rob~The Readigg_Eingers, (Ruth G. Mandalian, Translator), 
American Foundation for the Blind, New York, 1955, p. 32. 
y Ibid. , p. 34. 
'jj !hi£. , p . 35 . 
Y Alvin Kugelmass, Louis Braille, Julian Uessner, Inc. , 1951 , p. 115. 
means of Dots, for Use by the Blind and Arranged for Them." But it was 
not until 1844 that this syste~ received acceptance . 
Braille adapted Barbier 's frame to his system by soldering two 
strips across it to decrease the height of the cell. Using the stylus to 
punch out different combinations of dots in each cell, now thre e dots 
high and two dots wide, he could represent the alphabet, common words , 
letter combinations, numbers, and musical terms. The scheme, which may 
be seen in Appendix A as it is actually written in braille, was set up on 
the principle of "logical sequence": an arbitrary arrangement of dots 
in the top two rows of the cell represented the first ten letters of the 
alphabet. In the second line of symboths, 11 k11 was formed from the "a", 
with an added dot 113" in the lower left hand spot of the cell, "111 was 
formed from the a.bn with the added dot 3, and so on through "t". The 
third line was formed by adding both dots of the bottom row of the cell 
(dots 3 and 6) to the dots for "a", ub", "c", etc., to get "u", "v", 11x 11 , 
etc. 11'1711 was added later, as it wasn't in the French alphabet. The 
fourth line consisted of signs that had only the dot 6 added. These 
signs stood for combinations of letters , or whole words: "ch", "gh", 
11sh", 11th", ttwh", "ed", 11er11 , 11ou 11 , "ow". 
In 1839 after further research, Braille completed a paper entitled 
"A New Point System to Reproduce the Forms of Letters, Maps , Geometric 
Figures, Musical Notations , etc. 11 He stated that 11 the sole aim of this 
new method is to enable the blind to ounch out a series of dots which will 
. J/ 
reproduce actual letter forms in relief." A wooden or metal board was 
1/ Louis Braille, op. cit., p. 1. 
used, with 10 horizontal and concave lines in it, and a frame placed 
over it. The letters could be visualized by means of models , but one had 
to then reverse the shape in one's mind and memorize the placement and 
number of dots for each letter. It is not likely that this scheme of 
writing was used to any extent. One may wonder what Braille 's frame of 
mind was when he fabricated this more complex point system that the 
sighted could also read. 
Although Braille's "frozen taps" are now called "dots", and the 
"frame and bodkin" are now the 11 slate and stylus", the metal guide and 
the stylus for punching dots have not changed radical l y in the 125 years 
since their invention. There has almost always been the necessity of 
reversing the paper in order to read what was written. In 1876 there 
appeared a hinged metal slate with a grooved board on which to attach 
the slate . Perkins made a slate of the same model, with J l cells in 
each of 4 lines (Plate 9). This slate will be discussed later with the 
other devices presently used at Perkins . 
It is pointed out in the section on Reading how those working with 
and for the blind were not contented with Braille's point system, but 
tried to ignore or surpass it. Line type was bound to fail eventually, 
because of the inadequacy of any device t hat might be invented for 
writing it . Dr. Howe showed that his Boston Line Type was easily printed 
and took up less space than other line types , but the students could not 
write it with ease . William Wait, in inventing New York Point, made it 
necessary for some manufacturers to put out slates that would guide the 
stylus in making a cell two dots high with a variable number of dots on 
the base line . Wait himself in 1909, patented an "Apparatus for 
Embossing Punctographic Writing ." 
One slate, now on exhibit in the Blindiana truseum at the Perkins 
School, accommodated Roman print (like Howe's Line type) , James Gall's 
type (from Scotland) , and braille. In 1896 a variety of slate was put 
out by Alfr ed Wayne that included the idea of the pins that hold the 
paper in place being part of the slate rather than part of the board 
underneath. This made the slate more of a portable artiel e , and a newer 
Wayne model was even called the "pocket guide". The Howe Press now 
refers to the two types as "pocket slates", those without boards, and 
"desk slates", those with boards. Around 1940 the Press experimentally 
developed a combination braille alate and pencil signature board, with 
knobs at each end to turn up the paper. 
By 1882 Point writing, and more specifically, a type of braille, 
became the accepted form of writing, and the slate became more of a 
standardized piece of equipment . A more comprehens ive description will 
be given in the second part of the 'ITriting section. William Moon's 
system of Moon Type will not be discussed here, as it cannot be written, 
and is not taught to younger blind students . However, at the time of 
its invention, in 1847, a tablet made of narrow strips of wood glued on 
cloth was used for writing it. 
Slates have varied greatly in the number of lines they include . 
The most commonly used slates in the United States have four lines (~lates 
9 and 10). But they range from those being two lines long, like the one 
put out by the Britain Foreign Blind Association, to those being the 
size of a page of typing paper. This latter type is used mainly in 
Europe, and has pins holding the paper arranged to allow for 
interlining - a process whereby the dots written on the reverse side 
of the paper fall between dots 2 - 3 - 5 - 6 on the front side. The 
two sides of the paper may thus be written upon. 
Styluses have been as varied as slates , but almost all have had the 
common feature of a blunt point . Awl- like in appearance , they have had 
a saddle- shape top over which to fit the second knuckle of the index 
finger (a Danish style) ; a ring through which to put the finger; or the 
more common smooth, rounded top that is used at Perkins today. An 
all- metal stylus (Elate 9) put out by the Howe Press has the pointed end 
which can be unscrewed and fitted into the top for protection. These 
are not used in the classrooms at Perkins . 
There have been attempts to make a slate and stylus combination 
that would allow the writer to read what he has written without taking 
the paper out of the frame and turning it over. The Taylor Postcard 
Pocket Frame, put out in 1926, had the points sti cking into the paper 
from the top part of the hinged frame . Thus the paper could stay on 
the pins while the back was opened and the braille read. The Brown 
Slate , currently manufactured by the American Printing House , has an 
extra frame that holds the pins, so the back part of the guide can drop 
open when one wants to read. 
The Hoff Aid, also manufactured by the American Printing House, is 
an 11 upward writingm slate; it utilizes a diebox containing cup- shaped 
caps that fit over metal raised dots when pushed down with a regular 
stylus . This apparatus is slow for anything other than mathematical 
calculations, as the diebox must be pushed along a bar with the finger. 
1/ See American Printing House catalog in Appendix B. 
y 
"Popular Mechanicstt described a slate in which the dots on the bottom 
frame were raised as in the Hoff aid, and the stylus itself was cup-shaped 
at the end . This again reversed the process and the dots appeared r aised 
when the top of the frame was raised. Although 250 Brown Slates were 
11 
made recently for the schools, Perki ns uses the simpler slate and 
stylus . It would seem to this writer that the Braille Writer is filling 
this need for an apparatus that will make braille readable as the person 
is writing. 
~en Didymus used movable wooden letters with which to write, 
and when in the late eighteenth century Christian Niesatt used wooden 
?:.I 
blocks and metal slugs , they were both utilizing a principle that was 
eventually to lead to the braille writer for the blind, the typewriter 
for both the blind and the sighted , and the stereotyper and printing 
press for printing ink print and braille books . The principle was that 
of using previously established s~bols of communi cation and manipulating 
them, either by hand, as was first done, or by machine. 
Throughout the history of the mechanization of written communication 
for the blind, there is again evidence of dual purposes : to find a means 
of ·K.riting that both the blind and sighted can read; and to find merely 
a means of communicating with the sighted. 
Since the late eighteenth century there have been many inventions 
of writing machines. Only a fe~ will be mentioned here . In 1799 
1./ F. E. Davis, "Report of the Amerifan Printing House," Proceedings , 
The Amerifan Association of Instructors of the Blind, 43rd Conference, 
Ohio State School for the Blind , Worthington, Ohio , 1956, p. 41. 
?:./ Gabrial Farrell, The Story of Blindness , Harvard University Press , 
1956, p. 23 . 
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Wolfgang Von Kemplen of Austria, develooed the Schreibsetzgerat, a 
"practical machine" for the blind musician, N..aria Theresa Von Paradis . 
The Frenchman Xavier Progin, in 1833, used a type bar in his machine . 
In 1837, Pierre Foucault introduced the Raphigraph . Ten radial rods 
were pressed in combinations by the right hand, while the left hand did 
the spacing. This machine embossed recognizable letters, as Foucault 
didn't want to see the gap appear between writing for the blind and the 
seeing. It is to be noted that Louis Braille adapted FoucaQlt's machine 
for making music braille. In 1851, William Hughes invented a 
Typhlograph for the Manchester Asylum for the Blind in England . The 
princiole of this machine which embossed letters is now used in 
Varitypers that make impressions through carbon paper . The Italian, 
Giuseppe Ravizza, in 1856, invented a ribbon inking system. 
Men in the United States, beginning to take an active interest in 
work for the blind, introduced the paper feeder, used the idea of a 
movable carriage in a machine, moved the embossed copy into full view, 
and in 1860, Lotham Sholes and Carlos Glidden of Milwaukee used ideas 
from earlier devices and made themselves a key-operated machine with 
under-strike type bars. They called it a typewriter, and in 1876 it 
went on sale as the Number One Remington. Although it made inkprint copy, 
the manufacturers stated, "This machine is a great boon to the blind. 
They can soon learn to write with it. The attention of the teachers of 
the blind is especially invited."1/ In 1890 the Hammond Typewriter, now 
the Coxhead D.S.J., printed braille wi th a hammer . And in 1897 Underwood 
1/ George and Martin, Ji!anufactures, The Tyoewriter, Boston, Massachusetts, 
1876. Advertisement. 
developed what was called "visible writingn and "the touch system." 
It is easy to see how theassumption that the blind must learn to 
write what the sighted could read led to the invention of the typewriter. 
On the other hand, there were those who were looking for a mechanical 
means of writing what the blind could r ead. Joel Smith invented the 
Daisy Point Tiriter which the Howe Press at Perkins offered for sale in 
1865, and which was an aid for writing Smith's American Braille point 
system. A later model, ca lled a Unigraph , could write either American 
Braille (based on the system of 11frequency of recurrence") or William 
Wait's New York Point. The six daisy-petal shaped keys pr~ssed styluses 
down through holes in a brass block and onto a cloth. The paper was 
placed on the cloth. As there was nothing automatic about the device, 
it soon gave way to machines that adapted ideas from the typewrit er 
construction. 
Frank H. Hall was the Superintendent of the Illinois Institute for 
the Education of the Blind from 1890- 1893, and again from 1897-1902 . In 
1890 he traveled to New York and became acquainted with Wait's New York 
Point. He preferred this system to braille for the purpose of reading, 
but from his point of view as an inventor, he found that braille's even 
spacing lent itself more readily to being written on a machine . 
By 1892, with the help of mechanics G. A. ~eiber, T.B. Harrison, and 
C. J. Seifried, Hall had developed a writer on which his daughter was 
said to have written up to 100 words per minute . Hall had the idea of 
using six keys, and the space bar as it was found in the typewriter. 
Seiber arranged the mechanism so the dots would push up from below and 
be immediately readable . He also developed a linkeage between each key 
and the stylus by means of a spring . The thick-grained paper was rolled 
in between rollers and curled inside the movable carriage . The dots 
were about 0. 020 of an inch high, and arrangements had to be made to 
allow for an escapement - the distance the carriage must travel to make 
each successive letter - of 1/4 inch, 2t times that for each letter on 
the typewriter. For 12.00 to 14.00 dollars one could buy one of these 
l arge , loud, heavy, and quite easily broken machin~s. In 1929, the 
American Foundation for the Blind took over the manufacture of the 
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writer and made certain improvements . 
For some time, with the exception of ITilliam mait 1 s Kleidograph 
machine that could handle his point system, the manufacturers of writers 
used the Hall principle in their new machines . The HoTie Press in 1910 
came out with the Boston Writer , which was smaller (7 inches wide) , had 
a carriage one foot long moved by an unwinding string, and had an 
improved paper feed where a cam l ever fed the paper into a slot in the 
cylinder. 
The Perkins Model B, also manufactured by the Howe Press, was used 
by many people up to 1940 . Put out in 1921, this pressed- steel writer, 
still having wooden keys, included a line and back spacer, a more 
convenient margin set, a better spring for the carriage, and a lower 
roller around which to roll the paper. 
From 1940 to 1954, the American Printing House produced the nNew 
Hall Writer , 11 a large machine 15t inches long, 10 inches wide , and 5t 
inches high, weighint 16 pounds with the carrying case (~late 12) . 
1J \'1alter B. Hendrickson , lfThe Beginnings of the Braille Writer," 
Outlook for the Blind (October , 1955), 49 : 299-304. 
Thirty-nine cells could be placed on one line. This model was still 
quite noisy and relatively heavy, needed the carrying case for protection, 
and retained the idea of the overhanging carriage as in the typewriter. 
The embossed head still arched over the carriage, remaining stationary 
while the paper moved along beneath it. 
Finally, in 1950 , the Howe Press came out with a writer based on 
ne~ principles and made to be a precision mach"ne . In 1936, prompted by 
the suggestions of a staff member , Mr . David Abraham, of the Perkins 
School, a teacher in the Manual Training Depar.tment, developed the 
Perkins Brailler ~late 11). 
r~ . Waterhouse, the present director of Perkins , recently published 
the story of the writer. He aptly explains the three risks the trustees 
had to consider when the Howe Pres~ wanted to produce the machine : 
"The first involved costs; until we made some machines , 
we could not be certain of our price estimates . The Br ailler 
might be so expensive that it wouldn't sell. Second, there i s 
always a difference between quantity-produced articles and a 
so-called 'hand- made' prototype . The finished models might 
be inferior in operation and not gi ve satisfaction. Third , a 
new model might reach the market I?ich would be better than 
ours and put us out of business . 11 
The Howe Press olant is small, and it t ook half of their resources to 
produce the first writers . But they did it , perhaus aware of the 
advantages of the writer, but unaware of the immensity of this business 
venture . 
Mr . Waterhouse continues : 
"The Brailler was not only built along r adically new 
jJ Edward J. Waterhouse ~ "Production of the Perkins Brailler," The 
Lantern (March 15, 1957) , 26:13. 
lines, but it was far more precisely constructed than other models. 
Although simple to operate , it is not easy to construct. Some 
parts have to be made as accurately as a watch; mos~/parts are 
more precise than those in a standard type-writer ."-
The "radically new linesu meant mainly the f act that the die , or the 
embossed head, was the movable part, and the paper was stationary. Ng 
longer would a teacher witness the U?setting of a writer onto the floor 
when the carriage hung too far over the side of the desk. The large 
aluminum frame protects the workings , although the whole machine is 
lighter than the other models . The paper holder is also of a unique 
design. A more thorough description will be given along with the 
discussion of the writer as it is used at Perkins. Important here is the 
fact that, although European models of writers are available and are on 
the whole cheaper, the Perkins Brailler is more in demand than any other 
machine; unfortunately, the Howe Press, until its intended expansion in 
· 1958, has not the machinery to keep its output equal to this demand. 
The Royal National Institute for the Blind in England adopted the 
Brailler in 1954 - it is now known the world over. 
A comment made to this writer by an administrative worker in the 
braille book division of the Library of Congress led this writer to feel 
that those working with adult blind would like to see the Braillers 
available to the adults first, rat her than allowing so many school 
children to own them. It is difficult to know how the supply must be 
apportioned; however, it is easy to see how fortunate the United States is 
in having the source of supply in this country . Some schools in Africa 
and Asia have no writing equipment, or only one slate to a class of 
l! Ibid., 26:13- 14. 
students . 
Before 1950, other braille writers were considered for purchase by 
many people . It will suffice to mention only the nsmes of these writers . 
Of course, Europeans today can buy writers easily from their own 
manufacturers, and be assured of the servicing of the machines . 
European writers available in 1950 r:ere : The German ttOriginal Picht" 
Braille Writer, and the Picht Record , both of which wer e handled through 
the Eastall Corporation in New York; the Geroan l.~rburg Braille Sheet 
Writer; the Danish A and S ~riter ; the English Pyke- Glauser Upward Braille 
ryriter, and the Improved Stainsby Writer - capable of interlining or 
interpointing. 
In the United States , there is the Atkinson f.~odel Portable Braille 
Typewriter, the umachine that \7rites braille on the level, " put out by 
the 3r aille Institute of America in Los Angeles; and the American 
Printing House's New Hall Tiriter (stopped production in 1954) . A small 
11pocketrr writer is put out by the I.B. JJ, . Corporation called the Banks 
Pocket Braille ~riter, and is deccribed as being much the size and 
shape of a pound of butter . Lions Clubs in the different states 
distribute them, each one weighing 18 ounces, and being only 8 inches 
long. All Pocket writers have a place providing for a roll of paper on 
which to emboss the braille. They are mainly machines for note taking , 
as the rolls are not easily read . This type has also been called a 
shorthand machine . A new one, recently put out by the Royal National 
Institute , is the Matrix Writer . There is mention of the development 
in 1956 of a Lavender 3raillewriter which was tried at the Kentucky 
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School for the Blind,1/ but nothing is known by this writer of its success. 
The printing press was an invention that affected all areas of 
communication; the specialized stereotyper to emboss plates that dould 
then be used for printing braille was what gave the education o~ the 
blind an impetus. The American Printing House in Louisville, Kentucky 
was running in 1858, and printed line types; the Howy Memorial Press was 
set up only slightly before that. 
In 1893 Frank Hall, again using his practical inventive abilities, 
developed the stereotyper, a foot-powered mayhine on a large standing 
frame, that punched the braille plates. Hall also developed interoointing, 
and adjusted his machine so that the metal sheet would drop down slightly 
in the frame when it was turned over. In 1908, a electric power was used, 
which took the carriage at a constant speed; the person stereotying 
embossed the character before the next throw of the matrix along the 
?J 
shaft. The machine is geared to move 230 times per minute, unless the 
stereotyper pauses by pressing the foot clutch pedal. Eight pages per 
hour is an excellent rate at which to work. Even with improvements, 
stereotyping is slow. The platen press is capable of 1,750 revolutions 
per hour, but here there are stops to change plates. Despite the slowness 
of these two processes, by June, 1955, presses of this type the country 
over had turned out 4,316 braille books, some of them over three volumes 
1/ Samuel C. Ashcroft, "Educational Research," ~can Sssociation for 
Instructors of the Blind, Forty-Third Conference, Ohio State School for the 
Blind, Worthington, Ohio, 1956, pp. 35-39. 
2:1 Frank C. Bryan, "Development at Perkins Institution of Mechanical 
Devices for ilriting and Embossing Braille," American .Association for 
~tructors of the Blind, Thirtieth Biennial Convention, Washington 
State School for the Blind , 1930, po . 463-467. 
long. 
Standardization has always been a problem in work for the blind, 
since so many inventions came fro~ individual sources. In 1952, 
Paul Langan, of the Joint Unifor~ Braille Committee, stated that, "they 
( the o. rinteries) have lacked a uniform orocedure manual to enable them 
. 1/ 
to emboss the same type , size , and quality of dot and cell." It is 
standardising projects like these that are needed to lessen the area of 
chance perfection, and enhance the awareness that tangible writing and 
printing apparatus for the blind must be precision materials , produced 
by precision tools . It is hoped that the standardization of many other 
aids used in educating the blind will be furthered in future conferences 
held by the Tiorld Braille Council under UNESCO. Such a conference has 
met with success in developing more uniformity in braille music . 
Aids ~resently Used at Perkin~and r•ethods of Te~ching Their Use 
Tihen one thinks of the area of writing in a school program, one 
might visualize starting with a pencil and paper. Depending on the 
method of teaching, one would see the children learning to print, to do 
scri~t, or cursive writing . Somewhere in the process would be the 
shift to a pen. High school courses might teach typewriting. An 
emphasis would be placed on the legibility of handwriting, and drill 
work would be a means of promoting corract letter formation and 
encouraging relaxed hand movement . All through this learning period 
there ~ould be an increasing incentive to be able to write: so as to 
1/ Paul Langan (Chairman), "Report of the Joint Uniform Braille 
Committ ee," ~rican Association of Instructors of the Blind, Forty-First 
Conference, Kentucky School for the Blind , Louisville , 1952, p . 48. 
leave a note for Mother , to sign a name on a cub scout card, or to write 
a thank you note after Christmas presents have come. 
As has been mentioned in the historical part of this section, 
the blind use the tactual sense to guide their hand without the aid of 
the visual sense when they write. It was necessary to develop a means 
of writing that could be legible to the blind . The embossing of braille 
was the ans~er . Yet, there is still the need for a blind person to know 
handwriting. Again it becomes obvious that it is the visual sense 
that so ably checks and corrects the hand's muscles in their task of 
writing. Try to draw a straight line with your eyes shut; or try 
signing your name in the small space left at the bottom of an order 
blank. Did the "t's" get crossed and the "i's" dotted? Was your name 
on one level, each letter evenly spaced from its neighbors? 
There is need of a mechanical guide that might approximate the 
visual guide lines on a page . There is need of a machine to make 
letters themselves, and place them in a straight line - the typewriter. 
And for t he blind to read themselves, there is need of a device to 
emboss braille quickly , uniformly , and accurately. The steel or 
aluminum slate with its stylus , and the braille writer are the 
accepted devices today. For mass production, the stereotyping machine 
for embossing metal plates , and the accompanying press are indispensible 
in the education of the blind . 
The procedures of teaching writing aids suggested in this paper 
are a combination of the opinions of many persons at Perkins , and 
therefore should only serve as guides, to be modified and adapted to each 
teaching situation. 
Until the school year 1952- 1953 , the slate and stylus was taught 
first at Perkins , after which lessons on the Brailler were begun. 
Guided by the opinions expressed in a national survey, Perkins decided 
to change this procedure, and teach the Brailler first , followed by the 
slate in the third grade. This decision was based on the fact that the 
small muscles required to manipulate the stylus and co-ordinate the two 
hands in writing on the slate were not sufficiently developed in a six 
or seven year old child . Time was wasted and maximum efficiency was 
not guaranteed . Recently, at a writing workshop conference at the 
Ohio State School for the Blind , some schools even attested that they 
taught no writing in the first grade . 
Readiness for writing is discussed in the section on the Kindergarten. 
A few basic principles , however , are carried on by teachers of the first 
fev1 grades . The strengthening of the larger finger and arm muscles 
used in writi~g is aided by plasticene modelling, and building blocks ; 
co- ordination of the fingers is aided by counting and stringing beads, 
using snap blocks, tinker toys and other put- together toys, and 
geom=tric shapes; relaxed large motions can be enhanced by scribbling 
with crayons or doing large wheel motions in the air; rhythmic motions 
of dancing, or exercising are helpful, and the timing may be kept by 
rhythmical music or the teacher's voice . 
Various teachers employ the "rag doll" idea t o relax the children 
before attempting the writing t ask which t akes a relaxed attitude but 
the utmost concentration. The teacher's voice is quiet as she gets the 
children to become as limp and disjointed as a rag doll - their heads 
droop on their desks , their arms hang loose at their sides , and no one 
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moves . After such limpness, the children are usually able to be 
attentive for longer periods of time than if they went immediately into 
the writing lesson from another subject . 
The ~ller (~late ll) is a widely used aid at Perkins . The lower 
school with its 170 children has 55 Braillers; the upper school of 85 
has about 15 of them. dit h the rate of production being uhat it is at 
the Howe Press , the proportion of writers alloted to Perkins is high. 
Beginning in the third grade, some children own writers which they use 
at home on weekends . 
The Perkins Brail ler includes nine keys across the front: at the 
far left is the line-spacing key; goi ng to the right from there are the 
keys for dots 3-2-1 respectively, of the braille cell; the spacing key; 
keys for dots 4-5-6 of the cell; and the back- spacing key. The paper 
feed knobs are at either side, and the paper- release levers are the 
small knobs at the top near each end . These levers, when pushed away 
from the person ~riting , clamp the paper in olace . The metal roller just y 
above the paper is grooved so as to keep from crushing the embossed dots . 
The carriage is made up of the cup- shaped carriage lever (at the 
front of the machine) and the embossing head. The head embosses from 
left to right as the six keys and space bar are maniuplated. There are 
the usual margin stops at the back of the machine , and a bell that rings 
seven cells before the end of the 42 cell line . 
The child using the Brailler should eventually come to know the 
names of these parts and how each is used. However, to avoid confusion, 
17 See pamphlet on the Brailler in Appendix B. 
it is so~etimes the practice to make the beginning child familiar only 
~ith the keys, the cell- spacer, and the line-spacer, leaving the rest 
until there is the need for using them, or the child himself wants to 
know about them. 
Research has been done on the readability of the braille dot since 
the braille dot first appeared, although , until recently, there have 
been few large scale studies done on the problem. In the 1930's a 
standard seems to have been reached at the Howe Press concerning the 
measurements of the embossed dot, or the pit and stylus . Each pit in 
the embossed head, or in the manual slate , is 0.025 inches deep , 0 . 062 
inches in diameter, and is three fourths of a hemisphere . There is 0.093 
inches between adjacent dots within the cell; fro~ the cent er of one cell 
to the center of the next (the escapement) is 0. 25 inches, and each 
line from center to center of cells vertically adjacent is spaced 0. 4 
inches apart. The stylus on the writer is 0. 049 inches wide to allow 
for the thickness of the paper and to make a smooth punch. The slate 
and stylus has approxi mately the same measurements. When perforations 
appear in the paper instead of unbroken dots , it may be due to the 
improper relationship of the pit and the stylus . 
In 1954 at the American Printing House, the Tangible Apparatus 
Committee and the Educational Research Committee were formed to parallel 
the Publications Committee which ~as then fifty years old . A study was 
then begun by the Educational Research Committee and t he Kentucky Research 
Foundation on the readability of braille . In 1956 tuo pilot studies 
showed that the finger can discriminate a dot of 0.001 inches high, and 
that interpointing can be done by putting dots 1 and 4 among dots 
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2-3-5-6 without being detrimental to the readability of the braille on 
either side . This procedure makes the dots on one side lie completely 
between the dots on the other side and thus simplifies the printing 
process. 
It would seem that, although the finger can discriminate a dot 
0. 001 inches high, ~ reading efficiency is higher when the dbt is 
0 . 025 inches high. ~avid Abraham has perfected a Brailler t o be used 
for duplicating that has a dot 0 . 030 inches in height . It was f i rst 
developed because a woman teaching in Africa found that her blind 
African pupils with their much used hands and calloused fingers could 
not read the regular dot. 
Braille paoer is an important commodity at Perkins . For class 
exercises and practice papers , the light weight manilla paper 0 . 00525 
inches thick, may be used. It is also excellent to use when first 
teaching the slate and stylus, as the child needs less pressure to 
emboss each dot . The heavy weight manilla paper is 0 .00650 i nches thick 
and should be used when any writing needs to be preserved . The paper is 
used mostly in the 8 by 10~ inch size, but there is also a 9 by 11 inch 
size, and strips of the thick paper may be obtained f or practice 
1/ 
writing . Shellac or nail polish ar e good for preserving dots that will 
be read over many times. An expensive plastic treated card may also be 
obtained. For someone not attending school, the cheapes t way to buy 
paper is directly from a wholesale house; large sheets 24 by 36 inches 
may be then cut into the desirable size. 
1/ See Howe Press price lists in Appendix 
The Brailler and braille paper are not presented t~the lower 
school child until he has read at least three pre- primers , and has some 
reason to write . In teaching reading and writing, the approach is not 
analytical at first. By the third grade, however, the teaching can be 
on more of an analytical level , as the child's mind is beginning to 
function that way. Perhaps this is another reason for the Brailler 
being a more successful writing imple~ent in the first grade t han the 
slate and stylus : after learning, for instance , that 'b' is dots 1- 2, 
on the Br ailler the child mere ly has to make one motion in writing that 
letter; while with the slate and stylus , he must always break the 1b 1 
down into dot 1 and dot 2. 
In 1954 an experiment was done at the South Carolina School for 
the Deaf and Blind in whi8h 13 first gr aders of all ranges of ability 
and degrees of slate proficiency wer e taught the Brailler. The braille 
writer was easier for all the children, and a high degree of confidence 
1/ 
was shown. ITith the braille writer, results can be obtained faster,' 
and the first grade child needn't be frustrated by his inabil ity to fit 
the small stylus into the right space. There is enough of this 
frustration even in the third grade when the slate and stylus is presented. 
Writing readiness was mentioned earlier in this section. With the 
first grade children at Perkins , more specific readiness begins before 
Christmas . In one class the children learn about each letter oral~ 
through the ' story' of a letter: What sound does the letter make? What 
jj Myrle P. Wilson, "Braillewriters for Beginners ," International 
Journal ~he Education of the Blind_(October, 1955), No . 1, 5:13-14. 
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Llbra1·y; 
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does it say? What word does the letter stand for~ 11hat are the dot 
numbers? (Thus it might be : 111 11 says '1' (sound); 
1 11 stands for 'like'; the dots for 1 11 are dot 1, dot 2, and dot 3. 11 ) 
This oral work leads into 'playing ' braille writer. The children 
spread their first, middle and ring fingers of each hand on the desk, 
leaving the thumb and little fingers down out of the way. The teacher 
may then touch a finger and have the child identify what dot number that 
finger pushes . Another aoproach is to have the children place the right 
finger on the desk when a dot number is called; the next step would be 
to respond with the right fingers when a letter is called. 1hen the 
children write, they must push all the keys making up a letter or 
contraction simultaneously, so it is a good practice to develop this 
response from the beginning, rather than letting the children plunk one 
finger and then another on the desk. 
~en beginning the chil d on the writer, it is wise to seat him at 
a low table (desks are often too high for this) where he can easily oress 
down on the keys . Although the Perkins Brailler is made to emboss the 
dots uniformly despite differences of pressure exerted by the different 
fingers, it still takes gross muscular pressure in the forearm, and 
it helps to have the child's arms above the Brailler . 
For the finst year or two, the paper is placed in the Brailler by 
the teacher, so the child need only sit down and write . By the third 
grade, however, when the child begins to use the Brailler as a vehicle 
for expression rather than as a machine for practi cing writing , he 
should know how to prepare the Brailler for the paper, how to put the 
paper in lengthwise as one would p~t paper in a typewriter, how to set 
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the margins, and how to fit words on the line so they do not run off the 
edge. He should also know how to check his writing and recognize 
mistakes, how to go back to a certain place on the line (using the back-
spacer or the carriage lever), and how to write words in columns . 
Final~, and perhaps this should be learned in the second grade, the 
child should know how to leave the writer without the paper in it: the 
paper-release levers pulled toward him and the carriage lever all the 
way over to the right hand edge . 
A six year old child's hands are small, and it is often difficult 
for him to be in contact with all the keys at once . But it is import~t 
that he use the right finger for each key, or his writing speed will 
suffer later, and he will be likely to make mistakes. He should also 
keep his fingers as close to the keys as possible; the teacher should 
correct any child whose hands fly up into the air after each stroke; 
time and the established position are lost when this extra motion is 
made . 
The first writing lesson might be t he ttfor" sign, that is, all the 
keys pressed down at once. This takes considerable strength, but is a 
mass motion, requiring little finger dexterity. The fingers should be 
curved when pressing the keys , thus giving more strength to them. The 
spacing key should be brought into use at once, manipulated by the 
thumb of either hand. Again , it is hard for a small hand to stretch the 
thumb to the spacer. As a result, many children come down on the spacer 
with the end of the thumb rather than with the side . This may be 
corrected when their hands have grown larger and stronger. 
/OJ 
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11 0ur primary aim in writing should be accuracy." Once that is 
secured, speed will follow . Accuracy is even more important to the 
blind than to the sighted, because of the problems encountered when one 
attempts to erase braille, and because of the use of the typewriter 
later on, where the writer cannot tell if he has made mistakes . Jrill 
is therefore quite meaningful and necessary for developing the correct 
responses . 
After the 11for 11 sign, drill may consist of combinations of dots 
that involve the same fingers on both hands . This is a good insurance 
that , at first , one hand wil l not get more practice than the other. 
Shaking the hands to relax them must be done frequently at this stage . 
Examples of these exercises and the phonics exercises may be found in 
Appendix 
In learning individual letters, teachers start with the u.,u , 11 b11 , 
and 11 1", which use dots 1, dots 1-2 ar.d dots 1-2-.3 respectively. These 
may be practiced separately, using the spacer , and when the class or 
individual chi ld has the mechanjcs well in hand, the next step is to 
combine them into "b- a-1-1, space" . Thus , there is an imaediate 
correlation with phonics and spelling. The child r eads what he has just 
written and discovers it to be the word 11ball11 ; he didn't know he was 
writing it . Soon the two ideas of reading and writing the word are 
combined and the child learns to spell . 
Other letters are introduced : "c", 11p11 , "g"; drill is given on all 
1/ l'innie Hicks , "Teachirg the Beginner to Read and ~·Trite Braille ," 
American Association of Instructors of the Blind, Twenty-Fifth Biennial 
Convention, l.'aryland School for the Blind , Overlea, 1920 , p . 68. 
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combinations of these and the othersalready learned , always haying the 
child tell the sound of the letter, what the dot numbers are, and what 
the word stands for. For example, 11 1-111 (the contraction for "little"), 
"a-1-111 , "b- a-g", and "c- a-b" may be written . At the end of each line 
when the bell rings , the child should know automatically to .put one or 
two fingers of his right hand into the cup- shaped carriage lever, bring 
it back to the left as far as it will go, and press down on the line-
spacer. By the third grade the child can easily use his left hand little 
finger for the line- spacer, but there is no harm in letting him use his 
index finger when he is younger. 
Reading, writing, and spelling may be taught simultaneously on the 
writer . At the end of the first grade and in the second grade, phonics 
are dealt with as a basis for most spelling . The tt..all" and 11 - ag" 
families come first, and the child can easily affix suitable letters to 
these endings . The procedure for spelling in the third and fourth grades 
brings in all the senses available: the tactual and auditory, and the 
motor r esponses used in writing the words . Each word is pronounced and 
spelled while being read, is written with the Grade Two contractions, 
and again with each letter written out, and is then studied, used in 
sentences, placed in a phonic group , or manipulated in other ways . 
Seventy-eight per cent of all commonly used words are phonetic, so the 
phonic approach is certai nly a sensible one . The similar sounds in a 
phonic group , as well as the similar motions used in writing the 
endings are natural means of making the memory subject of spelling 
become automatic . 
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Many teachers encourage their pupils to write their own names as 
soon as possible . This often involves teaching them contractions the 
class as a whole has not come to , thus providing something speci&l for 
each individual as well as teacting him something he will use almost 
every day of his school life . 
Rhythmic drill is fun and important to the beginning writer . It is 
fun even to the pupil who has been writing for a few years but who still 
needs practice on new contractions , and needs to gain accuracy and 
writing speed . The teacher may c lap her hands while the children say 
what they are writing . For example , the exercise might be "c- a- b space , 
c- a- b space" to the end of the line , all children writing at the sarr.e 
speed . It is fun to vary the speed : one line of easy letters fast , and 
the next line slow, and so on. Since rhythm is 11 a regular repetition of 
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any body action or movement,n it tends to relax the muscles not involved 
in the actual writing, and make the whole process smootter and more 
enjoyable . Singing the exercise adds another element of fun to the 
lesson . 
There are other incentives for accurate writing . Gold stars pasted 
on perfect papers and thumb- tacked to the board encourage the others in 
the class to write perfect papers ; notebooks for pupils from the third 
through sixth gr ades give the children a place to keep t:t..eir good papers ; 
games of all kinds help the children to relax while working : phonics 
games such as writing all the words one can think of ending i n '-ast' , 
f] Mozelle Jones , "Rhythm in Braille TTriting, 11 American Association of 
Instructors of the Blind , Fortieth Biennial Convention , Overbrook 
School for the Blind , Philadelphi a , 1950, p . 229 . 
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or games of writjnp ~ith one hand behind one's back: Teruests bv t,~e 
teacher for indivi dua.l children to ryi te snecia ,_ nane,.c;, ryerl-.a""s f'or +h~ 
classroom, stimulate ~ood writi~~; and f1ne1lv, ~ictation, convin~, or 
composing of noetry, sentences, or sto,.ies, ma~e thP ~rei11~r ~eco~e a 
means to ~riting , and writing a means to expression. 
It is hoped that by graduation into the seventh grade , each pupil 
has a mastery of the Brailler . This , however , is not always the case , 
and further drill may be needed. Letter reversals, difficulty in 
putti ng the paper in straight, and v~iting over a line are all matters 
that may take further work to overcome . The pupils themselves enjoy 
the Braillers, even when they have become familiar with the slate and 
stylus; they are heavy, costly, slow to be produced, and tend to make 
a good deal of noise when upoer school pupils are taking notes on them 
all at one time . But the ease of writing on them outweighs those 
drawbacks . 
The m~in concern of the teachers and administrators is whether the 
puJils are becomeing too dependent upon the Brailler and are not 
developing enough skill on the , la t e and stylus , the implement that most 
nearly approximates the pencil or oen in its usefulness . The emphasis 
in grades four to six, then, should be olaced on using the slate and 
stylus , unless a child is incapable of the necessary co-ordination, or 
for some other r eason cannot use the slate . Unimanual Braillers are 
now being made for one-handed writers , the other hand perhaps being 
drippled by cerebral palsy. The whole idea of developing the writing 
skill is as i mportant at Perkins as it is in the general scheme of educ~tion 
in this country. The Brailler gives this skill an encoura~ing start in 
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the early grades . 
The slate and stylus ('late 10) has been mentioned as the first 
aid used for writing the point system. It requires expert co-ordination 
of the two hands , a good concept of direction - upoer , lower, left , right, 
and the developed kinesthetic sense of form, surface, and shape . 
Varieties of slates used at the pr esent time have been described in 
the historical part of this section and a clear description of the 
slates and styluses which are produced by the American Printing House 
appears in Appendix The following is a description o~ the type of 
slate manufactured by the Howe Press and used by the lower and upper 
school pupils . The teachers are thankful for the immediate availability 
of these slates , as the Press is actually on the school grounds . 
The slate is 27 cells long, 4 lines wide , and made of nickel-plated 
brass . The reader can comprehend the make-up of the slate by studying 
plate 19 better t han by reading five hundred words of description. The 
solid portion of t he slate is pitted with a series of indentations 
corresponding to the six points of the br aille cell. This piece of metal 
also contains the four points that hold the paper in place. This bottom 
port ion stays flat on the desk while the second portion moves up and away 
on a hinge to allow for the paper to be inserted, removed , and moved up 
after four lines have been completed. The second or top portion has been 
described as looking like windows on the face of a building; each 
oblong hole has scallops or r ounded niches ar ound the edges to guide the 
stylus into the pits below. 
The board slate ( iPJ..ate 9) is no longer used in the classroom. It is 
used, however, by t he singing teacher when there is the need for pupils 
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to write music braille in the auditorium where singing classew are carried 
on. ro desk space is available there and the board, held on the knees, 
provides a flat writing surface . Two pins under a clip at the top of 
the board hold the paper in place; there are no pins in t he metal slate . 
The slate is held to the board by two pegs that fit into holes at 
either side of the board. When four lines of writing have been done, one 
may continue by merely lifting the slate out of the holes and sliding it 
down t o the next set of two holes; the paper remains stationary. 
The aluminum slate has been tried in class by various teachers, but 
it is easily bent by the rough treatmen t the children give it . A 
wooden eraser (Plate 9) in the shape of a stylus is used little in classes. 
The fingernail, if pr operly placed, can rub out a dot as efficiently as 
the eraser. The aluminum tuck-away stylus (Plate 9) is not used in the 
lower school . 
1 he slate and stylus are now presented to the third grade children, 
presumably after they have become familiar with the Brailler, and are 
able to write most of the contractions . P. child must want to write 
before he can learn to write . What better incentive is there than to 
have the whole class aware that this chance will be given to them in the 
third grade? There is some debate on whether or not the individual firs t 
or second grade child, when ready, should start on the slate, regardless 
of the level of the rest of the class . There has also been discussion 
on using the slate as a readiness aid in itself, allowing the children to 
punch holes wi th the stylus in a haphazard manner, mere ly to become 
accustomed to the idea and feel of punching . 
This writer is inclined to believe that the class as a whole should 
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at least start on the slate together. And, to avoid developing bad 
habits, any readiness materials should be other than the slate itself, 
such as the peg board and plastic cells. 
Readiness for the slate is a matter of age, mental and co- ordinating 
ability, and familiarity with size and direction. Children of eight or 
nine seem ready to accept the amount of drill necessary to develop the 
skill. Third grade children have had the practice in Kindergarten of 
fitting graduated cylinders into each other, and finding the proper 
geometric piece to fit into its corresponding hole. They seem able to 
grasp the abstract idea of a letter being made up of a combination of 
dots, and these dots always being thought of and punched in numerical 
order (i . e ., dots 1-4-5, or dots 2- J - 5) no matter whether writing left 
to right as on the Brailler or right to left as is proper on the slate . 
Third graders seem able to understand directions such as upper right, 
lower left, across, slanted, in line with, and down from. 
In order to assure understanding of the shape and make- up of the 
small cell in the slate, teachers often use the ordinary peg board , 
taped off to allow six holes to show as a unit (Plate 8) . Already 
familiar with the process of putting pegs in, the child can get the idea 
of the oblong shape, and can easily identify the holes that correspond 
with the pits in the cell. Starting from the upper right and counting 
down vmuld be "written" dots 1- 2- J . At the left counting down would be 
dots 4-5-6 . Pegs may then be placed in the holes as one would punch 
with the stylus , and words may even be written. The two peg boards on the 
left in Plate 9 are specifically manufactured as slate readiness boards . 
The metal pegs have been oiaced in the board to spell 'cat' and 'peg 
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board' . Since this procedure does not actually raise dots on the 
reverse side, the pegs have to be read back~ards . The metal pegs and 
boards are not used at the present time in the lower school. They seem 
to be more difficult to manipulate than the already familiar wooden 
pegs and boards . 
The olastic cell-shaped frames (Plate 8) were made for a first 
grade teacher to aid her in teaching the slate to her pupils . (It was 
not until 1952 that the Brailler was taught in the fi~st grade.) They 
are in three sizes. This writer successfully used one or two of the 
three . The child may use his finger as a stylus and thus become 
familiar with the relative positions of the dots. Starting directly on 
the slate might not insure a real understanding of the cell ' s make-up 
as the pits of the slate are too small to distinguish easily. One 
teacher found that for slower children by placing plasticene under the 
frame , the finger could actually press into something, an action 
similar to the stylus pressing into the paper . This writer found the 
children enjoyed standing at the sides of their Jesks and pretending 
the desks were slates. Their hands were the styluses and could be 
placed at various relative positions on the desk tops . 
One teacher at the 1924 convention of the American Association of 
the Instructors of the Blind presented attractive game ideas to be used y 
in teaching the slate . The lower and upper parts of the cell were first 
and second floors ; a row of ~c's" dots 1- 4, was a soldier boy marching; 
i/ Josephine Lippa, "Teaching Beginners to Read and Write Braille," 
American Association of Instructors of the Blind , Twenty-Seventh 
Annual Convention, Perkins Institution and l~ssachusetts State School 
for t he Blind, Watertown, 1924, pp. 129- 133. 
if a space came after each 11 c 11 , the procedure was expressed as: 11walk- jump11 ; 
11 G11 (dots 1- 2-4-5) was two little boys ( 11b11 being dots 1- 2); gates and 
houses were also employed. The above idea seems unnecessary when 
teaching older children, although the game idea in general is an 
excellent one . The excitement of the actual task at hand will carry the 
children through the first lessons . 
By presenting the slate in the third grade , there is less need for 
drill work than in the first grade, and the pupils have learned enough 
braille on the writer to enable them to write words and sentences on the 
slate from the second or third lesson on. The slate is given to the child 
at first only in the writing period, which should be once a day, or at 
least three times a week. If the children are interested , its parts are 
explained . Some teachers put the paper in for the pupils until they have 
developed confidence in punching the dots . It may be pointed out that 
the small classes in the lovrer school are necessary for the teaching of 
any new skill; each new motion must be shown individually to each child, 
and many times there is the necessity of explaining and guiding the hands 
a second, a third, or even a tenth time, in order to develop t he correct 
motions . 
If the children are taught to put their paper in, a good procedure 
might be the following: have the slate on the desk with the hinge to the 
left, and open the top portion until it lies back on the table . Using 
the light weight paper, with t he thumb and forefinger of each hand holding 
the too corner of the paper, place it just below the top two points on 
the solid portion of the slate and a slight distance from the hinge . 
Holding the paper in place with the two forefingers, reach down with the 
thumbs and press the paper onto the lo~er two points . Then, by ~oving 
the left hand only, the top of the slate may be closed onto the paper. 
The writer must then start wrlting in the second row of cells . One other 
successful way to insert the paper is to aline it with the top edge of the 
slate . All four rows of cells may then be used. 
To move the paper up after four lines have been ~itte?, the child 
needs only to open the slate, grasp the paner in the same manner as 
before but holding it where the lower two points have punched holes in 
the paoer , and place those two holes on the upper two points . The 
thumbs are used again to press the paper onto the lower ooints . As the 
children become proficient at this task, they do not need to locate the 
lower points each time . The too of the s late , when closed over the paper, 
will punch the holes . 
The stylus must be held correctly from the· beginning to insure the 
smooth punching of the dots . The r ounded wooden top fits into the 
crook made by bending the three joints of the right f orefinger . The 
middle finger, bent under, may rest against the thinner part of the handle, 
or may help guide the metal point into the cells . The thumb helps support 
and guide from the oth: r side . The wrist should be down on the table, 
and only the hand should move up and down i n a pecking manner , the ~rist 
acting as a hi~ge . Problems arise when the child1 s hand is too small to 
keep the stylus straight up and down . Unless the stylus is pr essed 
straight down into t he pit, the dot is liable to be broken, or 11prickly" . 
There are , fortunately, a few small styluses left from when the Howe 
Press manufactured them; these can be used until the hand grous larger. 
The first writing lesson on the slate might be filling up the cells 
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with "for" signs, or a row of 11a 1 s 11 (dot 1) . The approach can be toward 
practicing the writing of each letter of the alphabet and the different 
contractions , as the child already bas a working knowledge of these 
elements . The pupil's hand is likely to tire easily at first . Having 
him shake his hands and giving him only short periods of work will slowly 
build up the muscle co- ordination. The left forefinger ·moves along the 
row ahead of the stylus, lengthTiise with the slate , locating each cell 
and guiding the stylus to the left , right, upper, lower, or. middle 
portions of the cell. 
Rhythm is used as successfully with the slate and stylus as with the 
Brailler . This writer found that the punching of each dot could be 
rhythr.lical using the following system: in writing a series of 11x ' stt, for 
example , the teacher says , "ready, dot 1, dot 3, dot 4, and dot 6, next 
cell ." This is repeated again and again, the children punching the dot 
when the number is said . As with the Brailler, variations of rhythm, 
letter, and phonics exercises may be done , the more variation the better . 
For dexterity and dot practice , this writer found that the t hird 
gr&de children enjoyed making designs of dots on their papers . These 
designs became outlines of roads with sideualks, which when finished 
could be stapled one to another , making one long road . The smooth 
unbroken roads were stapled together at the beginning , while the rutted , 
uneven ones came last . As this exercise was repeated later in the year , 
it was fun to see the long road become better paved. 
Difficulties th~t arise when first using the slate seem to be 
getting the paper moved up eKenly to the next four rows, reversing 
letters, not keeping one ' s place either ~ith the stylus or the left 
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forefinger, punching uneven dots , and rocking the wrist to punch the dots 
rather than using the up and down motion. Most of these problems are 
symptomatic of some general difficulty wi thin the particular child, and 
little may be blamed on the slate and stylus. Dot r eversals seem to 
originate in the mind of the child (an 11 i 11 , dots 2- 4 , might appear as an 
11e 11 , dots 1-5) and are not a result of physically writing "backwards" on 
the slate . As long as the relationshio of one dot to another is 
understood , t here should be no problem. An easier system of holding the 
paper in the slate might be devised so the child would be more sure of 
getting the paper moved up evenly each time . 
There are bot h advantages and disadvantages involved in using the 
slate . The child cannot r ead what he has just written; unless treated 
car efully the slates may be bent; the stylus may easily become lost, as 
it is not attached to the slate in any way; it is slow to write any 
series of words in col umns , although the hand is guided in making the 
second column by the raised dots of metal placed conveniently after every 
five cells; corrections are almost impossible to make ; there is a raised 
portion at t he edge of the upper part of the slate for opening it, but 
i t is difficult to close the slate without jarring it unless the upper 
part protrudes a bit over the edge of the desk. 
Some of these disadvantages could be overcome if the school used 
either the Br own Slate described earli.er, or had a slate developed 
which had t he pins attached to the ton part . The braille could then be 
read merely by opening the back rather than taking the paoer complet ely 
out and t urning it over. It might bebeneficial if the Howe Press resumed 
its manufacture of small styluses . 
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The advantages of the slate are many. It is portable and pocket 
size, cheap, quiet to write on, and handier tha~ any machine . And of 
prime importance, a third grade child can o~n his slate and stylus as 
soon as he can write on it. The school gives the first one to him, a 
thing that could not be done with the writers . 
It is felt that the fourth through sixth grades should use the 
slate as much as possible , to the exclusion of the Brailler. The need 
for braille in higher education is mainly found in taking notes in 
lectures, or taking them from braille books or from a print book read by 
a reader. Slates are indispensible in these cases, and it is necessary 
to have the foundation of slate writing built uo and continued throughout 
the primary and secondary schoo l years . 
The typewriter, although not used in the Perkins lower school , 
deserves some mention. As the blind child grows and develops friendships 
and correspondences with those outside the circle of immediate blind 
friends , he needs to have a means of written communication with these 
sighted peopl e . He uses the typewriter. The habits of accuracy and 
speed developed on the Brailler may be transferred to the typewriter. 
Some schools begin typing as early as the fourth grade . Perkins' 
policy has been, however , to wait until the braille skills are mastered, 
and begin teaching typing in the seventh grade . In addition, the 
physical plant of the lower school is at present too crowded with pupils 
to include a typing room. 
The seventh, eighth, and ninth graders take typing; the tenth and 
eleventh graders may t~ke the dictaphone course if they wish, and receive 
the standard dictaphone certificate , sometimes within a year. They need 
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to develop speed up to 125 lines an hour, each line being 60 spaces. 
Each error they make forfeits them one line of speed. 
~here are eleven standard Underwood typewriters in each of the two 
typing rooms, and the school is investing in an IBM electric typewriter, 
The "Twentieth Century Typing Book11 is in Grade one and one half braille , 
has a heavy cover, and is quite thick. It is not used as much as the 
"Perkins Typewriting Manual", a smaller book put together in 1953 by 
Vesta Coon and Winifred Ellis , both on the Perkins staff. They took 
material mainly from "My Typewriter and I 11 published by the American Book 
Company in 1937. In braille, the'~~nuar'is six volQmes long. It is a 
more useful book, as the covers are soft, the volumes thin, and the 
braille is Grade Two . 
Drills and rhythm exercises take up mo st of the teaching time. 
Those in the dictaphone course type many of the librarian's letters; they 
must be perfect . The typing skill may be also applied to class work. 
Final examinations are given in the typing room, the students typing 
their answers. Essays and compositions are typed, braille being used 
mainly for the student's own reference. 
Handwriting, another skill not taught in the lower school, is begun 
in the seventh grade . However, there is some thought of changing the 
time of teaching this to the last two years of high~hool, where there 
is the need for signing checks and putting one's signature on various 
letters and papers. 
When square hand was taught at ~erkins, the grooved fiber writing 
card (Plate 7) was used as it is now. To sustain interest after the 
preliminary drill exercises were mastered , the students wrote letters, 
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greeting cards , did spel ling, made scrapbooks with capti ons under the 
pictures , wrote their favorite poetry as a project , and even made cook-
books. In the roundband classes , taught since 1955 , the interest seems 
to come from wanting to master the skill so as to sign one's own name , 
and these other projects are not incl uded. The card used to guide the 
hand motions is 8~ by 11 inches and is used by folding typint weight 
paper over the left edge and writing with the pencil point in the small 
groove . At first scribbling is done - up and do~n motions to get the 
student used to the confines of the groove . Points (~ ) and then 
humps (/YYl1 ) are practiced. There is no actual attempt to dot the 
11i 1 s 11 and c11oes the 1't 1 s 11 when the student comes to putting the points 
and humps together in the form of l etters . Capital letters ar e hard , 
but must be learned. The first finger of the non- writing hand is used 
to push the pencil along . 
The student , when fairly sure of his name on the writing card , 
practices using just the paper . Sometimes this is varied by the teacher 
handing him a 11 check11 to be endorsed . Students with some wight use 
wide- lined sigh~.saving paper when they begin writine . Braille paoer 
with embossed lines is not used to any extent. 
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Plate ( . Hri ting Guides 
Lower: Hetal Guiae; 
Upper: Cardboard ·'rame 
Plate 8. \iri ti..ng Readiness l· .. atcrials 
Left to Right: r,Jooden Peg Boards with l•letal 
Pegs; Regular Peg DoarJ Taped off to indicate 
Cell Shape; Two Platic Cell Shapes 
Plate 9. Slates and Styluses 
Upper Left: Post Card Slate; Lower Left: 
Playing Card Slate; Upper Right: Board 
State with Stylus; ~ower Right: Wooden Eraser; 
Tuck-away Stylus 
Plate 10 . Stylus and 1~ Sl ates 




Plate 11. The Perkins Brailler 
Plate 12. Perkins Museum Cases of Braille Writers 
Nearest Case, Left to Right: Americfll 
Printing House "New HBJJ. Writer", Atkinson 
Model Portable Braille Typewriter, Perkins 
Brailler; Middle Case, Left to Right: Seifried • s 
Midget Braille 'Writer, Minerva Pocket Writer, 
Pocket Writer (1900's), English Pyke-Glauser 
Machine, Perkins Model B 
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SECTION IV - ARITHMETIC 
General Discussion of Arithmetic 
In this section is described the aids and methods used in teaching 
arithmetic to blind children at Perkins School for the Blind from 
Grades one to six. 
Frances J. A~ueller has defined arithmetic in his book "Arithmetic" 
as follows: 
"Ari thmetie is a system of thought, the product of thinking 
men. Through the centuries , its concepts have been originated, 
shaped, and improved upon by man to aid him in his st~ggle with 
-the quantitative problems posed by his environment.u.Y 
Mueller has mentioned in the forward of the same book the new school 
of thought with regard to arithmetic . He states : 
"In recent years a radical change has been occurring in the 
teaching of arithmetic. The old school of thought held that 
arithmetic is little more than mechanical skill, and that there 
was no need for one to understand what he was learning. The new 
school of thought, which looks upon arithmetic as a rational 
process, a system for thinking , holds that the truths of 
arithmetic can be more effectively taught and better retained, 
when the meanings of the processes are stressed. Otherwise the 
teaching of arithmetic is little more t~7 training someone in 
the memorization of nonsense syllables . 11-
Arithmetic is an important subject taught in all schools . It is 
studied primarily for its practical value in every day life . The blind 
child will have to mix freely with the sighted as normal members of the 
commQ~ity and will have to take his legitimate place as a useful citizen 
1/ Frances J. Muel l er , Arithmetic, Prentice-Hall , New York, 1956, p. 1. 
~/ Ibid . , Foreward. 
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of his country. So the same amount of arith~etic taught to sighted 
children, is also taught to the blind children . 
The blind child does not have much of a background in number concept. 
He does not have the opportunity to go to a grocery store or a drug 
store to buy things . He has to acquire most of his first hand experiences 
by touch which is often restricted to the length of his arm. A sighted 
child learns the various subjects , to a large extent through the sense 
of sight, while the blind child has to learn the same through the senses 
of hearing and touch. The teacher is often tempted to teach the blind 
chi ld orally without using aids , for he seems to be very attentive, having 
less opnortunities for distraction in coMparison to the sighted chi ld, 
whose eyes often wander. 
The modern trend is to teach arithmetic meaningfully with the help 
of many aids and materials . The Kindergarten at Perkins has a great 
amount of materials and aids . ',:ost of them are similar to t hose used in 
ordinary schools for sighted children. Every effort is made to make up 
for the child's lack of previous experience in every day life . The 
chi ldren are given individual care and often guided in understanding the 
materials . Each teacher takes care of L~ to 8 students . The children 
are provided with opportunities for muscular activities and are trained 
to coordinate their muscles as much as possible. 
Most blind children, when they are admitted to the Kindergarten, 
have little knowledge of arithmetic . Soon he is taught simple count ing 
up to twelve or more . He is given an elementary knowledge of shapes 
and sizes of things with which he comes in cont act in everyday life . 
His knowledge of all these things is practical, because he acquires them 
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through play, through handling objects, through handwork and sometimes 
through rhythmic activities . Some children repeat the year in the 
Kindergarten, while most of them pass on to the pre-primary or the first 
grade . 
The aids used in Grades one to six are mostly similar to the ones 
used in any other school . Some are adapted to appeal more to the 
senses of hearing and touch. Huch depends upon the individual teacher, 
who can use as many aids as possible depending upon the needs of each 
child. Uany aids are available in local stores . The materials used in 
these grades help to make teaching more effective, practical and ve ry 
interesting . 
In daily life many things are taken for granted. Paper and pencil 
are so common that one does not realize their full importance until 
they are taken away . The blind children cannot use these common 
materials for doing arithmetic . 
So from early days people interested in the welfare of the blind, 
and especially the blind people themselves , tried to find a slate or 
board with pegs to work arithmetic problems . 
History and Description of Arithmetic Aids 
The first arithmetic board for the blind was invented by 
Nicholas Saunderson, who was born in England in 1682 and who lost his 
eyesight at the age of one due to smallpox . He was a genius for 
calculation. This smooth, paper- thin board , a foot square and r esting 
on a raised frame - sork, was called "Palpable Arithmetic . 11 It was 
divided into small squares with lines intersecting at right angles and 
one tenth of an inch apart . Each square was pierced with nine holes for 
pins . Blunt pins with heads of different sizes were used . He worked 
out problems in arithmetic , algebra and metric on this board without any 
errors. 
Valentin Hauy, the founder of the first school for the Blind, in 
Paris, did not use Saunderson's arithmetic slate, but created his own 
arithmetic board. Using the basic featuras of Sau~derson ' s board , it 
had type cast with the signs in relief that could be pigeon-holed in the 
frame . Hauy firmly believed that each steo made by the puryil in 
arithmetic calculation should be clear to his seeing teacher or parent . 
In 1817 David ·~cBeath, a blind dwarf, made a great improvement in 
Saunderson's ideas . He introduced square holes , into which one of two 
pieces of type could be placed , the position of the marked ends 
determining its value . One type had a point in the corner of one end, 
and in the center of the other end. This orovided for eight digits . 
A seco~d type was needed for the remaining two digits . Lang , a student 
of r::acBeath, in 1827 made a further improvement . He made the holes 
pentagonal and employed a pentagonal peg r.tarked in the "lay which had 
been devised at Perkins, with two dots along an edge of one end and a 
bar along an edge of the other . Thus ten digits could be represented 
with a single type . 
The Rev. William Taylor of York nade the last improvement. He 
employed square type with octagonal holes, thus securing sixteen 
characters from a single piece of type . This is called "Taylor Slate . " 
In 1886 ~ury of Paris introduced the Cubarithm slate employing a 
single cube-shaped type, ~hich could be dropoed into little square 
openings in the board . The ten characters can be represented by five 
sides of the cube . One side is t he braille figure 1, another gives 2 or 
3 depending on whether the two dots are set vertically or horizontally ; 
another side gives 5 or 9, the next gives 4, 6 , 8 or 0 and the fifth 
gives 7. This slate was later modified . 
The Taylor s l ate f or doing arithmetic probl ems is very popular in 
some countries like Indi a , where all t he schools for the blind use them. 
It is simple to learn and , in spite of its drawbacks, serves the purnose . 
A picture of this s l ate is found in Appendix B. 
These slates are not popular in the Unit ed States and the following 
comments by Edward J . Waterhouse , the Dir ector of Perkins School for the 
Blind , ar e worh mentioning : 
11'faylor slate and Cubarithm 
The first arithmetic slate , to my knowledge , that acquired 
any widespr ead approach was the Taylor slate originating in 
England in the nineteenth century. The Cubarithm is a logical 
development of t he Taylor slate , now that the Braille Code is 
universall y accepted . Each of these two slates have supporters 
who favor one over t he other , but both are based on the same 
i dea , namel~ , t o give a blind student a means of 'setting 
down ' arithmetic problems according to the traditional patterns 
adopted by seeing peopl e rrho do their ar i t hmetic v;i th the help 
of a paper and pencil. 
While these slates are quite effect ive for their purpose , 
they cannot reproduce f aithful l y al l kinds of arithmetic 
probl ems, fractions being the har dest items to handle . As 
arithmetic students progress into algebra , the slates become 
increasingly i nadequate . However, a number of mathematical 
codes exist whi ch permit blind student s f9 write down virtually 
any mathematical expression i n Br aille .".!/ 
]j Edward J . Waterhouse, 11Arj thmetic Aids for the Boind ,'t The I nternational 
Journal for the Education of t he Blind (December , 1955) , Volume 5, Number 
2, p. 25 . 
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One of the common aids used is the aba~ (Plate 13) . This consists 
of frares , in which are mounted a variable number of parallel rods or 
wires . Beads are mounted on these rods and can be easily moved along to 
the left or right positions . This is believed to be an invention of the 
semitic r aces , which was adopted in very early times by the people of 
India . It changed into different forms . 
This is a very popular aid used in schools for the blind all over 
the world and also in sighted schools . It is very handy in teaching 
addition and subtraction. Teachers in Grades one and two use them 
extensively. For adding 4 and 3, four beads are shifted to the right 
side of the top bar, and on the next rod three beads are shifted to the 
right, and then the students are asked to count them. It would be a 
good thing if each student could have an abacus, so that all could count 
at the same time. This aid helps the teacher to lay a strong foundation 
in addition and subtraction. The teachers in Grades one and two agree 
that it will help if a lot of exercise is given in addition before 
problems in subtraction c.re introduced . 
Blocks are another popular aid. These ar e wooden cubes measuring 
one cubic inch. They are used in teaching addition and subDraction in 
the first two grades . Suppose they want to subtract 2 from 7. They 
are asked to count seven blocks and then, if two bloclcs are taken away, 
they count tte rest and tell the answer. Sufficient drill is given till 
they gr&sp the method of adding and subtracting . Later , they are able 
to do simple sums menta lly, without resorting to the blocks 
An interesting aid is ooker chins . These are ordinary round plastic 
chips , with a diameter of lt inch. They can be used in the same way as 
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blocks . They are also used to motivate them in solving simple probl ens , 
because children enjoy handling them. The student is given one chip for 
each sum done correctly and at the end of the period , the chips are 
counted and the student who has the highest number of chips, is praised. 
This same procedure is also used in solving multiplication sums . Two 
children are given 6 chips each. Two times 6 i s 12. The number can be 
increased depending upon the ability of the grade . 
In gr ade two, the flannel board (Plate 14), is frequently used. 
Its size is 30 by 18 inches . Simple addition and subtraction are taught 
by sticking shapes of l eaves or birds on the board and the students count 
them by passing their fingers lightly over them. These shapes cut from 
-
thick paper cnn be stuck on to the board by the children t hemselves . 
The board costs $5. 00, but the teacher can make her own board at l ess 
cost . It can be hooked to a wall or laid on a table . Different shapes 
can be cut out of thick- colored paper and stuck to the flannel board. 
£s an example , 4 fish shapes can be stuck in a row and 2 can be stuck 
just below, and the children can be asked to feel the fish and add them 
together. They can either put 6 fish in a row or just say t hat 4 fish 
and 2 fish make 6 fish . The flanne l board is always handy and can be 
used for various pur poses . 
A device called money changer is used in teaching the va lue of 
differ ent coins . It is similar to the one used in buses to hold nickels, 
dimes and quarters . This is fixed on a small wooden stand with a flat 
base . The height of the stand i s one foot and it is 10 inches wide . 
They are cylindrical tins , with slits on the top to allow the coins to 
slip into . One is for pennies, another for dimes, the t hird one for 
nickels and the fourth for quarters . The pennies are kept in a box or 
bottle , while the nickels, dimes and quarters are kept together in 
another bottle . This is to avoid pennies and dimes from being mixed. 
Sometimes , it is rather hard to differentiate the dime from the penny 
by touch, especially when one is in a hurry. The children like to take 
the coins out through the bottom of the cylinders and count them as they 
put them in again one by one . 
Just above each slit there is a braille sign to designate the 
proper hole for each coin . 
This is also used to teach addition and subtraction and i s a good 
aid for grades one , two and three depending upon the problems . For the 
first grade , it can be used for counting s i mple addit ion and subtraction, 
and in grades two and three , additi on and subtraction using auarters , 
dimes and nickels can be taught. They can be taught how many quarters 
make a dollar and how many dimes make a dollar. 
It is a very practical device for the blind for understanding the 
value of different coins . Any concrete use of numbers is always helpful . 
This aid is very appealing to the children. 
Ice cream aticks are used extensively in the first two grades. 
These are made of very light \Vood . They a r e less than one tenth of an 
inch in thickness , one quarter inch in width and about three inches long . 
They are used in learni ng addition and subtraction, especially the 
former . A child can take 2 sL ic~s on one hand and 3 in the other . He 
can put them together and count . Two p' u~ 3 makes 5. They also put 10 
sticks together and bind them with an elastic band and in this way can 
learn the tens concept. They can also bind the sticks in bundles of 12. 
Sometimes the s ticks are out in a olastic box to learn addition . This 
safebuards the sticks from being lost. 
The cubic inch blocks, mentioned earlier, are also kept in a box 
called rTumber Box. It is a wooden box 12 inches long, 4 inches wide and 
2 inches high . A partition divides it into two equal oarts . One part 
is again divided into two equal portions . The box contains 50 small 
blocks. Usually the box is placed so that the big section is on the 
left side and the two smaller sections are on the right. The teacher 
can set two blocks in each o~ the two small sections and ask the child 
to put the total in the large section. In the first grade , this can 
be used for counting, adding and subtracting . 
rbst children like jumbo dominos . These are in a wooden box. 
The pieces are made of wood and painted black. Each piece is of equal 
size - about 1t by 3/4 inches , and has one or more round depression 
painted in white. The depressions vary and the maximuo number is double 
nine . This is used for beginPing ari thmetic. Each student will have 
a box. They can count 3 and 3 , or 2 and 4 depending upon the 
depressions in each domino. Jf they are interested, they can also play 
the game called dominos , and learn addition and subtraction and the 
numeric&l value of each domino . 
There is another kind of abacus . It is called the modern computigg 
abacus (Plate 15) . In the plate, only one side is seen. The other 
side is similar and the chips can be shifted from one side to the 
opposite side along the U- shaped wire . The unit ' s place is on the fight, 
and as one goes along to the left, one finds the ten's, hundred ' s and 
thousand's place . Usually the chips in the unit's place are yellow. 
Green chips represent the ten's place, red the hundred's, and blue the 
thousand ' s place . All the chips are first on the back side . Suppose 
the proble~ is to add 72 to 125 . All they have to do is to bring 5 chips 
from the back of the unit rod to the front side, t wo chips to the front 
on the ten's rod and one to the front on the hundredth's rod. There are 
a few small devices called "close oins~. One pin can be fixed just 
above the 5 chips, another over the 2 chips on the ten's rod and a third 
pin over the chip in the hundred's rod. To add 72, 2 more chips have to 
be brought from the other side to the front ·si de on the unit rod and 7 
chips back from the back to the front of the ten's rod. Now the child 
can add 5 and 2, which makes 7; and 2 tens with 7 tens , which makes 
9 tens . He can then remove the pins . 
This is very useful in understanding the unit, ten's , and h6ndred 1s , 
plac~ and is more useful than the ordinary abacus. Further , it can be 
used in grades two , three , and even four . 
Rhythm has an important place in arithmetic teaching . The 
~tron~ is used in this area . This is a simple triangular shaped box, 
made of wood, with a mechanism inside . It has a main spring and when 
wound, a rod attached to it goes from si de to side and makes a ticking 
sound. The frequency of the sound and motion depends upon the position 
of the weight in the rod . The weight can be shifted up and down. If 
the weight is up , the rod moves slowly and the tick also is less 
frequent and vice versa. The children count the ticks and they like to 
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hc.ndle this instrument. After a oeriod of concentrated work, the 
students like to relax. They do some exercise to the measured beat of 
the metronome by jumping fast or slow according to the ticking of the 
metronome . 
The children love to do things with their hands. ·pfay Doh is jttst 
the material for that . This clay-like material is pliable and does not 
stick when handled. The children make different articles such as marbles, 
vegetables, or any article which they can make easily. Later these 
objects may be counted . Sometimes the children all make the same article 
and find out "who has made more . 11 They may also be asked to make 6 small 
balls and then 3 more . They add both of them together. Similar problems 
can be given in addition and subtraction. 
This helps the students not only to learn arithmetic but also gives 
them an opportunity for some free expression. 
In grade three an attempt is made to familiarize the children with 
the cubarithm slate (Plate 18) . A description of it is in a pamuhlet 
attached to APRendix B • It is a plastic frame with many square holes . 
Cubes with braille numerica~ signs are used. Msst children enjoy using 
these slates . There is, however, difference of opinion among the 
teachers concerning the advisability of encouraging the students to use 
them in solving arithmetic problems. Not only are these small cubes 
difficult to manipulate, but they are also easily displaced . As with 
many of the arithmetic aids, this slate is impractical to carry about . 
The braille ruler and the yardstick (Plate 19) are used in teaching 
measurement. The braille number signs are marked on the metal ruler 
yardstick. The students are allowed to handle them and usually t hey 
themselves are able to read the inches , and feet . They are encouraged to 
measure tables and books with the ruler, and later to measure the room 
with the yardstick. They soon find out t he relation between inches and 
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feet, as well as between the foot and yard. These aids are also used 
to teach fractions; one third of a yard is one foot, and so on. 
The braille barometer and thermometer (Plate 19) have adaptations 
similar to the braille ruler. Braille signs are marked on the dials . 
The needles do not move when touched. 
Blind people also have watches and they can tell the time by 
touching the braille face. The blind children are taught how to find 
the time on a clock with braille signs. 
The American Printing House has produced the braille clockface 
(Plate 20) which is an educational device designed for teaching time. 
A description of this appliance is in Appendix B. Some teachers 
motivate the children to make a si milar aid by using the paper plate . 
This appeals to the children very much and helps them to learn about the 
hour hand, minute hand and locate correctly the twelve numbers. 
To teach fractions fr&ction balls are used. They are made of wood 
and cut into equal portions . They are put together as a ball and held 
together with a rubber band. The children handle them and they begin to 
understand how one piece is one eighth of a whole ball or one 
sixteenth of a ball, depending upon the number of the equal pieces in 
a ball. 
The teachers have some difficulty with this aid, as the ball tends 
to fall apart. It is, however, valuable in teaching fractions and the 
relationship between a fraction to a whole number . These balls are 
generally used from grade three on. 
P~ithmetic is also taught through games which relieve the monotony 
of the drill lessons and offer variety. They motivate learning. 
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children who dislike arithmetic may become interested through these games . 
They appeal to their senses of hearing and touch and in most games all 
the children t ake an active part . There are several games which the 
teachers use in all the grades . The games are fun and also arouse keen 
competition and interest. 
The fish game is one of the popular games . The children feel 
relaxed and happy and at the same time take an active part. There are 
a f ew plastic fish in different colors with an iron hook at the tip of 
each fish. They usually hang from a magnet . The students sit in a 
semi circle. A student at one end is given a fish of a certain color , 
while the student at the other end is given a fish of a different color . 
The game is to see which fish beats t he other . The fishes have to travel 
from one end to the other end . The teacher starts from one end by 
asking a simple sum in addition or subtraction. If the student answers 
correctly , the fish travels to the next student . If anyone fails to 
give the right answer, the fish stays and the chance of answering the 
next question is given to the student at the other end . If the student 
answers correctly the fish in his hand moves to the next student . The 
fish will stop moving , if the next student fails to answer correctly and 
the g&me goes on like this , till one fish reaches the other end. That 
fish has won. 
The teacher need not use fish only. She can use birds or animals . 
This is a good incentive to do arithmetic sums and help the children 
become familiar with the shape out line of a fish , bird or animal. 
The children sometimes compete with an imaginary dummy. This is 
called dummy game . The teacher has a number of plain cards in her hand. 
/~I 
She gives out the problem in addition or subt raction. The students will 
have to answer in turn. If a student answers correctly , the teacher puts 
a card on the right side of the table and if a student is wrong in his 
answer , the duiJllllY gets the card and the teacher puts it on the left side 
of the table . At the end of the period the cards are counted to find out 
who won the contest, the dummy o.r the students . The students concentrate 
a great deal, as they do not want the du~my to win . They can use this 
game to count by intervals , by having each card represent 2 ooints, or 
4 points, as the case may be, and later allow the students themselves to 
count the number of points . 
In some games the teachers do not take an active part but guide the 
students . The fairy game is of that kind . A student is chosen to be a 
fairy. Usually it is someone who knows the answers fairly well . The 
teacher has cards with braille nunbers for addition or 3ubtraction. A 
card may have the braille signs for 7 plus 3. The teacher reads 
the problem aloud and gives the card to the fairy . One of the children 
gives the answer. If the answer is correct, the fairy rings a cluster 
of bells which are attached to a ~ieee of cardboard , and gives the 
braille card to the child, saying , "You are right ." The fairy can vary 
its voice now and then and add some humor too. These braille signs need 
not be v;ritten on rectangular sized papers alone, they can be written on 
braille naper cut in shapes of animals and birds . 
The chHdren are familiar with stories about foxes and geese . The 
game called fox and gee~e involves sone physical movement inside the 
classroo~. It helps the students to oay more attention to the simple 
arithmetic proble~s given by the teacher. The fox stards in the center 
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of a circle of geese . Of course a boy or a girl will be the fox while 
the rest will be geese. The fox calls a goose by name and announces a 
number combination. If the sum is not given correctly , the goose is 
caught and joins the fox. Then anot~er goose is named and another 
conb~nation is given . A goose who has been caught may escape to the 
circle by giving a correct answer . Vllien the fox has accepted a wrong 
answer , he may be allowed to return to the circle by giving an answer 
before the goose called upon can give it, in which case the goose 
called upon is caught . This game may be ' used equally well for the 
subtraction combinations . Always have the fox call a goose by name 
before announcing the comgination. 
Pussy-in- the- corner is another game which involves movement. 
"All the pupils , except one who is 1it 1, are arranged in 
a circle . Each pupil in the circle is ~iven a number, no t 
higher than 18, the same number being given to two pupils . 
The pupil who is 1it 1 takes his place in the centre and 
announces a combination, such as 8 and 6. The two pupils , 
who have the number 14 exchange places and the pupil who is 
1 it1 tries to get the place of one of them. If he is 
successful, the one displaced becomes 'it ' . If ~~ is 
unsuccessful , he announces another combination. "11 
This game requires close attention and alertness from all pupils . 
It may also be used for the subtraction combinations , provided that 
none of the numbers assigned is greater than 9 . The one who is 11 it11 
then says, 11 14 take away 6, 11 and those having the number 8 exchange 
places . 
There is another game where the teacher asks a question with several 
1/ '"ary E. •·inkel, Tea£!!1ng Arithmetic to the Blind, Unpublished paper, 
Perkins Blindiana Library, 1939 , p . 40 . 
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answers and the students have to guess the particular answer which the 
teacher has on her mind . The teacher asks questions and each pupil has 
to answer. This guessing game may be played as follows : 
"Teacher : 1 I am thinking of two numbers which make 12. 
Ruth. 1 
Ruth: 'Are you thinking of 8 and 47. 1 
Tea~her: ' No , I am not thinking of 8 and 4. ~~ildred . 1 
Mildred : ' Are you thinking of 7 and 61 1 
Teacher: ' No , Mildred, 7 and 6 makes 13. I am thinking of 
t wo numbers which make 12. Betty. I 
Betty: ' Are you thinking of 7 and 51 1 
Teacher: ' Yes , I am thinking of 7 and 5. 1 
.!1 
Betty then t akes the t eacher s place and the game proceeds . 11 
This gives a very good drill for the children in under standing the 
different values of numbers and in s i mple addition. 
Games like the triangle number game and bounci~ ball give the 
children an opportunity to handle t he materials and a l so they appeal to 
the sense of hearing . The triangle is made of metal and sound is 
pr oduced by striking it with a small rod. A child strikes the triangle 
and other children count the strokes . They can have a lot of fun with 
this instrument and for counting and addition, this is an excellent game . 
The bouncing ball gives the children physica l exercise also. An 
ordinary rubber ball is used and the children coLUlt t he number of 
bounces. Each child is given a chance . If he misses the count or fails 
to cateh the bal l as it bounces from the floor , the next child gets the 
1.7 ~.' p . 39. 
chance. 
The American ?rinting House at Louisville manufacture a game called 
the Imout game (Plate 15) . In Appendix B , a pamphlet giving the 
following description is attached. 
11This is a game used in the 6th grade level to teach 
fractions - mainly for drilling tne students in recognizing 
fractions of equal value, for exa~ple - 15/20 is the same 
as 3/4, or 6/18 is the same as 1/3. 
It consists of 20 corrugated boards (6 inches x 9~ inches 
in size) covered with heavy glazed paper on which have been 
printed , in both braille and large type form, five columns of 
fractions , five to a column. The colwnns are headed (in 
braille and ink print) with the five letters of the word 
Imout, and holes have been punched in the center of each 
fraction in each column for the insertion of small pegs. 
The game itself is played in a manner si~lar to bingo. 
A box of 150 small cardboard squares , each overprinted in 
both braille and large type with one of the letters of Imout 
- plus a fraction , is provided for drawing. As each square is 
drawn from the box , the letter and fraction prL~ted thereon 
is ca l led aloud, whereupon each player reads down the column 
headed by the apnropriate letter to see if his card contains 
the same fraction or one of equal value. If so, he inserts 
a peg in the proper hole. To win, a player must have five 
pegs in a row, horizontally, vertically, or diagonally from 
one corner to another. 
To play the game, pass out the cards, one to each pupil. 
At the same time , hand each chi ld 6 or 7 pegs . 
The teacher, or pupil , shakes the box containing all the 
little squares . 
After shaking the box, the teacher, or pupil , picks up 
one of the squares and calls first the Column Heading, such 
as "I" or 11M11 or 11011 , etc ., and then the fraction appearing 
on that particular square . (Each call should be carefully 
r ecorded by the teacher on a Tally or ?~ster Sheet.) 
Each pupil reads down the Colujn called and if, after 
examining all fractions appearing in that column, he finds 
that he has one of the same value as the answer called, he 
inserts a wooden peg in that particular square . 
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The teacher continues drawing, callin~ and 
this manner until some puoil shouts , ' I ' m Out!' 
called only when 5 squares straight in a row, or 
one column or 5 squares diagonall y are covered. 
recording in 
'I ' m Out' is 
5 squares in 
The first one cal ling ' I' m Out ' is the winner , provided 
the cover ed squares correspond to the answers checked on the 
~~ ster Sheet. If , after careful checking by the teacher , the 
answers are correct that child is declared the 'llinner and a 
new game may be begun. 
Sometime 2 or 3 finish at t he same time . 
The whole outfit consists of 20 cards (6 inches x 9t inches) 
150 squar es f or drawing (in a box), one box of approxi~ate~ 
120 pegs , and one extra box to ho l d squares as thiy ar e drawn 
so that any player ' s card can easily be checked. Ill;/ 
The children like this game . I t orovides keen competition among 
them. They have a lot of fun and s ince blind children find it rather 
hard to understand fractions , this ai d is helpful. 
The Imma-Uhiz game is si~lar to Imout and played like the bi ngo 
game . It enables the teacher to gi ve drill in addition and subtraction. 
"There are 24 playing cards and 18 answer cards to this 
game . From 2 t o 24 peool e may olay the game at one time . 
There are no duplicate cards and no duplicate combinations 
or answers . One player may play two or more cards or two 
persons may play one card. 
Each player selects a card uoon which are 6 problems in 
ad~ition and 6 problems in subtraction. One person is selected 
to call the answer cards . (In the classroom this person could 
be the teacher.) As the answers ar e called, the players cover 
the problems on their cards that have those answers . For 
examole , let us ca l l 161 • Each player places a marker on 
any problem on his card that would have 161 for its answer. 
And so on for each ans~er cal led. The first player to fill 
a row across or up and down his card calls 1 Imrna-~hi z 1 and 
then reads back the problems and the answers to check that 
he is right . If he is, he is t he winner. Or, he may be 
credited with a point and a certain number of points , such 
J! Appendix B. 
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as 10, be ca lled game . Tihen playing for a full card there is 
only one winner. Each problem in each card is in large ink 
print as well as in braille. 
In the classroom, Imma-Tihiz is ideal for competitive 
drill. It can be played as a contest by two teams or groups 
until a certain score is attained or until a previously set 
date is reached, one point given for each 11Imma-Whiz 11 • The 
keen competition stimulates pupils to I~rn comginations 
quickly, accurately, and permanently."- / 
This game is put out by Kenworthy Educational Service, Inc ., 
Buffalo , New York and the above description is found in a pamphlet 
which accompanies each set of the game . 
The children have a very important aid in working arithmetic 
problems. It is the Perkins Brailler . A discussion of it is found 
in the Writ ing section of this paper . The cost is nearly $100.00 and it 
is manufactured by the Howe Memorial Press at Perkins . Each grade has 
four or mor e Braille ~riters . Usually in adding several numbers , the 
children write them one below the other. For multiplication, they 
try to keen the partial answers in one single line. As an example , they 
may have the following arrangement: 
35 times 28 eauals 700 plus 280 equals 980 . 
Starting in grade three, the children use arithmetic books . The 
school presently uses "Growth in Arithmeticn by John R. Clark, 
Charlotte W. Junge and Harold E. F~oser . It is a oublication of the 
World Book Company, New York. These books are embossed in braille . 
At present , two codes are used for braille arithmetic . One is called 
!/Kenworthy Educational Service , Inc., Buffalo , New York. Pamphlet in 
Imma-Whiz Box. 
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"The Taylor Code" and the other "The Nemeth Code." 
The Taylor code originated f r om William Henry Taylor of Stockton , 
England. The Nemeth code is a ·recent one . It was prepared by 
Abraham ~Iemeth for a sub committee on Mthema.tics of the Joint Uniform 
Braille Committee representing the American Association of Workers for 
the Blind and the American Association of Instructors of the Blind. These 
two codes are described in Apoendix B. 
At ? erkins, the Taylor code is b~ing reolaced by the Nemeth code, 
which is supposed to be an improvement upon the Taylor code, as it has to 
a large extent overcome the necessity of using the number sign. The 
arithmetic book used as a text book is in Nemeth code . The teachers 
who handle arithmetic are familiar with the new code. An ink print 
copy of the guide for the code runs into 74 pages and is published by 
the American Printing House at Louisville. 
The American Printing House is a national organization, fully 
supported by the feaeral government. Uost of the braille books in 
Ameri ca are printed here . Each school for the blind is allowed free a 
certain quota of the braille books according to the number of students. 
The cost of an ink print copy of the arithmetic book for the third 
grade is $1.62 while the braille copy consisting of six volumes is 
$22. 80. So tha price of each braille copy is more than 12 times that 
of the ink print copy, but fortunately the quota system helps every 
school for the blind and they need not pay for the books, so long as 
they do not order $ore than their quota. Perkins School does not 
order more than the quota, which is usually more than they need. 
In the braille arithmetic oook the diagrams are embossed. 
As the students pass to higher grades , they ar e encouraged to do 
as much ar ithmetic in their head as possible . The teacher helos them 
to adapt original short cuts . Sometimes a tape recorder takes the 
place of blackboard and the step by step ooer ation of the solving of a 
problem in its entirety is heard by the students. The recording helps 
the children to understand the frame work upon which similar probl ems 
can be worked by him mentally with or without crutches such as a 
cubarithm slate , or a braille writer or a pocket slate . 
Mr. Waterhouse , the Director of Perkins , mentions that the pu,ils 
at Perkins learn to do much of their ar ithmetic mentally and such 
partial results as they may need, they record wit h ease on the hraille 
writer or slate . 
On the following pages is an example to show short cut me t hods 
for doirg arithmetic problems , mentally. 
"Begin computation from the left, and proceed toward the 
right. Comparison of the Conventional Method with Pencil and 
the Mental Method as taught in the four processes . 
Pencil ?.;ental 
Addition: 
Problem: 247 Problem: 
586 
fi1e thod: 7 + 6:: 13, write down . Tethod: (Starting from left) 
200+500= 700 3 , carry 1 
4+ 8= 12+1:: 13, write 
doV7n 3, carry 1 






Method: 9 fron 11 2, write 
down 2, carry 1 
6+ 1-::: 7 from 12 5 
write down 5, 
car ry 1 
3 + 1:4 from 8-::4, 
write down 4 
Answer : 45 2 
40 + 80 ::. 120+ 700 = 820 




Method: (additive method) 
369 t-31 -=-400 
400 + 421 ~ 821 







Method: First multiply by 5 
7')(.5 = 35, write down 5, 
calfY 3 
4 ~ 5 = 20 + 3 = 23 write down 3, 
carry 2 
2 "5 ::.10 -t 2 : 12 
Now multioly by 2 
7"1-- 2= 14, TTI'ite down 4 on the 
next line one space to the 
right and carry l 
4 ')( 2 :: 8 + 1;;: 9 write down 9 





Problem: 3956~ 23 
Me thod: 23 goes into 39 once , 
write down 1 over dividend 
39 - 23 = 16, bring down 5 
from dividend (165) 
23 goes into 165 7 times, 
write down 7 over dividend 
7 )(. 23 ;: 161 
165 -161= 4, bring down 6 
from dividend (46) 
23 goes into 46 twice, 




Hethod: First multinly by 20 
20 )(. 200 :::: 4000 
20 )(.40 z 800 + 4000 ;: 4800 
20 ~ 7:::140 +4800 = 4940 
Now multiply by 5 
5 )(. 200-::: 1000 + 4940 :: 5940 
5 ~40 ::;200+-5940-::: 6140 
5 'I-. 7 = 35+6140= 6175 
Answer 6175 
Problem: 
•ethod: 23 goes into 3900 
100 times with 1656 left over 
23 goes into 1656 70 times 
with 46 left over 
23 goes into 46 2 times 
100 + 70 + 2 = 172 
Answer: 172 
II 
1./ Richard R. Null , 11A Study of the ~ental Addition Process in Blind 
Cbildren, 11 Boston University Master 's Thesis, unpublished, 1955, pp . 12-13. 
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During the year 1954, a committee of four Perkins staff members 
undertook the development of a Teachers' guide in Primary and Intermediate 
arithmetic with the intention of serving the teachers in at least four 
ways: 
11 1. Afford an overview of all arithmetic taught in the 
Lower School. 
2. Provide a base of subject matter for each grade, upon 
which the teacher can build an interesting program. 
3. Aid in the evaluation of each child's progress. 
4. Encourage each teacher to help in the refinement of 
the manual by offer~g criticism and suggestions 
to the Committee. n!f 
The committee succeeded in bringing out a basic guide which has 
proved to be useful. Throughout, they have emohasized the importance of 
using the basic skills, which the children already have and building 
upon those skills . 
They have also suggested the following short cuts that may be taught 
after mastering the basic methods : 
11 V~morize all multiplications through the square of 25 
(enrichment for fast learners) . 
Practice and memorize the combinations of two numbers 
whose sums are 100; and find the remainder of any 
number subtracted from 100. 
Practice the transference of knowledge gained in one 
instance to its use in another instance. For example, 
use the knowledge that there are 15 minutes in a 
quarter of an hour ( 60 minutes) to figure out how 
John can split 60 cents four ways among his friends. 
!/ Perkins School for the Blind, "Teacher's Guide in Intermediate 
Arithmetic," 'timeographed pamohlet, ~atertown, Massachusetts, 1956. 
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Add zero to a number to multiply by ten, 2 zeros to 
multiply by 100, etc . 
Drop off the last place of a number for a near 
ap~roximation of a division by 10, the last two for 
division by 100, the last three for division by 1000. 
For an easy way to divide by 25 , add two zeros to the 
g~ven number, then divide by 4, for 20 divide by 5. 
Sometimes long division/pr oblems can be factored to 
reduce their length. rr1 
Throughout, the imoortance of using the sense of touch is emphasized. 
The child sees and understands things better when aopealed to through 
the sense of touch. Dr. Gabriel Farrell illustrates this in the following 
incident: 
"The belief that a blind person on recovering sight 
would not recognize objects with which he was familiar 
through touch gaired scientific supryort when a thirteen 
year old boy operated on for cataracts by ~illiam Cheselden, 
an ~nglish surgeon, had his vision restored . With his new 
sight, the boy found it diff' cult to form any visual judgment 
r egarding the shape offamilier objects. He was disappointed 
vrhen he learned that the things a.nd Dersons he loved best 
were not alvrays the fairest to look upon. He had a hard 
time distirguishing between his dog and his cat. Being 
ashamed to ast the oft repeated question which was which, 
~e was obs~rved one day passing his hand carefully over 
the cat and then looking at it steadfastly and saying, 
'So , ?Uss , I shall know you anoth~r time . ' He had more g/ 
confidence in the judgment of his hands than of hi s eyes . " 
Conclusion 
-----
The write~ feels that the amount and variety of aids to teach 
e:rl. th~"'ic d.epend upon the needs of ind:.~idua!. children. In lower 
-
-
l. id . \) · ,_5 . 
-
. 1 -:- .,.re:.', ~torv oL]lindness, F.arvard Uni versity Press, ~ Gabrl.e ·~ ~-6 ~ . 14. 
can bridge ' - ? ' 
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grades as many aids and as many motivating games as possible should be 
used to develop number concepts and to give a strong foundation in 
addition, subtraction, multipl'catjon and division . 
As they advance in the gr&des they have less aids and tend to solve 
their problems more and more mentally. They are also given braillers, 
oocket braille slates , and cubarithm slate with braille cubes to ~ used 
as crutches in solving problems . Here a~so , the ~id used by the child 
depends upon his individual taste and need . Some children may depend 





Plate 13. Abacus 
,. 
Plate 14. Flannel Board 
Plate 15. hodern Computing Abacus 
Plate 16. Imout Game 
Plate 17 . .J..mma l-Jhiz Gane 
Plate 18. Cubarithm Slates with Cubes 
Plate 19. I:leasur:Lng Devices 
Upper: Braille Thermometer, Braille 
Barometer; Nidule: Braille Yard Stick; 
Lower: Braille l''oot Ruler 
Plate 20. Time Teaching Aids 
Left to Right: Braille Paper Plate Clodk; 
Clock Game; Braille Clock; Lower Center: 
Braille Wrist Watch 
.. 
Plate 21. Devices for Teaching Fractions 
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SECTION V - SOCIAL STUDIES 
Historical Background of Social Studies 
The historical background of social studies aids and devices is 
limited for several reasons. The term social studies and the idea of 
studying people and life collectively was originated in this century. 
During the eerly 1900 ' s and before , social studies was broken down into 
many small parts such as history, geography and the particular phases 
of science. Very little emphasis was placed upon correlating material 
and relating the material to the child's own life and experiences. This 
idea of an interrelated curriculum is something which has only been widely 
practiced during the last twenty years . The entire idea of aids in a 
public school class is also something fairly new. There was a time when 
rote memory would suffice many educational systems. It was not important 
for the children to have actual experiences with the subject they were 
studying as long as they could recite well . Probably the most important 
factor limiting the history of social studies devices for blind children 
is the early educator's lack of concern in the general education of 
blind children . If a blind person could learn a sufficient amount to 
financially support himself, then he was successfully educated. There 
was little need for a blind person to learn anything more than a trade 
or handcraft . Due to this lack of recognition of social studies as part 
of the curriculum, the disinterest in aids in gener a l and the narrow view 
of education for the blind, the historicel background of social studies 
aids is brief. 
It is difficult to extend the history of devices further back than 
1760 when l enis Diderot first came in contact with the blind 
Melanie de Selignac. Some records have been retained, however , describing 
blind bards wandering through Europe in the Middle Ages , s i nging of 
famous battles and their nation's heroes . To some extent these itinerant 
bl ind men preserved and spread their nation ' s history to all its people . 
This same practice was common in Japan and China as well . It is doubtful 
that these blind poets utilized any devices in learning the details of 
history; rather they relied on rote memory. As transportation and 
communication improved , there was little need for these men. During 
the following few centuries , with several notable exceptions , blind men 
and women were seldom given academic educational opportunities . 
Denis Diderot one of the earliest figures in the education of the 
blind became very interested in the s tudies of the blind Melanie de 
Salignac . Me l anie was a young blind woman living in Paris , who had 
managed to study a variety of subjects including algebra, astronomy and 
geography. Diderot described in his "Ear ly Philosophical Works" one of 
the maps used by Melanie in her studies . He said: 
"I have seen the maps with which she studied geography. 
The parallels and meridians were made of wire; the boundaries 
of kingdoms and provinces of embroidery in linen , silk, or 
wool of various thickness ; the rivers and streams and 
mountains of pins ' heads of various s ize~~ and cities and 
towns of drops of wax of various sizes. 1111 
As Melanie studied her homemade map with her fingers another person 
1/ Gabriel Farrell, The Story of Blindness , Harvard Univer sity Press , 
Cambridge , Massachusetts, 1956, p. 16. 
explained to her the meaning of the various symbols. 
Valentine Hauy continued the use of three dimensional maps in the 
many schools he founded throughout Europe in the late 1700' s and early 
1800's. Hauy learned through Maria Von Paradis, a popular blind musician, 
of a blind person' s ability to distinguish different raised map symbols 
with his fingers. Maria had corresponded with Georg ~eissembourg , a 
young blind man, whose teacher had constructed numerous aids to assist 
1! 
him in his education . ~eissenbourg described to W~ria the maps which 
be had found quite helpful in studying geography. They were probably 
quite similar to those used by Melanie de Salignac with a variety of 
textures used to represent various physical features. 
In Vienna in the early 1800's another important aid was first 
recognized. This was the museum. Special exhibits were displayed for 
the convenience of blind people and certain specimens in the regular 
collection were allowed to be handled by blind visitors . This movement 
spread to Germany, France and England, an~ even in recent years special 
exhibits are arranged by certain museums for the particular benefit of y 
blind people . 
When Samuel Gridley Howe became the first director of Perkins, he 
was very interested in devising maps suitable for his blind students . 
He felt the maps Hauy had been using with strings and wires marking the 
j} Ibid., p . 23 . 
2/Yelson Coon, The Place of the Museum in the Education of the Blind , 
Educational Series, Number 6, The American Foundation for the Blind, 
New York, 1953, p. 10. 
1/ land features were quite crude .- Howe suggested cutting the land mass 
out from a r egular print map , backing it with thick paper and then pasting 
both the land and water on a new surface . In this way the land mass was 
raised above the surface of the water. The other features of the map 
were marked with thread, knotted string and pin heads . Howe also 
included on a United States map the names of each state in raised 
letters. For the names of the small details Howe inserted raised numbers 
and these numbers with their corres oonding names were explained in an 
accompanying atlas . By this means Howe hoped to enable the blind person 
2/ 
to study maps without the assistance of a sighted person. . However, it 
was quite difficult for the blind puoil to locate a number on the map 
with one hand, and with the other hand search in the atlas for the 
correct name. 
As early as 1833 paper relief maps were being embossed , although 
their use did not seem prevalent . The maps were quite small and their 
outlines wer e unclear. 
The early map designers for blind students seemed to f eel that as 
long as there was sufficient variation of a map's surface , it would be 
practical for the child studying geography. Samuel Ruggl es constructed 
a map for Boston in 1842 using a sandpaper-like substance t o form the 
boundaries of city lines , nail heads for the waterfront, and rough tape 
for numbering the various areas . This map is not only difficult to 
interpret, it is also very unpleasant to touch. 
]J Samuel Gridley Howe, "Education of the Blind, 11 The Literarz and 
Theological Review (June , 1836), 3:271. 
~~ Ibi£. , p. 275 . 
Ruggles also constructed a relief globe six feet tall and fourteen 
feet in circumference . Although ouite attractive, durable, and a 
trtbute to ~~ . Ruggles' craftsmanship, its un~ieldy size and 
comparatively low relief make it practically useless for blind children. 
In 1875 ':1 . Moon, famous for his Moon ty-oe, which is still used today, 
published a pocket atlas of the Ho ly lands for blind peoole . In his 
atlas he included a small map of the area plus fine detailed studies in 
paper relief. By the same means ~oon also included a floor plan of an 
ancient temple, a relief diagram of a soldier's bre~st plate and a 
seven-pronged candlestick. The purpose of this atlas was to serve as an 
ilJustration for children when reading the Bible . 
Another man interested in relief illustrations for the blind was 
Director U. Kunz of a school for the blind in Illzach , Germany. He 
published numerous relief diagrams of animals, simple machi~es and 
vegetables . Although these diagrams ar e unsuccessful in the education 
of the bli d, ~unz 's attempt to show his students scientific illustrations 
indicates the increasing awareness of educators of the blind to expand 
their educational horizons. 
By the time of the first meeting of the American Association of 
Instructors of the Blind in 1872, the need of satisfactory maps was 
generally felt in the schools for the blind . J~ny quarters still felt, 
however , that blind students should merely study United States geography, 
since they would never become businessmen and geographers when they 
1/ 
reached adulthood. 
1/ American Association of Instructors of the Blin£, Eleventh Biennial 
Convention, Jacksonville, Illinois, 1890, p. 60. 
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A variety of maps were introduced into schools for the blind by 1870. 
11 
Some were paper embossed by sewing machines, some continued to use string 
and wire, some were made from paper , others from wood, iron and cloth. 
So~e ~aps were physical relief maps , others had embossed outlines 
omitting physical detail. A few maps were dissectable , others were hinged 
and could collapse to fit in a large pocket. This growing awareness of 
the need for maps for blind children is further reflected in a contest 
held in 1881 by the Society for the Aid to the Blind of Frankfort, Germany. 
Through this contest it was hoped that neTI aids and devices for the 
?:I 
teaching of geogreohy would be developed . The progress in constructing 
satisfactory maps for blind children does not advance in any logical 
order. Ideas were discarded and then revived . However, from 1880 on 
there was an increasing awareness that: (1) geography was more than the 
'J./ 
study of maps, (2) the children needed clear distinct outlines for the 
maps they used , (3) dissectable maps had an imnortant place in the school , 
(4) the children needed more experience with maps and practice in 
making their own maps, (5) map making for the blind student involved more 
than merely raising all the lines of the print map . 
The advancement in social studies aids was not limited to maps . In 
1881 !'icbael Anagnos, Howe ' s successor as director of Perkins, brought 
1/ American Association of Instructors of the Blind, Fifth Biennial 
Convention, Columbus , Ohio , 1878, p. 82. 
2/ Nelson Coon , 11A Century and a Quarter of Embossed ~:aps for the Blind , n 
( Mimeographed) Guide to "Museum Exhibit Number 130 11 by the Blindiana 
~useum, Perkins School for the Blind, ratertown, ~ssachusetts , April , 1956. 
21 American Association of Instructors of the Blind, Eleventh Biennial 
Convention, Jacksonville, Illinois, 1890, n. 50 . 
many tyoes of anatomical models to Perkins. This was the beginning of 
the large collection of models found in the Perkins' museum today. 
By the turn of the century, such men as Alexander Mell , head of the 
Vienna Institute for the blind, was encouraging school field trips and 
nature study, thus providing blind students with a great many concrete 
ll 
experiences. 
Since the 1900's there have been few radical changes in the types 
of aids used. Maps have been constructed of more durable material and 
their outlines have been made more distinct. As radio, television and 
tape recorders have been invented , they have been i ncorporated into the 
social studies program. Weekly student braille newspapers have been 
published, and in general the social studies program has become more 
organized and meaningful with an increase in student participation and 
activity. 
Social Studies Aids Used at Perkins Todai 
The social studies program at Pe~kins School generally follows the 
social studies program in most public elementary schools in the United 
States . The emphasis is on unity and coordination with the total 
curriculun. There is an effort to coordinate this program with the 
child ' s level of interest and e>~erience . In the first grade there is a 
general study of those subjects very familiar to the child; his home , 
his school and his immediate environment , as well as abstract values 
like justice, cooperation and fellowship. In the second grc.de the program 
J) Alexander Mell, ~tigkeitsberi ct t des : . K. Blirden-Erzichun~s-Insti tutes 
in 0ein, Chapter 3, Unpublished typed translation By Edward 'llen, 1894, 
in the Blindiana Library, Perkins chool for the Blind, Watertown . 
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is expanded to include such details as the source of foods and products. 
By the third grade the children are becoming increasingly aware that there 
is more to their environment than t heir daily experiences in the classroom 
and home, so they begin the study of communication, transportation and 
comrnuhity life . Nine and ten year old children hear of other lands and 
other times, and they become more conscious that their holidays often 
refer to historical events, some of which hE.ve occurred in foJ:eign lands . 
With this new interest the children, now possibly in the fourth grade , 
usually make their first contact with globes , maps and world events . 
In the fifth grade this study is continued and amplified by an expanding 
appreciation of both past and current events . The sixth gr&de explores 
these subjects more extensively, in order to include an organized study 
of our country 's development, including its oresent governmental status, 
its community organizations and its relationship with foreign powers. 
There is considerably leeway in the social studies program for a class 
to follow and develop its particular interest, and thus enjoy a program 
geared to their ability. 
Science activities in the lower school frequently correspond with 
the social studies progrem. For this reason the writer is including 
these two phases under the heading 11Social Studies" . Although some 
teachers may make a very distinct cleavage between their science and 
social studies program, it is difficult to separate the two fields in 
the actual course of teaching. 
If social studies is to ·e considered the study of living and the 
actual life experience of the individual, as well as man in general, it 
must , certainly, be considered a very broad field . 
There are few aids manufactured for the sole purpose of assisting 
the blind child in his social studies . For the teacher of the visually 
handicapped, there is a shift of emphasis in utilization of the aids used 
in the public schools, because these aids are frequently visual aids . 
Motion pictures , illustrations and diagre.ms , most helpful to sighted 
children, can also be helpful to blind children. Motion pictures are 
certainly not excluded from the curriculum at Perkins , although they are 
not shown as often as in the public schools . Many motion pictures have 
a very fine sound track which is quite informative and suffici~ntly 
stimulating without visual enjoyment. More than this, however, there 
are many legally blind children who have enough vision so that they 
may gain a great deal from the motion picture . There is a certain 
psychological factor that also makes ~vies beneficial to blind children. 
They gain considerable satisfaction from the f act they are having movies 
in their classroom, as do their sighted friends . This same feeling carries 
over to pictures and illustrations . Some children may be able to enjoy 
them visually so they may be considered an aid to their education . Other 
children with less sight may appreciate the mere presence of pictures and 
room decorations because they know their classroom is attractive for the 
sighted visitors and to their P~rtially sighted classmates . 
Another aid in a general social studies program which should be 
stressed is concrete experience with the unit being studied . The 
importance of concrete experiences for the blind child cannot be over-
emphasized. "Concrete" means for the blind child a direct sensory contact 
with the subject under discussion, whether it be field trips , experiments 
or construction. Verbalism is a great danger in the education of most 
/{,1 
children and most assuredly so in the education of the visually handicapped. 
It is extremely difficult to describe an experience , ~hich the teacher has 
enjoyed tota lly by means of her vision, to blind children who utilize 
their other senses more effectively. Perhaps the child will be able to 
verbalize the teacher's description on an exam or to his friends , but 
this is no guarantee the child will recognize this verbalized experience 
when he meets it directly. 
Many blind children have had a very limited range of experience . 
Either parents have been overly- protective fearing their child will be 
injured in every new situation he meets, or they may have rejected their 
child to the extent they do not care whether the child has an opportunity 
or not to learn about his environment. Perhaps the parent has substituted 
verbal description for actual experience and has merely told his child, 
"Those are birds singing in the t rees , they have feathers and wings and 
tails and beaks and they fly through the air . ~ The ch~ld will be able to 
repeat this description to anyone who asks , but after all , 'nwhat are 
wings? Are they similar to the wings on a model air plane, stiff and 
wooden? Covered with feathers? Are these feathers like the plumes in 
mother's hat or the soft downy ones in the pillow? How do they stick to 
the bird anyway?" The child begins to develop his misconception of a 
bird which probably will only be corrected when he is able to hold a real 
bird in his own hands and examine it . 
But there are many experiences for which most parents do not have 
resources . What does a skyscraper look like? Tihere is Germany? ~fuat 
was Columbus ' s ship like? The parent of a sighted child can show his 
child a photograph , or take him to the city and the child can look up to 
the top of a tall building and know that this is called a skyscraper 
because it looks as though it touches the sky. Each time the child 
returns to the city he will see the skyscraper and remember. The blind 
child can go to the skyscraper and feel the corner stone and perhaps 
ride the elevator to the top floor. But it is questionable whether the 
child will have any idea of the total picture of a tall building . One 
of the aims of social studies in Perkins Lower School is to give a child 
experience with things he has heard about or with things he ha~ only 
heretofore partial l y experienced . 
The problem of presenting and understanding the total or whole of 
a situation or object is a vital one with which the teacher of the blind 
must deal. Partial ideas of the environment lead to gross misconceptions 
for the blind child, and all aids selected for use in social studies 
must be evaluated in terms of the total concept they give the child. 
In the foregoing discussion, the writer has described a few of the 
conceptual limitations of the visually handicapped child. A discussion 
of such limitations helps to point out some of the criteria used in 
selecting aids . 
The importance of concrete, rather than descriptive experience and 
the importance of seeing the whole as well as the parts in any situation 
have been mentioned. But there is a third f actor determining the 
selection of aids and that is, familiarity . It is best not to introduce 
the child to an experience which is totally unfamiliar to him. For 
example, when discussing birds or listening to their calls, speak of the 
common robin first rather than the loon. Although the latter may be more 
unusual, the blind child's range of experience is necessarily limited and 
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should be expanded by logically related events . When the child is 
familiar with the common bir~around the school then it is time to 
introduce the less familiar birds, such as the loon. 
So far generalities have been discussed but, in truth, it is 
difficult to speak of special aids because very few aids are manufactured 
specifically for the use of blind children of lower school ~ge . r.~aps , 
globes and other a i ds in which print has been converted to braille are 
exceptions . 
Geography and the location of places in r elation to one another are 
concepts difficult for a blind child to understand . From the historical 
sketch at the beginning, one sees that the early educators felt the.t 
to convert a print map into one appropriate for the blind, they had only 
to emboss the outlines . Today there is an increasing appreciation of the 
difficulty in constructing a meaningful map for blind children. 
?Jany children are first introduced to maps in the fourth grade , 
although this custom varies considerably with the class and the individual 
children. For blind children a relief globe of the world is frequently 
used before a flat map in order that the children gain some idea of 
the earth's shape, the concept of rotation on an axis , and the relative 
size of land masses and bodies of water. The children begin with the 
whole rather than the parts . 
The most successful~ (Plate 22) used is manufactured by the 
American Printing House for the Blind at Louisville, Kentucky. The 
hollow globe is constructed of a plastic composition and stands 
approximately four feet high. It rotates on a sturdy metal axis firmly 
attached to a heavy iron base . In general it can stand a great deal of 
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manipulation , although some of t he plasti c coati ng does have a t endency 
t o chi p . The land masses are painted ivory- white and are rai sed above 
the surface of the ocean . Mountai ns ar e in even higher relief , and 
large lakes ar e depicted by depress i ons painted blue . The oceans are 
I 
painted blue and ar e marked with r a i sed l ongitude and latitude markings . 
Citi es and political boundaries are not marked. About one half of the 
globe may be encompassed by a child's ar ms at one time . This factor is 
vital in evaluating any gl obe or map for blind children, since places 
out of r each are ver y difficult t o integrate into the total geographical 
picture . However , one half a globe is probabl y sufficient to study at 
one time since thi s is about the limit that can be comprehended. 
The relief globe is quita successful for children learning general 
geographic factors or those studying about the nature of the earth in 
r elation to the sun , the reason for seasons and day and night . However , 
the globe has its limitations . The chil d cannot learn the positions of 
countries in re l ation to one another, nor their comparative sizes . No 
local geography can be studied i n any det ail . As the children are unable 
to take this globe apart in order to f i nd the relation of the parts to 
the whole , a dissectable globe has often been thought desirable . 
However , it has not been found feasible because of ~he expense , and the 
lack of a satisfactory technique for cohesion . M§reover , since the 
globe is expensive , it is unlikely that every cl assroom could afford to 
have one of its own. Cer tainly many homemade globes have been attempted, 
but so far with little success , since it is very difficult to make the 
boundary of land mass distinct to the touch and at the same time 
geographically accurate . On small er globes , the detai ls necessar ily 
become cramped and confusing . 
The children are not taught any specific method in investigating the 
globe . They are encouraged to utilize the same means of tactual 
exploration they have used successfully in the past . For most children 
this means using both hands and tracing outlines with their finger tips . 
Some children may prefer to use one hand rather than another which is 
pedagogically acceptable . Actually, the only unacceptable approach is 
the child's use of one finger or his concentration on the material under 
the heel of his hand rather than the finger tips . The finger tips a~e 
more sensitive except in specifi c cases when children suffer from 
insensitivity or lack of muscular control. As soon as the child has 
investigated the globe for himself and has learned its shape and size and 
where the axis is , he may begin to identify the various continents and 
gai n some memory of their shape and relative size . Finally the child 
should be introduced to the longitude and latitude marks , learning to 
use these as guides in lqcating various parts of the world. 
This globe, however , is not sufficient for all learni~g situations . 
Flat maps of various types must be used , and ~ost teachers find that 
it is wise to continual ly refer to the globe while studying flat maps 
so that the children understand the relationshi' of a particular country 
to the total spherical shape of the ea~th. Dissectable maps are usually 
preferred to simple out l ine maps , a l though each has its place . 
ihe American Printing House for the Blind ~anufactures a very fine 
series of dissectable flat relief rna~ of various parts of the world. 
The maps are highly colored which is beneficial for children with partial 
sight. They are hand ~arved wood , 42 by 50 inches . The relative shapes 
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of countries have been ratained but their outlines have been simplified 
to some extent. For example , visually, Norway has an elongated form, but 
for a blind child tracing the complex outline of its coast, it is very 
difficult to retain the concept of elongation. For this reason 
simplified maps have been found more successful. The mountain ranges 
on these maps are represented by raised irregular ridges of plastic 
without regard to the degree of elevation of specific ranges . Foothills 
and plateau areas of these r8nges are eliminated because such physical 
comparisons ere extremely difficult to present-so that they can be 
understood tactually. Borders of countries too small to be dissected are 
marked by a series of nail heads, and for major cities a single nail head 
is used. These maps can be taken apart according to individual countries , 
but when completed the land mass is raised above the sea level in order 
to give a correct outline of the continent . 
The children use these maps often as a jig saw puzzle, but they are 
of little use unless the child learns that certain shapes have definite 
names . Perhaps France will be mentioned in a class discussion. The 
teacher may ask a child to go to this map and take France and its 
neighboring countries out to study their shapes. The child will then go 
to the globe and locate the approximate position of France on the earth. 
The teacher will probably have other maps of varying sizes in the room. 
It is very important for the children to see and locate countries on a 
variety of maps in order to avoid the very common misconception that 
France is always ~3 inches by 3 inches" or whatever France's dimensions 
are on the map which is usually used. 
Before maps can be studied certain preparatory concepts must be 
understood. Two of the most important are scaling and symbolic 
representation . Some Perkins teachers follow the practice of having 
children draw (by embossi~ a scaled map of their classroom including 
symbols to represent desks and windows. This idea may then be transferred 
to the study of geographical maps . 
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The dissectable relief maps are most successful when they are 
available to the children at all times for reference. Unfortunately , due 
to their very great expense it is seldom possible to have a suff icient 
supply of these helpful maps and so other tyPes of maps must be used. 
Several difficulties arise when the children use these dissectable 
table maps. If the maps are perfectly fitted.together, some students 
have a difficult time in removing the pieces and , if the pieces fit 
loosely together they have a tendency to fall out whenever they are 
handled. If the map depicts too large an area the children become 
confused with the mercator projecti on and lose sight of the fact that the 
world is sperical . 
In order to study the location of states in the United States , 
Sifo dissectable mans (Plate 23) are frequently used. The Sifo map is 
highly colored with somewhat simplified outlines of each state . When all 
the pieces are in place , the map has a flat surface and the shore line is 
difficult to detect by touch. However, when the children are learning 
relative sizes , shapes and locales of states, they enjoy studying and 
dissecting the Sifo maps . As the students sometimes use the maps merely 
as games , the teacher must check to see that the children interpret the 
parts of the maps as individual states and not as pieces of a puzzle. 
Since the Sifo maps are not manufactured for blind students all their 
information is in print . Some teachers braille the names of states and 
tape them to each piece of the puzzle . One of the gr~at advantages of 
the ~ifo map is that it can be bought in sufficient quantities for each 
child to have one on his desk. 
The American Printing House for the Blind has recently manufactured 
a series of thin plastic continental relief maos (Plate 24) , which are 
printed on a curved surface . These help in understanding the concept of 
the curvature of the earth. The children examine these maps in the same 
way they utilize the globe , tracing with their fingers the land mass , and 
feeling the irregular highly raised surface of the mountains and the 
indented course of the rivers. This map is more frequently used as an 
extra reference map than a pri~ary reference map . For instance in the 
study of South America the children would probably look at the globe 
first and then at a dissectable flat map, then at the curved relief map . 
For many children these maps are too detailed, as too many rivers and 
mountains are confusing to the touch . However, as has been said before , 
it is important for the blind student to see as many geographical 
representations as possible in order to prevent the miscorception that a 
continent is always represented as one size and always of the same 
composition. These maps aro also reasonable enough in cost so that 
each classroom may have its own for continual reference . Unfortunately, 
these maps are not able to withstand a great deal of constant usage because 
they have a tendency to tear. 
The Howe Memorial Press of Perkins publishes a series of braille maps . 
These aro flat paper maps which use braille dots to form an outline of a 
country. Braille maps are seldom used in the lower school and almost 
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never by students using maps for the first time . The outlines are not 
tangible enough. The lower school student is more satisfied when he can 
hold in his hand whatever he is studying. The more details on these 
braille maps , the more confusing they become . ~ivers are mixed up with 
boundaries and when tracing the border of one country such as France , 
the pupil may be sidetracked and begin to follow the outline of Belgium 
still believing it to be France . In general more satisfactory maps 
have been found for the lower school children, although a braille map may 
be occasionally refer red to for variety or because they are easily obtai ned. 
This latter factor is one of the chief attributes of many braille maps . 
They are sufficiently inexpensive so that each child may have a set to 
which he can refer whenever he wishes . 
Pupils who have some useful visi on may be able to use highly 
colored maps with very little relief . Some students are able to use their 
visicn to such an extent that they merely have to look at a map to gai n 
a picture of outlines and significant features . Other students have such 
poor hand dexterity that a dissectable map'is practically useless . There 
are a variety of maps which can be obtained that are appropriate for the 
various occasions which may arise . France , ~ngland and Austria publish 
cer tain flat maps which may be refer red to . England publishes a heavy 
paper flat (as opposed to curved) relief map with light colorin~ . For 
most children these maps are too coMplicated. Rith details of mountai~s , 
rivers and irregular coastlines . It is difficult to te l l the cities from 
the mountain- peaks . However, some children are able to use them and they 
should not be discouraged from doing so . There is a celluloid map 
printed in France in which the land ~~sses are raised above the surface 
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of the water. The land is very smooth and pleasant to touch and 
country boundaries are marked with a continuous raised line. The oceans 
and large lakes are marked with corrugated celluloid in order to 
distinguish the~ from the land. A map published in Austria on heavy 
paper is similar to the Howe Press braille maps . A disadvantage of this 
map is the fact that it usually has a superfluity of embossed symbols 
such as dashed lines , continuous lines and raised squares, as well as 
the embossed dots, all of which results in confusion for the student. 
This map is seldom used, but it is available if needed for a specific 
purpose or a pupil is found for whom it would be appropriate . 
t~ny intermediate grade class rooms have a dissectable r elief map 
of the United States on ~hich major cities are marked with a nail head. 
This ~illiam J. Butler Relief Mao, copyrighted in 1949 shows raised 
longitude and latitude lines on the ocean, but these lines are not 
continued across the continents . The children use these frequently but 
they do not have the clarity of form found on the Sifo maps . The pieces 
of this map have a tendency to fall out when slightly jarred. However, 
the loose structure of the map enables the less adept student to lift 
out each state with ease. When put together this relief map serves as 
a very good reference for certain physical features of the United States . 
Some teachers introduce simple map-making exercises in the lower 
school, although genera lly this is usually saved for junior high school 
work. The chi.ldren may take simple braille outline maps and trace the 
borders with rolled plasticene . Some groups may even go so far as to 
construct a rolled plasticene map of their own by studying a map and 
then reconstructing the outline with the rolled strips of plasticene on 
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a &eoarate board or piece of paper. Another suggested exercise is to 
form boundaries by tacks or pin heads inserted in cushions made of a 
coarse material and held in shape by a wooden frame. Often these 
exercises are too time-consuming to hold the interest of lower school 
students and thus be of benefit. Furthermore, they may tax him beyond 
his ability because of the intense concentration involved. However, able 
students with decided interest in maps may enjoy this work, not only for 
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the sense of accomplishment , but also as a means to check the accuracy 
of their concepts . 
When routes of famous explorers or trade route~ are being discussed, 
classes may mark them on a map with string , wire or plasticent strips 
in order to trace them tactually. Some classes may not possess relief 
maps or have longitude and latitude marks on a globe . All of these 
markings may be constructed by a variety of materials ranging from 
peper mache to gesso (combination of glue, whiting, linseen oil and y 
varnish applied like putty or oushed through a cookie decorator). The 
children probably gain quite a bit when this type of activity is included 
in their study of maps . However, the finished product is often of little 
use to any class except the one which constructed it because of its 
inevitable inaccuracies. 
One general problem which usually arises when maps are first 
introduced into a classroom, is the student's lack of a directional 
concept. A great deal of time must be spent before the children have an 
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adequate understanding of north and south. The children may grasp the 
idea that the sun is generally in the east in the early morning and in 
the west in the evening, but this concept is difficult to transfer to maps . 
It is sometimes necessary at first to arrange all maps so that the northern 
end of the map is in the same direction as the northern section of the 
classroom. The teacher must continually check to see if her students 
understand that north and south are symbolically represented on flat naps 
as the top and bottom of the map . Many chi l dren have the misconception 
that north is a position straight up in the sky and_ south is down in the 
earth. To erase these misconceptions the teacher must spend a great 
amount of time on drill and practical orientation in the child's 
environment . 
There are several qualifications necessary for any map which is to 
be used by blind children. l'os t of these qualifications have been 
mentioned before, but perha?S it would be wi~e to repeat them. Size is 
of vi t al importance . A map sho'lld never be larger than the arm- spread 
of a child . IC it is , the child cannot gain a total picture of the 
place he is studying . Simplification of ou~lines and general land 
features is very important. High relief and distinct lines are necessary 
if the map is to be of valt1e . Although a person with vision is able to 
see a difference in the surface levels of land and water, plain and 
mountain, this is not a guide that the difference can be distinguished 
tactually. There are a fe~ maps published with the names of locales 
brailled into the maps and it is often surprising how frequently a 
totally blind child will confuse these br· :lled names ryith the geophysical 
features of the map. A map should be made of pleasant materia: so that 
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it will be agreeable to the touch. Although sand paper may seem 
aporopri~te to represent a desert area , very few children like to run 
their fingers along its rough surface . Imperfections in a map decrease 
its usefulness . Such minor imperfections as a crease in a braille map 
may be confused with geographical features . r,raps must be constructed of 
a sufficiently durable material to withstand continual handling, poking . 
and pressing . The most successful maps are those which can be dissected 
and used in conjunction with a relief globe . 
Many of these principles apply to another very popular aid in the 
social studies program at ~erkins - models. Since braille text books 
cannot be illustrated, there is a defir ite need for objects which can 
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be studied tactually. Perkins has its museum equipped ~ith many 
stuffed animals including birds , fish , reptiles and man~~ls ranging 
from field mice to a srn.s.ll mountain lion. The ""'.P . A. constructed 
numerous models during the 1930's of building~ , churches, boats , bridges, 
and such specialized models as a coal mine and the Parthenon. There 
are also scientific models of the solar system, simple human anato"'ical 
ferns, and cell structures . 
Taxidermy models (Flate 25) are introduced often and as early as 
kindergarten. Children may hear a story concerning a specific type af 
animal rThich thej have never seen. At such a time the teacher may obtain 
one of these models from the museum to show her pupils. Some children 
arc not shown how to examine these models, since even by kindergarten 
they have developed their own method of i~vestigating new objects . 
Howeve1·, as in the case of maps , children arc encouraged to use both 
hands and particul~rly the finge1·tips. Animal models are essential 
throughout the first sb: grE.des , and there is also a use for them in high 
school . P1ter the child has finished his initial exploration , the teacher 
may direct his attention to cert~in salient features of the animal, such 
as the duck 1 s webbed feet or the beaver's flat tail. Sometimes it is 
wise to show two animals a t the same t:.me so that the children uill be 
able to com~e and recognize the unicue features of each . The teacher 
seldom interferes with the location of her punils hands on the model. 
Rather, the teacher describes and points things out to her s tudent as he 
touches each area . For example , "You are now touching the gills of the 
fish . They are used in breathir..g, n rather than directing the child 1 s 
hands to the gills . Of course some students will miss many of the 
inportant features and, when this happens , the teacher must guide them. 
Children should never be rushed while e:r.amining models . Each child should 
have his turn to irvestigate the ~odel and ask as many questions as he 
wisha ' in order for him to get as clear a picture as possible . Stuffed 
models should remain in the classroom as long as necessary for the 
students to re- examine them. Although the stuffed models serve an 
essential function in a school for the blind, they can never take the 
place of a living animal. Sighted people can imagine life in an 
inanimate objeft, but it is much more diffjcult for the blind students . 
The stuffed model is usual~ cold and stiff . It does not breathe and 
throb or make any sound . 
At times there are no mounted specimens availc.ble for a class to 
investigate , ~nd the teacher must resort to nanufactured models . These 
are much less desirable than the stuffed models since they have all the 
limitations of a stuffed specimen as well a s a few of their own . Few 
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manufactured models ret~in the same texture as the original animal. How 
very different a plaster elephant feels when compared with a r eal elephant. 
There is really no tactual similarity except in shape , and the disparity 
of size is an almost unsurmountable obstacle for the visually handicapped 
child. This writer has seen highly intelligent t•relve year ole. students 
pick up a pla~ter model of a frog and have no idea what it represented . 
By necessity, many manufactured models have been scaled to a size 
convenient to hold . However, unless the teacher is very careful to 
exrylain the concept of scaling to her students , she may find her class 
believing a camel is an animal five inches tall. I.:S.nufactured animal 
models ar~ usually used only when nothing else is available, and even 
then a teacher may have to decide whether no concept is better than a 
misconception . 
Misconceptions are something upon which a tea cher of blind children 
must continually check when she uses models or gives verbal descrjptions . 
When children investigate models , they frequently take for granted that 
everything they feel is part of the model. If there is any imperfection 
in this model , it is i~ediately attributed to the animal in real life . 
For instance one fir~t greder, describing a bear cub, said that bears 
have holes underneath their ahins . When the teacher looked at her 
stuffed model, she found the hole which had obviously been made by a 
hunter's bullets. If a bird is mounted on a tree branch the child may 
believe this to be one of the bird's vital characteristics , or if an 
animal is mounted with it.s head turned , or its tail loose , a student may 
be convinced that these are salient features of this particular animal. 
A teacher ~y catch some of these misconceptions i f she asks the students 
to describe what they have seen and encourages them to ask questions as 
soon as they arise. As many opportunities as possible should be given 
students to examine genuine specimens; trips to the zoos and parks are 
often possible . If children do come in contact with a variety of common 
living things and compare models to their animate counterpart , they may 
be able to transfer this experience to less familiar objects. ~;ith 
experience, the blind child may be able to recognize imperfections in 
models for what they are, and be better able to imagine what their model 
would be like if it were al·ve . 
When the teacher must supulernent a model with verbal description, 
a simple principle to follow is to relate the description to something 
very familiar to the student . For instance, a child was constructing an 
igloo and asked his teacher to describe it. The teacher suggested that 
the snow bricks were laid in a circle with each successive row of snow 
bricl·s placed a little closer to the middle of the circle . For a person 
who has seen an igloo, this ~~y seem qu~te logical , but to th~s child 
it meant a cone shape, and he constructed an igloo with a pointed roof. 
When the teacher then suggested that an igloo is the same shape as the 
soup bowl which was used at supper last night , the child i~ediately knew 
the shape of an igloo and was able to construct it . 
Verbal description and analogies are not alwaya possible, and for 
this reason models of various structures and concepts must be made . 
Uodels of buildings may be useful when a child is interested in learning 
what a bui:ding looks like from top to bottom. These models are even 
more successful when they can b~ taken apart so the child can see the 
inside of the building as well as the outside. But, as in the case of 
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manufactured models , the children must understand that the model has been 
scaled to size, and that the material used for the construction of the 
model is not the same as the real materials . 
There are many scientific models available for lower scheol students , 
including a model sho~ing the relative sizes of planets (Plate 26). and 
another depicting the relative positions of the planets . ~ost of the 
scientific mode l s used at Perkins are equally suitable for a class ~ith 
vision. They have not r eally been adapted for the exclusive use of 
blind children. However, they may be more vital to the soci~l studies 
program at Perkins than in a public school since they often take the 
place of text book illustrations . r&1ny of the models are too advanced 
for lower school pupils and their use is postnoned until junior and 
senior high school . They arc available, however, if a need ari ses for 
them in the lower school. 
Certain aualifications and suggestions have been made concerning the 
selection of models to be used by blind children . ~~ny of these 
principles apply also to the selection of maps . The models should be as 
genuine as possible; the closer they simulate the real object the more 
successful they are . The models should be flawless, for , as was said 
earlier , all imperfections are apt to be attributed to the real object. 
~hen an object has been scaled , the children should understand the 
degree of scaling . ;·odels must be of an appropriate size io that the 
whole of an object is within the child's reach. The models should have 
sufficient detail to depict the necessary characteristics of an object , 
but the details should not be so many that they become confusing. 
Simplicity is vital to meaningfulness . All models must be three 
dimensional. Even high relief is useless for a model since perspective is 
an extremely difficult concept for any person who has never seen . The 
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children must be able to fee l both sides of an object . 
Models are not limited to pr epared devices . Many models and 
analogies are constr ucted by the t eacher or student when the need 
arises . Plasticene is a widely used material for this purpose and most 
classrooms have a supply. The limitations of plasticene are obvious. 
As it does not harden, it cannot be perm~nent . The soft plasticity of 
this substance causes the models to become misshapen when handled . Its 
t exture is dissimilar to anything it is supposed to represent . But 
plasticene's limitations are also its attributes . Its soft texture can 
easily be mode l ed into a vari ety of shapes and sizes , and its cohesive 
quality makes it a very satisfactory base for certain exhibits. 
Plasticene is also relatively easy to store , and it is comparatively 
inexpensive since it can be used over and over again. 
Plasticene models of microscopic organisms are often cuite 
successful. Blind children have very few opportuniti es to study very 
small creatures ranging from insects down to the one- celled organisms . 
There do not seem to be any models available , and there is very litt le a 
child can distinguish when he examines even as large an insect as a 
June bug . Pla~ticene is one of the few mat~rials which can be used to 
give the children some idea of the shape and structure of these creatures. 
Plasticene may also be used to repr esent a variety of sizes and 
shapes . A t eacher might use it to show the companative sizes of planets 
1/ Nelson Coon , The Place of the ruseum in the_?.ducation of the Blind , 
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or the relative position of buildings in a city. 
Another frecuent use of plasticene is to check on what students 
h~ve learned . The bl ind child has quite a bit of control over this 
medium. When he makes a mistake, it is easier to correct than if he 
were attempting wood or soap carving . For t his reason, a t eacher may 
ask her students to model an animal about which t hey have j~st read. 
The child's model may not appear to the teacher to bear any resemblance 
to the original. However, if the child is asked to explain his own 
model and point out the different areas, the teacher may have a better 
idea of the extent of the child's understanding. The process of working 
and modeling with plasticene has the secondary advantage of encouraging 
hand skill and muscle development . 
f.~ny classes at Perkins are working on units which involve 
construction. There is a need for materials which can easily be handled 
by the children. No single material is appropriate for all occasions. 
Some children , although legally blind, have sufficient sight to enjoy 
painting and crayons . I;:any of the lower school boys have had sufficient 
training in shop to construct objects out of wood, while others have so 
little dexterity that no medium seems possible . 
A sixth gr8de class during their unit on South America constructed 
a dissectable map (Plate 27). The children helped plan the map , although 
the teacher had to do the actual sawing. Almost all the children could 
join in cutting the paner and making the paper- mache mountains. In shop 
classes the boys constructed boats , oil wells and adobe huts to decorate 
the map, and those children with enough vision helped paint the map 
appropriate colors . This is a good example of the variety of materials 
with which a class can work. The selection of the materials must be 
determined by the needs of the situation and abilities of the student. 
What is meaningful and constructive for one child may be totally useless 
for another. 
Scientific experiments are another phase of the social studies · 
orogram. The value of these experiments can only be determined by the 
individual class. There are some scientific devices particularly 
constructed for blind students such as braille thermometers, barometers, 
compasses and devices for measuring electrical current. Most experi~ents , 
however, involve the ingenuity of the class and its teacher. The degree 
of success of an experiment seems directly proportional to the amount 
of class participation. ~hen setting up experiments, the students should 
have as great an opportunity as possible to investigate the equioment 
and its function in the experiment. Experiments are most successful 
when children are oermitted to touch the actual materials involved, smell 
the changes , feel the temperature fluctuations and perhaps hear some 
significant sounds. The teacher may call on one of his partially sighted 
students to report the results visually to the class . In this way, the 
class may feel more closely associated with the experiment. 
There are many aids which are important to any social studies program 
whether in a public school or in a school for the blind. These aids 
include the radio, television, phonograph, newspaper and tape recorder. 
They are a means of keeping the children in contact with the world outside 
school, and they make any social studies program more lively, interesting 
and inspiring. 
Blind children of elementary school age have very little choice of 
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newspapers unless there is someone in their family willing to read a 
printed paper to them. There are a few br~ille newspapers published but 
these are often too advanced even for the sixth grade. The American 
Printing House for the Blind transcribes the inkprint issue of the 
Weekly Reader into braille. This periodical is published in six editions, 
each one geared to the general interest and ability level of a specific 
class. It contains items on current events, science and general feature 
articles. Short stories, jokes and little lessons in manners are 
included along with suggestions for further classroom study, which may 
inspire some classes to begin a new study unit. The children may 
possibly spend one period reading and discussing an article . They may 
read articles for homework, or during study periods and the 11Readers" 
usually give the class a good opportunity to practice reading skills, 
since it sometimes includes drills for just this purpose . A print copy 
comes with the "Reader" so that illustrations can be explained when 
needed. There is also a teacher's edition which gives suggestions on 
how certain articles may be presented and expanded, and once a month 
a science supplement is published . The teacher can use the Weekly 
Reader in anyway she wishes, either as a vital part of her class activity 
or as a pleasant change. The children also look forward to its arrival 
and seem to enjoy reading about events occurring outside the classroom. 
Radio and television are another good means of presenting current 
events. ~~st classrooms have access to a radio and all the student's 
cottages have television sets. When an event of some importance is 
taking place, the class may listen to it on radio. Radio and television 
are also very good sources of news and weather forecasts. f~y classes 
are requ·red to listen to the news once a day in order to be prepared 
for a daily current events discussion, Weather is a tooic discussed 
during some ptase of the lower school program and when the children are 
studying this topic they may become quite interested in the daily 
weather forecasts . The radio is also a source of general relaxation if 
the class has been tense. Although it is difficult to consider this 
phase of radio usage as oart of social studies, so,etimes a relaxation 
period can becoMe indirectly related to social studies through the wise 
selection of programs. 
Phonograohs and talking books al~o serve many of the same functions 
as radio and television. Many talking books correlated to social studies 
have been produced and the class usually enjoys listening to them. Of 
courde there is always a danger that tal!dng books will be used and 
braille r eading neglected. It is particularly important to prevent this 
while the children are still developing their reading skills . A talking 
bo k also hinders class participation and may make social studies a 
passive program, unless it is used merely as supplementary material to 
the main part of the curriculum. 
Many long playing records have been produced which also aid the 
teacher. These include speeches of famous men, dramatic plays and 
sound effects recor ds, such as harbor soun~s, sounds in industry, and 
farm sounds . Severa l records with narrations have been released with 
bir1 calls, frog and toad sounds , as well as the cries of animals. If 
used wisely and at appropriate times, these recordings add a great deal 
of color and life to the subjects being studied. 
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~ reco~ders qerve many of the same purposes as the aids mentioned 
above , but they have several added advantages . Some very fine co~ercial 
tapes have been produced dram~tizi~g event" in histary. The children 
seem to enjoy and benefit from hearing the events about which they have 
read in their texts and arc no~ brJught to life in the foro of a play. 
Children also enjoy dramatiz~g for themselves events about which they 
have raad . The tape recorder can give them a greater feeling of 
per~anence ~hen their efforts can be kept and replayed . Classes may also 
enjoy doing tapes of special events in the school , recordi~g intervieTis 
with people , taping special radio broadcasts or recordi~g nature sounds 
near the classroom. The uses of tape recorders seem limitless for the 
imaginative teacher. Although an expensive item for every classroom it 
is worthwhile . The older s tudents may even learn how to operate the 
tape recorder themselves , although usually a teacher 1 s supervisi on is 
required. 
Textbooks and refer ence books are vital aids to any soci~l studies 
program and little need be said of their importance. Mahy social studies 
texts come in brai lle although not as many as are desired . Braille 
reference books are slightly harder t o find. This i~cludes such coMmon 
reference books as the encyclopedia and dictionary . Braille editions are 
so large and bulky that they are pr actically impossible to store in the 
class~oom. Many children have not developed sufficient skill in 
finding boo 1-s . It is often surprising to see the difficulty a visually 
handicapped child has in locating books, thumbing throQgh pages , holding 
books while reading and the actual process of reading braille books 
except when they ar e sitting at their desks . Alt~ough many students need 
lib 
to develop this skill, so few are successful that i ndeoendent research 
is seldom an important part of the social studies program. A teacher may 
supplement her students reading by means of some of the aids already 
mentioned; talking books, radio and tapes, and also by reading to the 
students articles from texts which only appear in ink printing. 
Braille calendars and charts may also supplement many social studies 
units or be a daily part of classroom activities. A variety of calendars 
are produced in braille, but basically they are the same as a print 
calendar. 
~any classrooms have charts illustrati ng federal government functions 
or the different books read by class members or charts with stars for 
good citizenshio, posture , and health attained by each puoil. These 
charts are usually constructed by the teacher. They may have the names 
of each pupil along one side and a row of braille dots forming columns. 
A child finds his name and then follows the row of braille dots to 
locate his star for the preceeding day or the title of the book he last 
read. 
If social studies is to be a living experience for the students, 
all the ingenious devices and aids cannot take the place of actual 
experiences . For this reason field trips are one of the most important 
aids a teacher can use . 
~ith proper planning, field tri~ can be an extremely helpful 
experience for the students . Most field trips are directly coordinated 
with the unit being studied. Before starting on a field trip the 
students usually discuss what they are going to see . They may even study 
models which are appropriate to the subject. The teacher is planning the 
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field trip should select a place which is as meaningful as possible to 
her students . She should find out what may be handled by the children, 
whether there are any significant sounds or odors and then discuss the 
nature and needs of the group with any person who might act as guide 
for them. A field trip should always be followed by a class period to 
discuss how germane the trip had been to the children. Field trips to 
familiar locales are equally as important for children as trips t o new 
and different places. Walks around the school grounds or to the local 
store are just as pertinent as trips to a nearby industry or ut ility 
company. Sighted children may see trees and flowers every day by just 
looking outside or glancing at a picture hanging on the wall . A 
visually handicapped child may go f or many days without coming in contac t 
with a tree unless there is one directly along his route to school or on 
his playground . Even then the tree may become an obstacle to avoid 
rather than something to examine . The teacher of the blind must 
constantly remind her students of objec~which are very familiar to 
sighted children, and small excursions from the classroom are one of the 
best means of expanding the blind child ' s awareness of his environment . 
In essence , expansion of awareness and understanding of his 
surroundings, along with the child ' s cognizance of where he fits into 
the total picture of his environment , is the ourpose of social studies . 
Any aid or device manufactured by a commer cial comoany, designed by the 
teacher, or originated by the student himself which helps t o accomplish 
this purpose is important, regardlevs of how unorthodox it may appear. 
The teacher of the visually handicapped child must remember that, although 
an aid may be meaningful to one child, this is no criteria for its use 
with another. A complete and accurate list of social studies devices 
is most difficult to make because too muc~ depends on the individual 
child. This writer has attempted to suggest some of the major categories 
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SECTION VI - HArD"'lORK 
Definitions 
Tnroughout this section, mention will be made of a variety of terms , 
all of which overlap in t heir definit ions and many of which are 
substituted for one another in the thinking of most persons and in the 
literature . "Handwork, " the term this writer will frequently use is one 
which can be descriptive of a precise area of education in a school's 
program, or it can be an all- encompassing expression, suggestive of a 
variety of other terms . So tl~t thi s q~estion of def i nition will not 
present a problem to the reader, an exolanation of these terns will be 
given before they appear in context . 
Handwork in its broadest meaning is "the disciolined use of the 
.v· 
hands to carry out the directions of the brain." At Perkins , handuork 
is the name given to a particular class in which children receive 
specific instruction towards this purpose . They attend thi s class on a 
regularly scheduled basis; the leaning s i tuations are progressive , but 
suited to the individual child ' s ability, having purposeful manual skill 
as their aim. ~~anual training is a term which may be substituted for 
handrmrk if it is defined as an educational system where the hands are 
employed as agents for the development of the brain. It is based on the 
theory that 11 the hands , the ear and the eye (when dealing with the 
i/ College of Teacl:.ers of the Ba.ind, Han_,.uork in Primary Schools for the 
Blind , pamphlet , St . Stephens Bristol T'ress Li mited , Bristol, England , 
1952, p . 3. 
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sighted), are agents of the mind , and as such need cultivation and 
11 
training in like degree >7i th the mind itself . 11 Tn other words , manual 
work is not necessarily manual tra i ning . f'anuel work can be similar to 
conditioning as when the muscles are trained to operate auto~atically ; 
it does not aim to train the mind alone with the hand . llandcrafts , 
anothe~ commonly used term, may be ircluded in the scope of handwork if 
the reader considers such th:11gs as kni tti g, bead-wo ... ~ , se·;ir:g and 
wood- rork to be handcrafts . As the puoils progress in the handwork 
prcgre.m, they do receive instructi on in these various crafts . The 
distinction must be made , however , bet-een handcr~fts , or the handwork 
progrcn , an 1 irdustria l training . Industr· (' 1 training attempts to teach 
a trade or to pr ovide the puoil with a vocation. While Perkins does 
include an industri~l arts program for the upper school puoils, it has 
a strictly non-vocational implication in which the instruction is 
provided from a social as well as rr.ateri~l aspect . It aims to instruct 
in principles underlying and at the foundation of the trades . It is an 
extension or an enlE.rge ent of the lo11er school handwork program. Another 
term, ~ trainigg, one previ ously discussed in the kindergarten 
section, is also encompassed by, and has its olace in, the handwor k 
program. Basic concepts of proportion , shape , direction and texture are 
naturally vital to a child's under standing and must be continually 
emphasized before effective use of the hands is possible . 
A last term needing definition is that of sloyd . The word 11sloyd11 
l/ Pa~I'lalee , 11 llelation of School to t'.e Future of the Blind , 11 Tenth 
Biennic.l ·:~..:eting , Americ~n .Association of Instructors for the Blind, 
tarylanc , 1e~s , p. 47. 
is derived from the Swedish word ttsloyjd11 meaning skill or dexter:i ty, 
especially along mechanical lines . It is a system of manual trai ning 
which is believed to have originated in Sweden . There is some dispute 
as to its origin , althoug •• it defin:tely came from one of the Scandanavian 
countries . It is a progressive method adao~able to all kinds of 
materials and aim." rg at the deve l opnent of genere.l , rather than specific 
skill. It is not confi ned to woodworb , although it is generall~ supposed 
to be limited to this medium. It is work wi~h the hands with simple 
tools,. The leading question of educational sloyd teaching is, 1ll]ow 
well'! 11 Although at the :present time , no part of the handworl< program 
is named 11sloyd , 11 its principles are employed to a cer tain extent. Its 
system is based upon the working through of an established, successive 
serjes of steos demonstrated by a well arranged series of models to be 
studied and copied . For each skill there is a specific procedure of 
s t ep by step learning. The conceot , derived from sloyd trai ning , still 
soundly eareied out in the handwork program is that of progressive , 
step by step learning. 
Industrial .Arts - _Past and Present 
In reviewing the liter ature , both historical and current, dealing 
with manual training for the blind in the United States , it is oossible 
to notice vari ous shifts in the thinking , in the trends of emphasis and 
variable purposes for its inclusion in the educational progran. But from 
the beginning of their history, some form of handwork has been taught in 
schoo l s for the blind. For the most part, the shifts in emphasis are 
in accordance with those in general education . Therefore , today 1s 
handwork program is not limited to its values as a means of productivity 
:2-.0/ 
and utilitarian occupation as it once was, but rather is extended to 
its value as it relates to all aspects of a child's growth and 
development. This is not to say that early educators of the blind were 
unaware of the multiplicity of benefits derived from work with the 
hands . A surveyance of the literature will reveal a decided awareness 
and indeed , great stress on the hands. But very often, handwork 
training as it is related to the visually handicapped ~ is narrowly 
conceived as a means of providing the child with a certain skill with 
which he can earn a living . AccorJing to the definitions previously 
given, only the term trindustrial training" is apoU cable when this idea 
is being conveyed . At different times in the past , people concerned 
with the blind felt this to be a justifi able limitation in the handwork 
area . Certainly today, in many Euronean schools for the visually 
handicapped , industrial training serves as the core for· their programs . 
In the United States , however, the trend is decidedly away from this 
vierrpo:nt , in fact , evidence o~ this difference has been apparent for 
some time . Of course , legislation, better organization of social 
agencies , and a more understanding society has helped to take the stress 
away from the concept that the blind can obtain nothing but manual type 
of employment. It is with the purpose of providing the reader with an 
under standing of this vital area of learning and of the thoughts of 
persons who have been and are in the field, that the writer will review 
the literature available on the subject . 
Although this section has for its focus the hand1.ork program in the 
lower school at Perkins, it is necessary, the writer feels, in a brief 
historical synopsis , to consider handwor~ as an all inclusive term and 
to summarize its trends in the tote.l educative picture and not just in 
the lower school grades, nor to confine the historical discussion to 
Perkins School . Therefore, first consideretion will be given to the 
evolvement of an industrial arts department . 
In 1871, at the second biennial conference of the American Instructors 
for the Blind , it was stated that, "The industrial trairin.5 department 
is one of the three co-ordinate departments of an institution for the 
blind, and must never be considered in any sense second to either of 
1/ 
the oth&rs. 11 (The others being the music and-litere.ry departments .) 
This statement was followed by a discussion concerning the aims of such 
a department and prospects of future employment, and suc~essful trade 
possibilities; problems with which persons in schools for the blind have 
he.d to deal even to the present day. ~~any schools, during the last 
half of the nineteenth century, devoted the entire afternoon of each 
school day to industrial work, having academic classes in the morning y 
only. A misconception which people seem to have always held, and which 
is recurrently discussed in the literature, is that the mentally slow are 
especially suited to do work with their hands . This belief is apparent 
to a much lesser extent in the field of blind education today. For this 
reason, industrial training departments have always had to cope with 
feelings of inferiority which personnel in the other departments would 
express . This department often became a dumning grounds for those who 
1/ Willjam Chapin, Second Biennial Heating , American Association of 
Instructors for the Blind, Indianapolis, 1871, p. 121. 
~Ray, Twelfth Biennial ~reeting, American Association of Instructors 
for tt.e Blin'i, BrantforC! , Ontario , 1892, pp. 110- 111. 
could not function in other areas ; the classroom problem child or the 
mentally defective child would be sent to the industrial training 
departments irdiscriminately and without concern for what happened to 
them after they got there. Most often this sort of action served no 
logical purpose . In the first place , these are the children for whom an 
even greater concern must be shown than for the children who do make a 
normal adjustment to the school situation: In the second place , if 
mental deficiency is the case , this can be an insurmountable handicap in 
acquiring manual skill ; it is the brain that direets the execution of 
movement . It is true that such a person can be trained to execute a 
s i mple action in a repetitive manner . But , this is not in accordance 
with the principles underlying a handwork program, or any phase of a 
handuork program, either in a school for the blind or in a school for 
sighted childr en. At any rate , it is evident that manual training has 
al«ays been considered an integral part of a blind child ' s schooling. 
In fact , educators at the present time are realizing the need for some 
type of manu~l arts program for s i ghted children. It must be noted , 
however , that quite naturally, the stress for manual trai ning for blind 
children often di d stem from a utilitarian idea that of providing the 
bl ind person with future employment and a chance for independence . Pt 
the twenty-fif th biennial convention of the American Instructors of the 
Blind held in 1935 , it was disclosed in a report that: 
11 
•••• 27 or all of the schools reporting on this subject 
(manual ar ts) teach it with the avowed purpose of coordinating 
.1and and brc..in, that 19 do so wi th the distinct aim of 
impar ting a means of livlihood and that 8 utilize it chiefly 
[ 
as busy work to fill in Spf:!re time." 11 
Presently, at Perkirs, the industrial arts department's aims are 
consistent with the aims of general education. As indicated before, in 
the definitions, it instructs from a social, as well as a material, point 
of view. Its three main objectives are: (1) production - an awarenessaf 
the needs , abilities and limitations, a general understanding .of industry 
and sound attitudes toward work and work habits; (2) consumption - the 
knowledge necessary for discrimination and appraisal of r.aterials and 
their use and maintenance; (3) recreation - the intelligent use of their 
leisure ti1e. This program which is strictly non-vocational, offers 
ceramics, woodwork, canning, ~etal work, weaving, sewing, knitting and 
home mechanics to the upper school students . No longer are students sent 
to this department because they have not been able to adjust in the 
regular classroom, nor do onay the mentally slow students take industrial 
arts courses . Some students, on the hiph school level, do concentrate 
on an industrial arts program; these students will graduate with an 
industrial arts certificate instead of a high school diploma. Their 
training, though, is of a general nature and is not vocational except 
that they will have a good, basic understanding of ~est of the vocational 
skills . They will undoubtedly be engated in one of these after graduation. 
The reason for this type of program is that most employers prefer to 
train the people they hire within their own shops. For the otter students , 
the cour es in the industrial arts department are elective and are in 
i/ Edward~ . Jllen, Report of the Co~ittee on Efficiency , Twenty-Fifth 
Biennial l'eeting, Anerican Assa.ciation of In tr 1ctors for the Blind, 
· ~ryland, 1920, p. 12 . 
keeping with the time permitted within their individual programs . 
Thus far, no mention has been mrde concerning the specific aids 
used in the industrial arts department . Generally speaking , regularly 
standardized tools have proved to be successful . The American Foundation 
for the Blind h£s adapted some especially for the use of the blind; 
Perkins uses none of these in their department. 
Lov·er School Handwork Program - Past and Present 
Up to this point, the discussion has been concerned with an upper 
school vie~ of a handwork program which, of course, is essentially 
orientated toward acquiring particular manual skills , as well as helpful 
information and good social attitudes. Before such a program can be 
effectively carried out, the child must have an extensive background of 
h~ndwork experiences . This is the job of the lower school handwork 
program. It serves as a base fro~ which a good i~dustrial arts program 
can grow. It is one that has always been considered vital and one in 
which aids, either improvised or carefully designed, are quite 
indispensible . A discussion of the history and the present day Perkin 's 
handwork program will reveal these aids . They will be explained in detail 
when such an explanation seems necessery,and when nertinent, directions 
for their use will be presented. Besides specifid aids, a wide variety 
of ~lterials arc used in this program; they will also be given 
consideration. 
In order to clearly understand the vitplness of a handwork program 
in the develooment of the young blind child, it would seem expedient to 
point out some princi~les upon which it is based . A child who is blind 
from birth needs a wealth of conceete experiences in order to understand 
the nature of things around him, their size , weight, shape and texture 
and their relationship to one another. If a,y power of abstract thinking 
is hoped to be obtained by these children, co~olete coMprehension of 
basic concepts must be strived for by concrete methods . These are the 
methods that generally come under the heading of sense training . Even 
the necessary everyday living procedures such as tying laces , buttoning , 
snapping and hooking, must actually be taught since the princinle of 
learning by imitation is hardly possible for the visually handicapped 
child . Furthermore, h&ndworl can add reality to most subjects in the 
curriculum. It can serve to intensify ment~l pictures of things and 
reinforce the general knowledge accuired through its first-hand 
experiences. In fact, the correlation between handwork and other 
class work is a great ~otivating factor and is stressed in wuch of the 
literature . Still another pri~ciple upon which a good handwork 
prograo relies is the close relationship be~ween it and the area of art 
as it is aesthetically conceived. Handwork not only provides an 
opportun~ty for the ch . ld to express his i1eas in concrete for~, but ~e 
can be helped to appreciate beauty of forn , proportion and craftsmanship . 
He can also be helpad to realize that an article ~~ich fulflills its 
purpose anftis well made and well proportioned is , in itsel: , a thing 
of beauty. 
Another principle, and one which possi bly should precede all of the 
others is th~t young children need directed hand training in order to 
1/ College of Teachers of the Blind, QQ · cit ., p . 3 . 
facilitate muscle deve lopment and motor coordination . But , how much 
mor- imuor tant this is for the visually handicapped whose hands will 
always serve as the instrument for the facilities upon which they must 
rely. Very often , these children need additiona l hand train:ng due to 
a lack of stimulation and thus little use of the hands in their pre-
school years . \'~ithout good finger and hand control , using bot~ lar ge 
. 
and small muscles , none of the above principles have much meaning. 
A strong confirmation of the ~alue of handwor~ for the young blind 
child is evident in a reoort read at the Congress of the Instructors of 
the Blind in Vienna in 1873 in which it was stat ed that when the 
kindergarten for the blind was establ:shed · n Hub~rtsburg , Germany in 
1862, pr actice in manual trai n:ng was second on the list of the school's 
11 
object ·ves . A shor t time later, in 1390, at the American 1 ssociati on 
of Instructors for the Blind ' s eleventh biennial meettng , a paper was 
pres nted which discussed several soecific sense train:ng devices . This 
paper showed a keen awareness of thf. type of ex;>eriences which it is 
necessary to provide, "(our) blocks fasten together with oval uieces of 
tin incisions in the ·1ood (with which) .any forms can be made that are 
impossible ~itr loose blocks , and shapes can be felt without becoMing 
?} 
r uined ." (The writer will discuss similar devices which are being 
used presently in the ?erkin 1s handwork program.) The article di ~cusses 
the method of having the child t ell a story about the form he has invented. 
1/ i'.ar jorie A. -T'arrnenter , "The Importance of Handwork in a Kindergarten 
for the Blind," unpublished paoer '.'Trit'.en in 1939-1940 , in the 
Bli. .. "ldiana Libr ry at ?erkj_ns School for the Blind , '"atertown, ·.assachusett 
?} Eleanor Beebe , 11 Nin" Years of Ki ndergarten fo r the '13 li'1.eg 11 Eleventh 
Biennial Meet;"lg , Americ~n A sociation of Instructors for the Blind , 
Jacksonville , Illinois , JulJ, 1880, p . 65 . 
"After some weeks or months of play you r~ill find the children telling 
1.1 
you f ol'm facts the.t they have discovered, and asking you ques tion." 
Other techniques, familiar to most primary teachers as one t hat . is good 
for hand training , is paper-folding , and cutting around a pin outline 
wi"til round-adged scissors . This article points out that ingenuity and 
imagino.tion can be stimula ted quite easily in a paper-folding lesson. 
For example, one child decided that his folded paper was a chicken coop 
and that pebbles made wonderful chicY.ens to put inside the coop. Clay, 
bees".7ax and dough are ne.ntioned also, and of course, have endless 
possibilities due to their plasticity. One form of handwork of which 
little mention is made throughout the literature is thet of soap carving. 
This article says that it is a good carving subst&nce since not much 
?:.I 
strength is requ~red . "I give them a square and t hey cor e a circle II . . . 
which then becomes a plate or a wheel . Although the '.vriter has had 
little experience with this particular craft, she does not feel that 
soap is a very satisfactory medium with which to work unless the child 
has acquired a high degr8e of skill . Sewing on tough cards with 
perforations a third of an inch apart with large blunt needles and cord 
is also discussed at the meeting in 1890 along ~ith mat weaving as a 
praparation for chair 11eaving. The mats were of manilla paper with 
strips of a high gloss . Also there was some ment ion of leather mats in 
which is woven a wooden slat . 
"Hand ~eaving is easily done by pinning foundation 
1/ Ibid., P . 65 
y ~., p . 66 . 
strips on cushions. Cu . 'aions covered with cambric , st · tched 
in inch speces are used for work ~ith pins , sticks , tablets and 
rings . Such work, I find , is not as interesting to blind 
children as to others but it helps give variety , and r~iety 
of hand- use for the blind cannot be easily overco~e . ~l/ 
Mention is also made of the bead work taught at that time . At the same 
convention , '•Jary R. Bayly discussed the use of clay for the learning of 
2:1 
the three basic shapes : circles , squares and triangles. 
'lichael Anagnos , the second director of Perkins School and a pioneer 
in the field of blind education, introduced at the ~elfth Biennial 
Meeting of the American Instructors of the Blind , in 1892, the ter m 
11 sloyd . 't Since it appears in the very early literature , perb.aps it is 
best to discuss i t at this time . ~tr . Anagnos says : 
"The hand trai ning ought to begin with the younger children 
~~d go up by degrees until it covers the whole syste~ of manual 
training known as sloyd . That is a ne~ syste m in our country, 
but it is an ol d th•ng · n some old countries and more especially 
in Scandinavia wher e it was originated and developed . It is 
work of a di stinctly scientific character . It is not work 
which will teach a man or woman a trade , but it will teach a 
blind ~Qn or woman or child, or seeing oerson • • • the use of 
his f i ngers and of his muscles generally. Starting from the 
crudebt and simplest bcJin~ings , the child requires another 
thing which is even more iuportant , '!!ental development • • • 
we must begin early by trai ning the hands of the children and ~/ 
then we must go on with sy::;tem:~t · c all- round manual training." 
As r~ . Anagnos implied, sloyd was conceived as a well arranged system of 
manual trai ning ; it was not founded for the purpose of instructing the 
blind . It is a practical, progressive system adaptable to all kinds of 
materials which aims at general , rather than specific skill and is to be 
1./ Ibid . , p . 66. 
6/ ary R. Bayl~, oo . cit . , op . 68-71 . 
y .. .:.ctael Anagnos , 2.2 · cit . , p. 96. 
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distingu.:.shed from hand·-ork of a lim· ted application pursued of necessity, 
from day to day. One of the chief exponents of sloyd in the United States 
was Francis ~' . Langworthy who was the head of the gl.rl 's manual trainir..g 
deoartment at Perkins for many years . She felt that sloyd work was 
invaluable as a means of i~tellectual development , of self expression and 
of keeping the ctild in touch with life . A well arranged series of 
manual training models became the steps around which a skill was developed . 
Each step was a lesson and a means to an end, a fir·shed article to be 
used , both ~orthwhile and attractive . The value of these series of 
models de9ended on the character and on the progression of the exercises; 
MissLangr.orthy pointed out the need for adjusting this progression to 
the child's strengths and abilities , and also , the need for the child to 
understand the models . Thus , the orogression and construction had to be 
arranged according to the needs of the individual . The sloyd system 
was introduced at Perkins by ttiss Wolander of Finland in 1894. In 1896, 
1 ~iss Hanngren from fweden came to the school to teach wood sloyd and the 
JJ 
progressive system in sewing . Some of the benefits to be derived from 
sloyd are recurrently discussed in the literature . Of the~, these appear 
to be outstandir~: (1) concentration of attention , (2) encouragement of 
observation , (3) strengthening of self assurance , (4) the opportunity to 
realize an end through self-disci~line , and above all, (5) the 
stimulation of causal thinking. ~ile the handwork program which exists 
today is not taught in the true sloyd systfm, the reader will be aware of 
]J Frances ., • Langworthy, The Sloyd Systen of .. anual Training, pa~ob. let , 
1927, Pri~ted at Industrial School for Cri pled Children, Boston, 
r~ssachusett , p. 1. 
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the many similarities which bear definite relationship to its major tenets . 
Before this program is out-lined, however, there is still more 
literature on the subject of handwork for the visually handicapped which 
is worthy of consideration in order to understand the justifications for, 
and the basis of, such a program. For example, during the school year 
1924-1925, the sloyd system of knitting was in use in the girl's department 
at Perkins School. Knitting was begun in the kindergarten when the child 
was taught to make a chaW. by using the fingers and a heavy cord. 17hen 
the chain was long enough, bells were added to make reins. The first 
lesson in knitting was with a heavy soft cord and large wooden needles; 
casting on was done by the teacher and the actual knitting stitch 
explained in four steps. Next, a bag was fashioned for which the finger 
chain became a handle; the bag was then used to hold the knitting. Next, 
a holder of finer cord was made using bone needles. As the child learned 
to work with finer materials, other articles such as wash cloths, gifts 
for the family members and eventually yarn articles were made. For the 
first yarn products , eight-fold Germantown was used; a medium sized cord 
was then used for teaching purling. Finally, binding off, was taught. In 
order to stimulate interest, there were always little games involved in 
the handwork program. For instance , the binding off process was called 
a game of leap frog, in that one stitch was always jumping over the other. 
In the primary department, it seems that knitting occupied a great deal of 
the time as the children progressed to more difficult patterns and the use 
of four needles . 
While some of the earlier literature mentions the use of perforated 
cardboard or tin cards for initiating the sewing skills, the more 
contempor~ry discussions advocate the use of perforated felt and 
eight-fold Germantown. Tihen the learning of all of the coumon stitches 
were evidenced on a nine inch piece of canvas, finer needle uork was 
taught. Also , raffia picture frames, and baskets were made; reed work, 
canning and loom ueaving was taught. In the boy's department, the 
program was quite similar, but as the boys advanced within the Lower 
School, less knitting and more raffia, basket and wood work.was 
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emphasized. 
This distinction between the hand training for girls and the hand 
training for boys was recognizably emohasized at the thirtieth biennial 
convention held in the year 1930. "Educational hand training is one 
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of the most important branches of a b 1 i nd girl 1 s education. 1t Of course, 
this was sonewhat in keeping with that particular period when there was 
great stress upon making the girls as do~estic as possible so that they 
might compete equally with sighted girls . It was generally felt that 
the 5irls should be taught to make the stable, always useful articles , 
such as tea towels, underwear, dresses , rugs, baskets and clothes hampers . 
"These articles will not only keep a girl alert, haop;r and contented, 
but will al~o be marketable, thus helping to su~~ort herself , making her 
feel that her place in life is worthwhile • • II 
1/ Ethel Parker, wv.anual Training - a Preparation for Home Teaching, 
Unpublished paper written in 1924- 1925, in Blindiana Library at Perkins 
School for Blind, /atertown, :'.fassachusetts 
y r.-ary Burbank, "Eiuco.tional Handtraining for Girls,tt Proceedings, 
Thirtieth Biennial fleeting , American Association of Instructors of the 
Blind, 111ashington Institute for the Deaf rutes and the Blind , Vancouver, 
Washington , 1930, ~ . 549. 
J.l .fill. 
At the present time in the Lower School at Perkins there is no 
distinction between the progr&n for girls and that for the boys until 
the fifth grade . As previously explain~d , the hend~ork prograa functions 
on a regularly scheduled b&sis . A special handwork teacher is employed 
with whom the children- meet four times during the school vreek. A 
separate classroom is provided for this purpose . The atmosphere which 
prevails in this classroom is, of necessity, a free and flexible one 
where the individual child can function within the limits of his O\'ln 
needs and abilities . For this reason, it is essential that the classes 
be small in number; the teacher can gi ve each child separate instruction 
with each lesson . No child is ever expected to follow, steo by step, 
any procedure with an entire group . It is the duty of the handwork 
teacher to discover how best each child learns . Many, many times , in 
fact , it is necessary to place a child ' s hands or fingers on those of the 
teacher as she performs the required motions necessary to execute the 
skill. 
As a preface to the description of the skills being taught at the 
pr esent time and the aids and materials used, the writer will s~-arize 
briefly the philosophy and objectives of an effective handwork program. 
Essential ly, the function of training in manual occuryations is to make 
the child al:ve in his hands . It is to give vuidance and direction to 
hands which are constantly exploring , to give skill and the desire to 
use that skill in fresh construction. It is to widen the circle of 
ideas in solid, concrete fashion, and to teach the child to cope mor e 
effectively ~ith his immediate physica l environment.1/ Some of the more 
specific possi bilities for learning experiences in the hand~ork program 
will be apparent as the aids and mater ials ar e presented. 
IThen the child enters the first grade , it is then that the 
structured handwork orogram begins . Hooefully, he comes ~ith a fair 
degree of motor development and finger dexterity. In order to determine 
the child' s level of development , the teacher plans a two week 
constructive play period . Perhaps a good term for the toys provided 
for this period is 11 sense trainingn toys . Block~ of all sizes and 
shapes are good toys . l~ny of the child ' s concepts are tested by their 
use of the blocks . For example , does he understand the process of piling 
one block on top of another (does he have the coordination to do it) . 
Does he understand the concept of relative siaes , shapes and weights that 
are so necessary in order to build even the simplest structure? 
~ominoes (Plate 28) are eood for testing and promoting finger dexterity. 
Each domino fits into another with comparative ea~e, that is , all of the 
cut-ins for interlocking are of the same size . ~rev.rtheless~ finer 
muscle control is necessary to fit one in to the other . The raised dots 
which are visible in the picture are , of cour-e, comparable to the dots 
on regular dominoes . These are actually intended for the use of blind 
domino players so that the dots can be read with the fingers . While the 
handwork teacher does not place any emphasis upon the dots, very often 
l/ The Education of the Blind , ~eport of the Joirt Committee of the 
College of Teachers of the Blind and the National Institute for the 
Blind, Edward Arnold and Company, Loneon, pp . 132- 135 . 
children will read them, counting the number of dots on each domino. It 
is always evident that much beneficial , but incidental learning redults 
in the handwork department. The linking together of these dominoes often 
stimulates t he imagination, and the pattern becomes a railroad track ,a 
fence around a house of blocks , or a path on which to walk one ' s fingers . 
During this type of activity , the teacher stays in the background, except , 
of course , to observe and to respond to the child's desires for assurance 
anc;i approval. There is no precise way in which to teach the child how to 
fit the pieces together , and actually it is best to leave the child to hia 
own devices; he will discover how to do it. While this is sound advice 
for most youngsters , the teacher must always watch for frustration and 
tension points . If the child seems fruBtrated , he should not be al lowed 
to conti.'lue for any length of tine , no matter what task the child is 
trying to perform. Usually frustration or tension csn be eased simply by 
helping the child or pointing out a mo~e exoedient method. Or course , 
this si tuation will again depend upon the child; this is one reason why 
the handwork teacher must be familiar , not only with her children' s skills , 
but with their personalities as well - the two are interrelated. Plastic 
bricks which lock together provide another good sense training toy. The 
fact that these blocks fit together is important for two reasons : the 
one already ~entioned , coordination, and because once the blind child has 
constructed something , he may conti!l.ually look at it "Rith his hands 
without being afrE:Lid that he -:·rill destroy its form; it will remain intact 
under his examination . Still another good toy is a set of snap bl~. 
These are plastic or wooden and are o~ various shnpos , sizes and colors . 
There are oblong , squ~re , round and triangular shapes . On each piece is 
at least one part of a snap . Some pieces have a part-snap on as many 
as three of its sides . The child must snap one block to the other. In 
other words , he must understand the concept that the smaller part of a 
snap fits into the lareer part . Pot o~ly is this toy good for finger 
dexterity, but it provides an eA~erience that will be a very con~on one 
in the child's personal life . Again , the forms creat~d are qu~te 
sti~ulating to the imaginat:on - even a likeness to the human figure can 
be made ~ith these snap blocks . A geme called Fill in the Dots is also 
used in this initial constructive nlay period. It consists of a set of 
cardboard pictures in which round objects in the pictures (for example , 
baDoons) , are cut out. Little cardboard circles come with the set and 
are to be placed in the cut out areas , thus completing the pictures . 
~ile very feH of the children have enough sight to appreciate the 
pictures , the procedure of finding the holes with one hand and inser ting 
the circles with the other is excellent hand trai~ing. If a child ~eeds 
rtore peg board work (discussed in the kindergarten section) , this is 
also ~rovided . 
Perhaps the child h~s not had any previous kinder garten experience, 
then, very oft&n, the constructive play period lasts longer than two ~eeks . 
Other miscellaneous items may be used during this time . Empty thread 
!QQOls are quite good for lining up in rows, or building tower s , or 
stringing together. An excellent finger strengthening exercise is possible 
with the use of wooden !£e cream s~. They are especially good for 
coordinating the thumb and index finger ( ' pointer' is the word used by 
the teacher in the classroom) . The teacher gives each child a pile of 
sticks and then asks him to pick them up one at a time with his thumb and 
pointer, and put the;n in his other hand. The sticks are rather narrow and 
so require a great deal of control in order to pick them up individually. 
Other f acets of this sense tr&ining period are developed through the use 
of games . SimQU_Says is a good game for discovering the children's 
ability to listen intelligently and to manipulate various parts of their 
body. Another game is made of merely passing a variety of objects around, 
asking the children to tell what they are . From this game, the teacher 
can obtain some idea about a child's "iscrininatory abilities, the kind 
of concepts he has been able to develop, and naturally, the type of 
experiences he has had. 
While all of the materials ment:oned above may be used repeatedly 
throughout the first year merely for the sake of variety, or as a ~eans 
of keep:ng a child occupied if he is waiting for the teacher to give 
him some individual help, there are a fe~ outstanding materials used 
mainly for the sake of variety. A most delightful toy in this category 
is the wire doodle (Plate 29). This is a toy that has endless 
possibilities for creativity and manipulation . It is made from thin wires 
uhich are joined in such a way that b., pulling, pushing, opening or 
completely collapsing it, one can produce such things as a ball, a basket , 
a hat , a wreath or a double basket. The tiny beads which are visible on 
the uires are colored and are applied to the "doodle" merely as a trim 
with ~hich to brighten the wire . It must be kept in mind that many of 
the visually handicapped have parti al vision and can appreciate color to 
some extent . Therefore, its value should never be disregarded when 
considering materials for them. Even the totall:~ blind like to know 
about color and always ask about the color of things , to the extent where 
they may even develop a color prefer ence . 
Thus far , none of the material s mentioned were especially designed 
for the use of the blind . st~nclls , on the other hand, ou·te commonly 
used ~ith the blind, should be carefully selected or designed so that 
they have meaning for the child. A favorite stencil in the hand'7ork 
class is "Frosty" the snowman stencil . ""fue.1 winter is in evidence , the 
t eacher will put aside whatever project the children are working on and 
they ·.vill make 11Frostys 11 out of construction paper for their classroom's 
windows . Frosty ' s stencil is of heavy cardboard, shaped like two balls , 
a large one for the body and a smaller one for the head . ' face is 
carved with eyes , nose and mouth; in his body is carved three large 
buttons . On his head, Frosty is wearing a derby-shaped hat. This 
stancil is quite discernable and the child can understand what he is 
tracing as his hand, holding a crayon, is gu· ded around the stencil and 
into the carved holes . The child can feel the ~~x crayon marks after the 
stencil is lifted and he ~atches as the teacher cuts out the Frosty he 
has traced . Then, le selects the colored paper on which he would like to 
mount the snowman and is provided with paste so th3t he may do this 
himself . There are various ways for marking lines which children can 
follo~ in order to cut for themselves , but in the first grade the needed 
muscle control is usually not yet developed. "Frosty" is just one example 
of a type of activity which adds variety and motivation to the more 
formal aspect of the handwork program. 
The formal ph~se of the program might be considered to have its 
beginning when the practical projects are introduced . The first of these 
i s concerned with the ~kill of tylng. A tyin~ frame (Plate 30) is used. 
This is made from a beaver board approximately 8 by 4t inches with 
t~o holes spaced about 1~ inches apart through which a piece of lacing is 
inserted . First , the child is taught to ~ake a half knot . ~hile this 
may appear to be a relatively simple actio~ , it takes a grant deal of 
finger dexterity and conceptual understanding. ~aturally , the length of 
time for mastery of this skill varies uith the individual and he advances 
to the next step, naking a bow, at his own rate of spe~d . The present 
procedure for teaching this skill is as follows : with the child' s hands 
under her own, the te~cher explains , 11 t ake the two ends and hold them up; 
throw the one in the right hand over the left hand wrist in order to make 
a bridge; take the one that is in your left hand and put it over and then 
under the bridge; grab the two ends and pull out." ITith each ch:ld the 
teacher demonstrates this procedure , al~ays repeating the steps . Often, 
it is necessary to repeat this for as many as two weeks , even longer, 
before a ch:ld can master it. In the beginning , if the child is not 
able to attemp~ the skill independantly , the teacher does not apply a 
great deal of oressure , but Pill give him one of the sense- training toys 
to keep his fingers busy until she can come to him again. 
Next , bow-making is taught: 11/ith the left hand's thumb and ointer 
(a skill that has already been taught with the wooden ice cream sticks) 
pick up the right side of the lace close to the half knot and make a loop 
(or what the children call a ' man ' ); hold the man do~n close to the half 
knot with your right hand's pointer and thumb; take the left side of the 
lace and wrap it around in back of the man (giving him a 'necktie); push 
the lace through the space where you~ thQ,b is now; take the new loop 
with your right hand , and the other loop 7ith your left hand and pull out ." 
Sometimes the learning of this skill is a slow tedious process . In order 
to avoid fatigue and discouragement, the teacher will introduce other, 
short term projects while bow t ying is being accomplished. A very 
f evealing question was asked by a little first gruder upon acconolishing 
this feat for the ~irst time and being told to pull out his bow and make 
another one, 11But l'lhera does the bow go rrhen I pull it out?" This 
question speaks for the many problematic concepts encountered in teaching 
any child. After tying a bow on the tying frame the child is asLed to 
transfer his skill to an actual shoe . Tihen tris i b carDied out 
successfully he can proceed to a new task. This may be the simpler one 
of buttonin&, if he has not already learned to do so . For this, a 
frame is again used , over which is stretched two pieces of cloth having 
a button and a hole . The lacin~ frame (Plate 30) ls another aid sometimes 
used to teach the idea of lacing two str·ngs in a criss-cross fashion. 
Often, this lacing frame is only used as a supplement to the tying frame 
in order to test their tying skill. This frame has a thinner lace and 
does not have the rigidity that facilitates the process when the other 
fra11e is used. Also , with the tying frh 1e , the half knot is held in 
place ;;ith little effort while the bo-; .:.s being made . There are severs.l 
other prs.ctical skill:s which May be taught, but the r1aterials used are 
not un:que, and need no e:~lanation . 
Another project that aids muscle development and fineer strength 
in the early years is t he manipulation of the finger cor· (Plate Jl) . 
7 or this , a heavy cord is used . The teacher begin:s the cord, t"alC.ng 
several loop stitches . The steps i~volve holding the loop and pushing 
the cord through the loop, grabbing hold of the cord and pull:Lg both 
the new loop and the alree.dy stitched part of the cord. The child can 
feel the sti+ches he has already made and notice the thickel:nJ ?attern in 
the co_ i . Such things as whi3tle cords or reins for e sms.ller brother 
or sister are often made from the finl·er cord by at.t£.chir:g them together 
with brightly colored ribbons . Very often, the idE!~ of gift m"'king serves 
as an incent~ve to the chile . In fact , never is a project undertaken 
without a specific purpose -hich is understood by the chil'~en. If a 
child does not need to make a second finger cord , the one he has firished 
is a necklace for him to wear , which he does with great pride for all of 
his friends and teachers to admire . Rather new to the proercrr., the idea 
of mah·ng a variety of a-~icles with the finger crocheting skill 
(described immediately above in the discussion o:: finger cords) , has been 
introduced usir-c the jersey el~stic loops to make chair rr~ts, beannie 
caps and small rugs . The loops are woven together with the fingers it stead 
of a crocheting needle; no more than two loops are worked viith at one time . 
Y.n • tting is the first long term project that is undertaken in the 
first grade when a ch~ 1 d is ready to atteBpt the s~ill which it recuires. 
Both bo.,s and girls learn to knit , since this skill is believed to be of 
utmost value as it utilizes every part of the ha j. It is b :ieved to be 
the best croft for thi~ purpose . The procedur• for teaching knitting at 
the present time is quite similar to that explained in the earlier 
literature on the subject, "ben it was considered to be the ~oundation of 
the uork in the nanu~l tr&ining department . Overhand knitting is the 
method taught in which the hand s threaded . At the outset, the coarse , 
3oft cord is again used along uith large ~ooden needles . Both hands 
should be on top of the needks for the purpose of controlling the points , 
and in order to keep the stitches on the needle . The le!'t hand is 
threaded in this way: the thread is over the last finzer, under the tt1o 
middle ones and over the pointer. Thi is the step by step procedure 
which is taught: the left pointer pushes the stitch back, while the thumb 
pushes it forward , thus opening tLe stitch (the ch:Jdren like to say, 
"opening the door11 ) ; the right hand holds the work on top of the needle 
above the top stii"ch; the right needle point goes in the 1tdoor11 and under 
the left needle , turnine. the left m'ist out end away from the body, thus 
laying the thread over the point of the right needle (or wrappinb the 
tlu•ead around); the right uointer reaches forward for the stitch and 
holds on to it, bringin~ the needle doilh and back out the "door11 to the 
left thumb; now the right pointt:r pushes the left needle down and lifts 
the st.:.tch on to the right needle . Before the actual instruction begins 
the child should be encourE..ged to examine the ball of core , the needles 
and the fir~t couple ro~s of stitches which the teacher has already m&de . 
She will place her hands over those of the child's thus allor.ing him to 
feel the hand motions which are involved in the knitting process . She 
will h"'ve to do this many ti"les r.ith each child before any independent 
kn:tting can be e:~ected . A small , straight knitted mat is made first . 
Then a plain pot holder , usin5 finer needles and corl, is made . At a 
later stcge , purling and bindino off is taught with finer steel needles . 
In the first grade , it is satisfactory if the child merely learns to hold 
on to the needles and keep the stitches on them. Of course, a child may 
advance at his own rate of speed, but rarely do the children surpass 
the okill of purling within the first three grades . Knitting projects 
are often the most tedious for childrbn, especia:ly r.hen they are initially 
learning the skill. For this reeson, the project is not a continuous one , 
but is interrupted many times with shorter, less taxing ones . 
Paper folding i~ fun, and books,· hats , greeting cards and room 
decorations can be made. At the same time , size, shape and proport i on 
concepts are developed through the use of paper. Holidays of~er very 
pleasant irterruptions in the reguler routine. Christmas is especi£ lly 
nice s:nce the handwork room always has a tree to be trimmed. All kirds 
of miscellaneous materials with which the children can experiment are 
presented . Already learned skills can be applied . Recently, the children 
made silver bells with ti~ foil and paper cups. First, little bells 
~ere threaded on wire , then inserted through a hole in the bottom of the 
cup . Finally the cups were covered with the tin foil . Each child was 
allowed to hang his bell on the tree . Quite unexpectedly, one first 
grade class had a rather unusual paper project which interrupted their 
normal routine . A sixth gra.de class was making a mountain range in the 
paper mache medium for their soci,l stud:~~ unit. So they sent to the 
handwork room piles of newspapers to be torn into small pieces . The first 
graders loved to do this, and paper tear .. ng is a good hand and finger 
strenghener . 
Link belt makino (Plate 32) is still another type of project which 
fan serve as a relief from projects reou·ring extreme concentration. 
These come packaged in assorted colors with the l·aather links and the 
buckles . All that is necessary is to insert each link into the other by 
folding the end of one lin}., so that it is sr..:ill enough to push into the 
hole of another link . For this skill, the training of the firgers and 
their disciplined use is quite obvious. 
neaving is perhaps the next formel craft that is introduced . It is 
initiated with another belt-making project (Plate 32) . Th:s time the belt 
is of plastic through which a gimp strand is woven in and out of the 
narrow slit., along the belt. In the second and third grades, two and 
three strand belts are made. Pot holders, woven on a square fr me with 
the jer~ey loops, is another common weaving project. The square frame 
(Plate ;3) has evenly placed nail"s around and the jersey loops are 
stretched across the frane over the nails on two parallel sides. Ot~er 
loops are woven under and over the first loops, across the other two 
sides of the fr mo. Tihen all ~f the loops have been uoven the pot holder 
is fiPished off by pulling each loop through the one next to it, as it is 
taken off of its nail . Pot hol~ers are not usually attempted before the 
second grode. 
While no leather items are actually made by the children, key cases 
and comb cases, which require finishing touches , 9re provided in the 
handwork depart~ent. For all projects made , however, the children must 
pay a nominal sum to cover the cost of materials . These cases have holes 
around their edges through which g:mp i& laced in a pla:n overcast stitch 
or with the more advanced button hole stitch. Keeping the gimp stre.ight 
and pushing it through the holes is good finger training , t..nd the 
f · ished items make attractive~ inexpensive g 'f't~. for holid&.f times . 
~raiding is anot~er skill which is consider~d good training for the 
hands . First three strand braiding is taught and then four strand 
br~idin~ . Belt~ and dog leushes are the two fevorite items made by the 
children from braided ~terials . Often two materials such as the 0 imp 
and a heavy yarn are used in combination to create a varied and 
interesting effect. 
Another featured aspect of the handnork program is that of gead 
projects . In the first grade , wooden beads with rounded lacings are the 
materials initl~lly provided. Usually the children can handle these 
~uite well as they arc familiar with them because of their kindergarten 
eA~eriences . Then, necklaces and bracelets are made using heavy thread , 
tapestry needles and large holed, assorted glass beads . By the third 
grade , the children are ready to work uith tile ceads . In tl1e tile craft , 
the "zig-zag 11 type of construction is used . By " zig- zag" it :s meant 
that the beads lie over one another like the bricks of a chimney or 
bui lding . Very attractive designs can be mRde through the use of the 
variety of colors in which the beads cone . A flag pattern (Plate 34) is 
a very popular design. This is a tea tile or a hot plate tile to be used 
on the dining table. So that tbe child knows the order in which to use 
the beads, the teacher will arrange the colors in separate trays and 
explain to him the number of beads to take from each tray and when to 
take them. This can only be done for one row of beads at a time . Some 
children may use a braille copy of the directions so they can work 
independently. The Howe Press brailles soMe directions for patterns for 
tile beadi~g . Other products such as bracelets and napkin rings (Plate 34) 
can also be made with the tile beads . The beads are threaded on a tough, 
thin cord with a needle ; two needles are often necessary for the more 
intricate patterns . The bead company from which the teacher orders the 
beads will provide a design book with carefully detailed directions for 
a variety of patterns . As in the case of all projects to be undertaken, 
the child must have an idea of the uhole or the f i nished article , except 
in totally creative work, before atteopting a model. Before beginving any 
article , the child's imagination must be stirred and a link provided with 
everyday experiences . A specir..en of the finished product should always be 
displayed as a guide and a possible standard at which to aim. Handwork 
can be drudgery to a child uhless the purpose behind it is understood. 
Furthermore , the teacher should not make a practice of "going over11 and 
correcting a child's work as the child is aot to become too c~reless and 
too dependent on the teacher. 
At the fourth grade level , the handwork program is continued , but now 
it is n:ore appropriately tern:ed arts and crafts . 'fhe children do not 
require as much finger exercise, but actually engate in the craft's media. 
Now the childr em are introduced to a greater number of materials and the 
more advanced techniques to be used with them. Reed basket weaving on 
rod iron frames is a practical and popular craft. Another favorite article 
which is made is a sun burst "lat . The design, shape and materials are 
especially pleasing to the children. These are mcde with ice cream sticks 
and beads in thi s manner: (1) holes are drilled in the cente:r and edges 
of each stick, the more advanced children drilling his own holes; the 
number of sticks depends upon the desir ed size of the mat; (2) the sticks 
are sanded; (J) cord is passed through all of the edge holes, as the cord 
is tightened the ends of the sticks are drawn in toward the center , while 
the other ends point out and lie flat; (4) next, a cord is strung through 
the center holes with a wooden bead strung alternc.tely between each stick; 
(5) the sticks and beads arc painted or just shellacked. The resultant 
effect is a sun burst . This mat can serve as a hot plate table mat or as 
an accessory to be hung on the wall . 
A sawdust and paste mixture serves as another good medium for use in 
this program. Using clay or wood as a base, sculptured figures can be 
made. Recently, as an Easter project, bunnies and chicks were made in 
the fourth grade. Another idea used by the present craft's teacher is the 
old sewing card idea. A desired picture is traced onto paper by the 
teacher and mounted on cardboard. The picture should be simple and clear~ 
defined. So that the child can see the outline, the teacher punches holes 
along the outline. With a plain running stitch, the child sews with yarn 
through the holes. The result is a picture that the child may understand 
and which can be an attractive book cover or wall decoration. Tile beads 
are again used. At this point, more intricate designs can be attempted 
and more difficult items such as glass coasters and even tile bead baskets 
strung with wire may be made. ~ are made in which the pieces are laced 
together with gimp, using the same stitch which is used in finishing off 
leather articles. The making of leather belts is continued; five, six, 
seven and eight strand weaving is employed. Sponge rubber is a ver.y 
pleasant material with which the children become familiar. They make 
delightful animals by gluing various sizes and shapes of rubber together. 
These make good toys for younger sisters or brothers to take with them in 
their baths. Generally speaking, the fourth grade arts and crafts program 
is a broader and more advanced aspect of the handwork program to which 
some new materials are applied and in which the already familiar skills 
are applied more extensively. 
It is in the fifth and sixth grades that two comparitively new 
crafts are introduced. Also at this time, the boys and girls programs 
become separate ones. Sewing classes are begun lVith the girls and wood 
working shops are begun with the boys . These classes serve, perhaps , as 
the bridge between the lower school 's handwork program and the upper 
school's industrial arts department. Since both classes deal with new 
materials , new techniques and the use of new tools , their main purpose 
in this t~o year period is to acquaint the children with these new 
aspects and to develop the mechanical and basic f eatures related to them. 
Although woodwork is esser.tially the medium with which the fifth 
and sixth grade boys work, metal crafts are also introduced to some 
extent. The main objectives in thjs phase of the progra~ ar e: to 
acquaint the children with the material ,, its texture and the various 
forms and shapes it can take, to give them some understanding of an 
actual 11 shop11 class , to acquaint them with the tc·ols used. As in the 
upper school industrial arts program, no special tools for the blind are 
used, except for the braille ruler. The teacher's ingenuity is 
constantly being challenged to make certain adap~ations when the 
situation arises . A simple one , for instance, is using an awl or nail 
for marking off dimensions instead of a pencil . A concept that the 
woodwork teacher finds difficult for the boys to understand is: ~hat 
is the grain in wood? She says that they often get a better underste.nding 
of this ~hen it is explained to them just how a tree grows . It seems 
that in this class , a child's physical abilities or lack of physical 
abilities becomes more noticeable . This is, of course, due to the 
increased difficulty of the skills involved . One of the best aids for a 
child ~ith a noticeable lack of ability is a harrunered aluminum project. 
This is good ~hysical work for the child and it does not take a great deal 
of coordination. Still, the article , such as an ashtray, is quite nice 
looking and the textured effect is a pleasant one. Four or five children 
to a shop class will make for the best learning situation. But since 
this is not feasible at the present time, the woodcraft teacher opens the 
shop one night a week for those who wish to come. 
In the girls' sewing classes, hand sewing is the only type taught 
in these fifth and sixth grades. To teach the various stitches, it is 
helpful to have large scale models of each stitch. Simple exercises 
beginning with the running stitch can be executed on burlap, canvas or 
coarse linen before actual projects are underway. A calyx eye needle 
is used. Unlike the regular eyed needle, this needle has a tiny slit in 
the top through which the thread is worked down. Braille rulers are 
also used by the girls in their sewing classes. For pattern work, 
although they are not used too often at this level, the teacher will cut 
out the pattern and mark off with tape or thread, the various darts and 
tucks. Very often, in the upper school, the student can cut her own 
pattern, if everything is clearly explained and designated by the teacher. 
In the fifth grade classes, only small articles are attempted, such as 
stuffed animals, felt pictures, pot holders and aprons. At this time the 
primary concern is for the child to become accustomed to using the 
needle and the scissors. By the sixth grade, although the girls are still 
doing much of the same type of work, there is greater emphasis placed on 
the basic stitches and the more domestic skills such as sewing buttons 
and snaps on their clothing and keeping their own clothing repaired. 
Discussions centered around good grooming are also integrated in the 
class periods on an informal basis. As in all of the other areas 
discussed, there are girls who are more skillful and who have a great 
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deal of creative abil.:.ty. Naturally , this child is given encouragement 
and can receive guidance commensurate with her abilities . At the prenent 
tine there is a child vn1o is extremely interested in cr~ating clothes 
for several miniature dolls which she has. This girl has only light 
perception. Besides being neatly made, her creations show variety in 
bot~ style and color. She e~lains that it is thrilling to her to ''begin 
witn nothiflb and he.ve so!:lething come out . " (She saJs that she is never 
sure how a dress she is making will look to no~eone who can see. Very 
often she relies upon the crit,lc~sm of t!::lose -;vho see for deciding upon 
color combinations and trim~ings . ) Still, she chooses colors which she 
thinks will look the nicest on the doll; the 'feel' of the fabric often 
determines which one to buy. This child might be exceptional in manual 
dexterity and imagination but such exceptional abilities are also 
'ound in other children and they validete the re~son for giving a v~st 
amount of energy and attention to the creative aspects of the total 
handwork program. It is true , hovrever , that certain other media lend 
themselves more readily to the stimulation of the imagination and the 
creative abilities. 
The materials , which until now have ~1ot been mentioned in the 
discussion of the handwork program, are the ,nore plastic onen , they 
i nclude: plasticene , clay, dough mixtures, aloplast or any of t he media 
intdnded for modeling . This was an intentional omission because th~s••e 
mat~rials , are perhaps, the most purposeful ones with which all children, 
whetne~ sighted or blind, can work. They cannot be limited to one 
particular phase of one particular progran. There is an abundance of 
literature on the subject of the effective uees of plastic ~atArials with 
the blind nhich is prese!lted from an aest'1eti:::, a psychologic;..l and a!l 
educational angle . For this reason, it seems unnecessary to review this 
very accesJible information. It will suffice to say that the sustained 
use of these plastic materials is ind.1 sryutedl:r recognized as being a 
vi.tal experience for the visually handicaoped child. This is not to say, 
how~ver , that they do not offer comparable values to the seeing . But 
rather, because of the limitations -:~hich other meC..:.a might impose , these 
pla3tic materials take on a relatively graater significance for the 
blind. 
Plasticene is e::ten:"iv0ly used throughout tr_e school ~or extremely 
varied purposes . Children are introduced to it in the kindergarten. At 
this tillkl , it is extre·nely important that this mE: tcrial is kept very 
pliable so thet the children will not feel it to be unrespo·,sive and 
untractable. Because their hand strength is not greatly developed, they 
~ill beco~ discouraged if the olastlcene is toe hard . After a while 
they learn that they can work it int o a softer condition by thendelves , 
but at the kindergarten age, attention spans and patience are quite 
short. Because of the o:l in this material , plasticene cLn be softened 
by the ":"armth of the hands . Its uses in the kindergarten are prt.wented 
in the kindergarten section and will not be discussed here . In the 
lower school handiVork program, especially duri11g the first anl second 
gradea, it is used to r>romote hand strength and to r~;;inforce some basic 
concepts of for~ , sha~e an1 size . Also , famili~rity of co~on articles 
is ach.:.eved by having the children copy real models . Fruits and 
vegetabl ::; , "or example, provirle excellent models to copy not only because 
are they consistent with the known b~~ic shupes, but also they he!p the 
chilclren understand such expressions as 1pear- shaped, 1 'oval,' and 
1 crescent . J Various movements are learned such a:3 rolline , pou..tldine , 
\ 
pushing and poking . These are just a fe~ of the hand and finger motions 
used to work this material. Plasticene 1s outstanding featura , the f act 
that it never hardens , is also its greatest limit:ng feature . Tihile 
objects can be made , and the making process is the most i mportant aspect , 
their form cannot easily be retai ned , nor easily examined without 
destroying something of its original design. For this reason, a 
hardening clay should be introduced as soon as a child has achieved a 
certain amount of skill with olastice"le . It is so important for a child 
who has created something to be able to see the results of his efforts 
as often as he would like . This is especially true 71ith blind children 
Tiho use their hands to see . Also , when a child has created a piece of 
work, it is imuortant that he be able to go back and look at it - it is 
a good feeling to be able to handle his creation and say, 11I made this . " 
Also, so the teacher can make constructive criticism of the object or 
so that the child can return to the object as a ~eference for a new 
project , a hardening clay is the best material to use . As a medium for 
producing a totally creative effort without the mastery of a tool skill , 
clar has no rival. ~hat the creation looks like when it is f i nished is 
unimportant ; the sighted teacher must be extremely careful not to judge 
a blind ch ·1d 1 s creative effor ts by seeing standard. This does not imply, 
however , that if the child is making an elephant and he extends the 
truck from the neck she should not call this detail to his attention . If 
the assignment is not a specific one , for example , that of copying the 
model of an elephant , and the child wants to leave the trunk where it is , 
this should be permitted . "Thile it is the teacher ' s duty to widen the 
child's e;~eriances by introducing him to factual learning situ~tions , 
she must not interfere '.lith spontaneous af:'orts or improve upon his work 
no matter how crude it may appear. If this principle is not respect&d , 
the child will no longer regard the work as his ovrn. Enthusiasm, before 
skill and before unusual ability, i s after all what is most important 
in all tyoes of productivity. Play Doh, a relati7ely new product on the 
market , has good possibilities; it is a hardening material . It is not 
as elastic as plasticene and as a modelling medium does not appear to be 
as good. But olay doueh is especially 6001 for younger children in their 
homes, as it i~ not ~essy and it is not hard to clean the area where the 
child has been working . Of course , its usefulness in the school 
situatio is not to be discounted especially in the lower grades and in 
the regular , academic classrooms. 
Since handwork can add reality to most subjects in the curr:culum, 
many more .aterlals which are used in the handr"ork program are also used 
by the acadeinic teachers on all gr· .. de levels . 
An aid which is not used in the specific handwork program, but is 
introduced in the kindergarten and is used by some of the primary grade 
teachers in their regular classrooms , is the Gadget Boa~~ (Plate 35) . It 
is an interesting aid, and its uses so varied that it should not be 
placed in one specific category. Children seem to take a gre t interest 
in it and certai"lly a teacher can put it to man:r uses . It is believed 
that initially its purpose was to give the children experiences with 
common household devices. Consequently, latches , faucets , door bells , 
light sockets , door stoos, olugs and locks are nailed on to a heavy board. 
of course, other items may be applicable. The child can study these 
"gadgets" and in this way become accustomed to using them. If a teacher 
intends to use the board in this way, she must see that the accessories 
are modern, and ones with which the children are most likely to have 
contact. fMny teachers, however, have adapted the board for other 
purposes. Several of the primary teachers have placed the board on the 
wall with the door bell button wired so that it can ring. Then, the 
children can use the bell as an arithoetic teaching aid, or more 
specifically, for counting practice. They can ring the bell instead of 
answering verbally to the question, llHos much is ••• ?11 Or, one child 
can answer verbally and another can ring the bell the same number of times 
which the answer requires. For example, five plus two are seven - the bell 
is rung seven times. Some teachers like the board for illustrating 
concepts such as: "Fush in", "pull out", "Twist to the leftU, 11put the key 
in the hole", '~press the button", and many more of the common directions 
which are used everyday in the fhild 1s immediate environment. The actions 
which result from these directions cannot be observed by these children. 
While the sighted child's learning is incidental or automatic, the blind 
child must be purposefully taught and allowed to experiment. The gadget 
board is valuable also in its use as an aid in finger manipulation and 
contra!. 
John Dewey expresses very aptly the justification for the apparent 
utilization of so many materials in an effective education program, "The 
ability to think is developed in young children by materials ." 
Plate 28 . Interlocking Dominoes 
Plate 29 . Hire Doodles - A Few Formations 
Left: Basket; Center: Double Ball; 
Right: Ball 
~ -- --i 
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Plate 30. Lacing and 1'y:i.ng Fr~es 
Pute 31. Knitting and Finger Cord 
Plate 32. Belts 
Upper Left: Woven Plastic; Center and 
Lower Left: Leather Link; Hight: Child 
Weaving the Plastic Type Belt 
Plate 33. Jersey Loop Weaving 
Lo-vrer Left: Child v~eavi.ng a Pot holder; 
Upper Right: finished Pot Holder and the 
vJea Ving Frame 
Plate 34. Tile Beads 
l'lats and Napkin Ring 
Plate 35. Gadget Board 
Plate 36. Rhythm band Instruments 
Plate a_7 . Fraction Sticks and Balls for 'fangible 
t'!usic Time Values 
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CHAPTER III 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The writers of this paper feel that further study and research may 
be profitably carried out in any of the following ways: 
1. An expansion of this study to include physical education, 
music, and speech. 
2. A controlled study of the use of similar devices , such as two 
arithmetic slates or two dissectable maps, in order to determine their 
maximum effectiveness in a given situation. 
3. Research on the true importance of the braille writer, 
cubarithm slate, and Taylor slate. 
4. A study of aids and materials used in the Perkins Upper School. 
5. A study of aids and materials used in other schools for the 
blind, in this country; an extension might be made to include schools 
for the blind all over the world. This study might include all subjects 
or stress theaids used in one subjeat, such as arithmetic. Comparisons 
might then be made. 
6. A valuable thesis at the doctorate level would be to 
investigate the aids and methods of teaching ari thmetic in schools for 
the blind in America, England , and Europe, to see how these methods 
could be adopted in a school for the blind in Asia, taking i nto account 
the materials available and the limited finances at the disposal of the 
school. 
7. A close study of a child's ability to learn to use various 
aids, such as the braille writer, and relating this ability to the 
broader learning patterns of the child. The difficulties that may be 
discovered could be symptomatic of a broad psychological difficulty that 
may underlie all the child's activities. 
8. A study of the blind child's ability to use his hands for 
creative express ion. 
9. The presentation of a plan for the establishment of a central 
organization which will serve as a clearing house for all aids and 
materials used in the education of the blind in the world. National 
Industries for the Blind, Inc., associated with the American Foundation 
for the Blind, is this type of organization, although it gives out 
information on a limited number of aids in this country only. 
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• The numerical sign • preceeds each of the following signs for 
o • 
numbers : 





The above signs , when they stand alone without the numerical sign, 
represent the first ten letters of the English alphabet from a to j . 
Nemeth ~ 
In order to overcome the need for using an extra sign (numerical 
sign) , the Braille signs are arranged in the lower part of the cell , 
but the same order is followed . They are as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
• Gl e 
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PmKINS SQI)()L FOR '1HE BLIND 
WATmTO\m 121 MASSAaruSETTS 
PRICE LIST A - Jtme 1, 1956 
-
\vri ting Devices for the Blind 
All prices subject to change. Postpaid in the United States east af 
the Mississippi. 
Please Ol'der by nUilber. 
POCKET SLATES: Price includes one stylus. 
/IJ. 27 eell, 4 line. Lightweight al\Jiinun $2.00 
1/U 2• cell, 4 line. Lightweight alumin\111 2.00 
lfJ, 19 cell, 6 line. Postcard size, lightweight &l.ullinaa 2.00 
#.l1 27 cell, 4 line. Nickel plated brass, same size as 2.00 
#1: heavier but stronger. Advised for school use. 
#131 36 cell, 4 line. Nickel plated brass, not as handy for 2.50 
carTJing but provides lcmger lines. Same size and weight 
aa #13 below but it is used without board. 
DESI' SLATES: Price inclw!es stylus and 28-line board. 
#13 36 cell, 4 line. Nickel plated brass 3.75 
#13T 40 cell, 4 line. Nickel plated bras-s, same spacing 4.00 
of cells as Perkins Brailler: for transcribing and 
correctioo. Makes more use of lli" page. 
#l.JD 40 cell, 4 line. Same as #13T but has deeper pits; 4.25 
used with larger stylus for making paper master sheets. 
------
JUMBO SLATEa 18 cell, 4 line. Oversize cell and dot: for 3.50 
training under special conditions. Price in-
cludes stylus; used without board. 
STYLUS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( $1.80 a dozen ) .15 
TUCK-AlvAY STYLUS Al.'llllinum; point may be unscrewed and .40 
inserted in handle for safe carrying 
ERASER ( wood ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - ($1.80 a dozen ) .15 
PmKINS BRAII..I.Flt Described in separate pamphlet, sent 
upon request. 
NO C.O.D. ORDms. ARTICLES CANNOT BE RETURNED 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS. 
HOl-lE PRESS 
of 
PERKINS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND 
WATERTO\~ ?21 MASSACHUSETTS 
PRICE LIST ! - june 1, 1956 
Braille Paper - Manila 
All prices subject to change. Postpaid in the United States 
east of the Mississippi. 
The Howe Press currently stocks two grades of standard Manila 
paper described as HEAVY and LIGHT. Both grades are suitable for 
the Perkins Brailler, but the HEAVY is rec0111nended for best results. 
By any method, the HEAVY provides more durable dots. 'lhe LIGHT is 
naturally easier to emboss by slate and hand stylus. Hole punching 
facilities are not available here. A ream is SOO sheets; one half 
ream, 250 sheets. 
When ordering, please state quantity and specify.!!.!!~ weight 
desired. 
HEAVY t·lEIGHT Half Ree 
8 X loi------- $1.70 ~--- $3.00 
9 x 11 - - - - - - - 2.oo - - - - J.so 
n x n! - - - - - - - 2.3o - .. - - 4.3o 
LIGHT lVEIGHT 
8 X 10! - - - - - - -
9 X 11 - - - - - • -
1.20- ---
1.20 - - .. -
2.00 
2.00 
Smaller quanti ties may be purchased for 
50¢ a pound, but a saving is effected by 
taking a ream. 
ROLLS of paper (for use with the Perkins Braille 
Shorthand \·Triter) 15/16 of an inch wide; per roll .25 
NO C.O.D. ORDERS. ARTICLES CANNOT BE RETURNED 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS. 
HOWE PRESS 
of 
PERKINS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND 
WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS 
PRICE LIST £ - Jl.Ule 1, 1956 
Mathematical Instruments 
All prices subject to change. Postpaid in the United States 
east of the Mississippi. 
COMPASS, with tracing wheel to draw circles up to 5!11 radius - $4.25 
PROTRACTOR, semi-circular, showing every 5 degrees - - - - - - 1.50 
TRACING l~ • .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. 25 
FOOT RULE, metal, with quarter inch markings - - - - - - - - - 1.20 
'lWG-FOOT RULE, metal, with quarter inch markings - - - - - - - 2.00 
YARDSTICK, metal - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - -- -- - - - - - 2.25 
NO c.o.D. ORDERS. ARTICLES CANNOT BE RETURNED 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS. 
HO\·IE ~­
af 
PmKINS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND 
. 
\vATERTO\VN 72, MASSAC'liUSETTS 
PRICE LIST !t - june 1, 1956 
All prices subject to change. Postpaid in the United States east 
of the Mississippi. 
CHECKERS, set with board -------------------------------------$2.00 
(Recessed squares on board hold men in position. 
CHECKERS or BOARD,separately1 ------------------------------------ 1.00 
Braille Booldet, "HOW TO \'liN AT OOCKERS1 " by Millard Hopper, - 1,00 
CHESS, set with board ------------------------------------------- 7.20 (Chessmen imported from England. Fiber boards, 11!" square, 
made by Howe Press.) 
DOMINOES -------------------------------------------------------- 3.00 (Interlocking fiber men, 28 pieces fram double blank to 
double six. ) 
PLAYING CARDS (Avon), brailled ----------------------------------- 1.50 (Two packs for Canasta) 
PINOCHLE CARDS, brailled ----------------------------------------- 1,75 
SLATE for brailling playing cards, with stylus --------·------ 1.50 
Rules for Canasta ------------------------------------------------ .10 
PUZZLE PEG GAME, with Rule Book ---------------------------------- 1,00 
CHINESE CHECKERS - ~ Only -------------------------------------- ,90 (60 pieces, 10 men in each of the 6 shapes and in 6 
colors. Board may be purchased at a local store.) 
Directions for making Tile Mats ---------------------------------- .18 
Designs, each --- ---------
---------------
.18 
1. Dragon 4. Hindmill 7. Heart 
2. Basket of flowers 5. American flag 8. Diamond 
3. Butterfly 6. Spade 9. Club 
Set of 9 designs, with directions ----------- 1.20 
NO C.O.D. ORDERS. ARTICLES CANNOT BE RETURNED 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS. 
HO\·lE PRESS 
of 
PERKINS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND 
WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS 
PRICE LIST ~ - june 1, 1956 
Aids to Beginners with Braille 
All prices subject to change. Postpaid in the United States 
east of the Mississippi. 
Condensed Key !2_ ~evised Braille, Grade 1!, embossed with line 
type equivalents ($1~20 a dozen) - - - - - - - - - - - - - $ .10 
Braille alphabet \'lith n\IDerals, Grade 1!, embossed on metal - .so 
Alphabet cards with numerals dozen - - - - - - - - - - - - .so , ,_ 
Script raised alphabet - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .20 
Square hand raised alphabet - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .20 
PEG BOARDS, with metal pegs. \vooden boards with sets of 6 
holes to represent the Braille Cell. 
3 cell - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .60 
5 cell - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - .90 
7 cell, 2 line - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.80 
PENCD.. \"lUTING 
Grooved fiber writing cards, a! x 11 ($3.00 a dozen) - - - - .30 
Aluminum signature guide, 3! x 1, suitable for round hand or 
square hand - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .30 
NO C.O.D. ORDERS. ARTICLES CANNOT BE RETURNED 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS. 
HO\VE PRESS 
OF 
PERlUNS SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND 
l~ATERTO\!JN 721 MASSACHUSETTS 
PRICE LIST E - june 1, 1956 
Braille Primers and Books for Beginners 
All prices subject to change. Postpaid in the United States 
east of the Mississippi, 
Contractions ~ Easy Steps 1 Grade 1!, by J. E. Burnham - - - - $ • 50 
Crawfish ~ ~ Hiller, Grade 1!. Printed in the three forms: 
full spelling, whole-word signs, and full contractions. Has 
wide line spacing for the use of beginners. - - - - - - - - .25 
~ Favorite Psalms, Grade 1!. Psalms 231 241 42, 1, 90; 
embossed in "close" braille. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .20 
Primer £.2!: Adults, Grade 1!, by H. R. Latimer, An easy and 
adequate means for learning the system. - - - - - - - ._ ·- · • 75 
!.!ll:, Braille Guide, Grade 2, by Ruth R. Hayden. A manual for 
adult beginners. - - - - - - - - - - - - • ~ - - - - • - 1.00 
Foundation Primer, Grade 2, by H. R. Latimer; for beginners in 
Standard English Braille. - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - .. 1.25 
~ 2f Contractions, Grade 2, by Alice Smith - - - - - - - .25 
Pamphlets 
Printed with wide and gradually les.sening line spacing. 
For adult beginners. 
Familiar RhJ!!es ... -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - - .. - - ... - ,45 
Sermon on the Hotmt - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - • 45 
Seven Familiar-p;a[ms: 90, 91, 1, 37, 23, 24, 42 - - - -- ~ .40 
The Discontented Pendulum, by jane Taylor, ) - - - - - - -and~! Handful .2f day, by Hen_ry Van Dyke) .,35 
~ Practical ~ ~ Blind Piano Teachers, Grade 2, 
by Dorothy Baldwin Holmberg - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - - 1. 50 
tlZ Arithmetic !!22!, by Carle, Corcoran and Knapp, yrade 2 - - 1. 75 
NO C.O.D. ORDERS. ARTICLES CANNOT BE RETURNED 
FOR EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 30 DAYS. 
-~--~- II 
APPENDIX C 
Basic Reader Series Used at Perkins; Some of the Conserns that 
Manufacture Materials Used in Educating the Blind; Questionnaire 
Basic Readers Series Used at Perkins 
Phillips, Harriet M., and Helena M. Drake (compilers), Bob and Kay 
Book One (pre-primer), American Printing House for the Blind, 
Louisville, Kentucky, 1954. 
_ __ , Bob and Kay Book Two (pre-primer). 
__ , Bob and Kav Story Book (pre-primer) . 
______ ,Up the Sound Ladder (A Phonics Drill Book), American Printing 
House for the Blind, Louisville, 1954. 
Gray-Arbuthnot, Curriculum Foundation Series, Scott Foresman Company, 
Chicago, 1946. 
O'Donnell and Carey, Alice and Jerry Books, Row Peterson and Company, 
1936-1945. 
Russel, and Others, Ginn Basic Readers, Ginn and Com?any, New York, 
1948 . 
Hildreth, Et. Al., Easy Growth in Reading, Winston, Philadelphia, 1951. 
Smith, Nila Banton, Learning to Read, Silver-Burdett, New York, 1945 . 
Pennell and Cusack, Children's Own Readers, ~inston, Philajelphia, 
1936. 
Some of the Concerns that Manufacture Materials 
Used in Educating the Blind 
AFB - American Foundation for the Blind, 15 West 16th Street, 
New York 11, New York. Affiliated with the American Foundation: 
National Industries for the Blind, Inc.; The Technical Research 
Department. Under contract with t he American Foundation: 
The Elgin Watch Company; L. C. Smith, Corona Typewriter Co . 
AFOB - American Foundation for Over seas Blind, 22 West 17th Street, 
New York 11, New York. 
APH - American Printing House for the Bl ind, 1838 Frankfort Avenue, 
Louisville 6, Kentucky. 
Brannan, R.C., 9 Lorraine Road, Summit, New Jersey. (Arithmetic slates) 
BIA - Braille Institute of America , 741- 745 North Vermont Avenue , 
Los Angeles 27, California. 
Clovernook Printing House for the Blind, 6990 Hamilton Avenue, 
Cincinnati 31, Ohio. 
Eastall Corporation, New York, New York. (Distributors of foreign braille 
writers) 
Hammett Company, J . L., 24 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts. (General 
school supplies) 
HMP - Ho~ Memorial Press , Perkins School for the Blind, 175 North Beacon 
Street, Watertown, Massachusett s. 
Illinois School for the Blind, Jacksonville, Illinois. 
IBM - International Business Machines Corporation. 
Lions International Activities for the Blind, McCormick Building, 
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. 
Matilda Ziegler Publishing Company for the Blind, Inc. , Main Street, 
Monsey, New York. 
NBP - National Braille Press, 88 Saint Stevens Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts. 
RNIB - Royal National Institute for the Blind, 224 Great Portland Street, 
London, Sl7 1, England. 
United State• Playing Card Corporation. (Brailled playing cards) 
Western Electric Company. (Braille alarm clocks) 
To: Lower School teachers 
A small group of teachers and teacher-trainees are preparing a 
thesis for Boston University in which we hope to evaluate the teaching 
aids used here in the Lower School. By providing us with the follovdng 
information, we will have an idea of the extent to which these aids 
are being used. At a later date we would appreciate talking to some 
of you and hearing your opinions on the use of these aids. ~e will 
pick these up on r!onday, Jan. 28. 
Thank you, 
Thesis Group 
1. Vfuat available teaching aids (any tangible equipment) do you use 
in the f ollowing areas of teaching? Plaase include types of museum 
equipment. If aids seem to overlap from one area to another, don 1t 




Social Studies: (including geography, history) 
Science: (Nature study equipment, health, standard experimental apparatus) 
Nusic: 
Please underline which aids the children had a workable knowledge 
of before they came into your class . 
2. ~ Jhat t ypes of handwork do you do in your classroom? 
). "lfuat aids that you know are available to you do you find you do not use? 
To: Lower School teachers 
A small group of teachers and teacher-trainees are preparing a 
thesis for Boston University in which we hope to evaluate the teaching 
aids used here in the Lower School. By providing us with the follovdng 
information, we will have an idea of the extent to which these aids 
are being used. At a later date we would appreciate talking to some 
of you and hearing your opinions on the use of these aids. ~e will 
pick these up on r!onday, Jan. 28. 
Thank you, 
Thesis Group 
1. Vfuat available teaching aids (any tangible equipment) do you use 
in the f ollowing areas of teaching? Plaase include types of museum 
equipment. If aids seem to overlap from one area to another, don 1t 




Social Studies: (including geography, history) 
Science: (Nature study equipment, health, standard experimental apparatus) 
Nusic: 
Please underline which aids the children had a workable knowledge 
of before they came into your class . 
2. ~ Jhat t ypes of handwork do you do in your classroom? 
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~ The PERKINS BRAILLER 
Designed and developed by David Abraham, Chief Engineer of the 
Howe Press, to give years of quiet and effortless service. 
Over two thousand Braillers are now being used by transcribers, lawyers, 
students and others. The students include all levels from primary grade 
through graduate college courses. 
Manufactured by 
The HOWE PRESS 
of 
PERKINS INSTITUTION 
Watertown 72. Mass .• U.S. A. 
Features of the Perkins Brailler 
THE PERKINS BRAILLER embodies ideas never before applied to braille-
writers. It is revolutionary in appearance and unique in operation, requir-
ing less effort to use, and producing less noise than any other machine 
we have seen. The first thing that attracts attention is its sturdy 
COMPACT BUll.D. It is almost entirely enclosed. The aluminum frame en-
cases and protects the mechanism. The handle, which drops down into 
a recess when not in use, is placed so that the machine balances easily 
in the hand. The neat dust cover provided with each machine drops 
over with ease because there is 
NO PROTRUDING CARRIAGE to project from either side. The only table 
space required for operation is the actual width of the machine, 15lj4 
inches overall. Material can stand close to this machine while being 
copied. As there is no "carriage" in the conventional sense the 
PAPER IS HELD STATIONARY. The paper roller stays still during the broil-
ling operation and is never moved from side to side. The only moving 
part is the 
PRECISION BRAILLING UNIT which weighs less than nine ounces and em-
bosses from cell to cell across the page so lightly that the machine does 
not "walk" a long the desk. This unit can be returned to the left margin 
with the touch of a finger, almost noiselessly. It is also 
SIMPLE TO LINE SPACE by pressing a key and the whole operation of re-
turning the brailling unit and turning the roller can be done in less than 
two seconds, using either one or both hands. The action of the keys also 
is quiet and light and there is 
NO NEED FOR POUNDING since by an ingenious device the dots are em-
bossed uniformly regardless of unequal pressure on the different keys. 
This feature not only guarantees good Braille symbols but saves so much 
energy that the machine can be used comfortably by the smallest child 
in school. A newly devised feed mechanism makes it 
EASY TO INSERT the paper. This operation begins in the conventional 
manner by feeding the sheet through a slot at the back until it is stopped 
by a straight-edge which assures true alignment. A lever is moved and 
the paper rolled in quickly and quietly by one or both hands. Aluminum 
clamps keep the paper firmly gripped during insertion 
( 
Features of the Perkins Brailler 
A ~IFORM ~ARGIN is obtained on every page. A full sized sheet of paper 
may easily be inserted in about five seconds. 
PAPER DOES NOT FALL IN beyond the top of the sheet. When the page is 
fully inserted the mechanism locks regardless of the paper length within 
the capacity of the machine. 
PAPER DOES NOT FALL OUT of the back of the machine until released by 
the operator who knows when the last line is reached because the line 
spacer locks at this point. 
ADJUSTABLE MARGIN STOPS for the left and right margins are standard 
features. Adjustment of the right margin stop automatically sets the 
warning bell. 
EASY TO READ. Each cell as it is embossed can be read without moving 
any of the mechanism. 
EASY TO CORRECT. The stripper plate provides a flat surface for erasing 
at either side of the embossing head. 
GOOD FOR ARITHMETIC. The grooved pressure roller allows the brailled 
paper to be reinserted without crushing the dots. 
QUIET. The Perkins Brailler can be operated quietly enough for use in class-
room or lecture hall, even though several machines are in use simul-
taneously. 
LONG LIFE. The Perkins Brailler is designed for long service. Full advan-
tage has been taken of new materials and manufacturing processes. 
GOOD IN ALL CLIMATES. Particular attention has been given to the prob-
lem of corrosion. Tests lead us to expect that no lubrication whatsoever 
will be required after the machine is delivered. 
ATTRACTIVE. As shown in the illustration, the Brailler is designed without 
sharp corners, is functional yet beautiful in form. It is finished in a pleas-
ing and permanent baked enamel finish, soft grey in color 
The Perkins Unimanual Brailler 
This is a special model of the Perkins Brailler primarily for per-
sons limited by disability to the use of one hand. It incorporates 
additional mechanism developed by the original designer of the 
Perkins Brailler. The keyboard is similar to the standard Perkins 
Brailler but the keys for dots one, two and three remain depressed 
until dots four, five or six are added or the space key used. The ease 
with which the paper can be inserted in the Perkins Brailler makes 
the machine particularly suitable for this alteration. The Unimanual 
Brailler cannot be operated with two hands. Further advice on the 
Unimanual model will be given upon request. 
ONE YEAR'S GUARANTEE against defective parts or workmanship on each 
Perkins Brailler is effective on delivery. It can be mailed to the Howe 
Press in the original carton by parcel post for little cost from any part of 
the United States. 
CASE. For commuting, a lioht but strong and modern case is available at 
additional cost. Simple cushion clamps on chromed slides hold the machine 
securely. It has a Pyroxalin coated exterior covering and clean lined interior. 
The deep lid .is removable and there are two neat locks with keys. Weight 
4 lbs. 12 oz. 
THE PERKINS BRAILLER provides for the use of standard light and heavy 
braille paper. up to eleven and a half inches wide and maximums of thirty-
one lines and forty-two characters across the page. The machine is 151/4 
inches wide overall, 5% inches high and 91/4 inches from back to front 
Weight 9 lbs. l4 oz. 
PRICES: Perkins Brailler (standard) 








Prices on request for Braillers to make special size dots 
or for the use of extra heavy paper. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 




Watertown 72. Mass. 
The Brown Slate 
,, 
Manufactured by 
Uhe cAmerican P rinting. 
JlouJe :lor Uhe J3linJ 
1839 Frankfort A venue 
Louia,1Ue 6, Kenturk:y 
The Hro-n·n ·late j .. a n.:finernf'nl of the n:.gulation poekel 
.. ]ate to ..,.),idt Jw .. Lt.~·fl Jtldt•tl mn c\lra Crame to hold the: pin' 
for mounting the- P!lJ'W'r -LI th.ll it i~ vo~~ihle to drop O!>en dtf' 
hottom ,,_nt o£ the E!Ui•l•· .111d r•'it•f \•·hat ha.s Lteu written ..,.•ith· 
out takin~ th~ j};lj)~l' ()lit c.f du: .!l.tk ibelf. (:'~e phota~t'.lJ)hJ. 
The qJnte pro,· i lic ~> for ·I lint .. of h'riting. 28 «lh f•;lj'h, .lfl~l 
empl0)'6 <~.UJnol.n<l :\mr-•·i··.ltt l~ t·aill~ ~paC'iug .090" bd~'Ci'll 
:t<lj:tf'(>nt dot,; \\ itltin tl •'L'II \'<'rti('all~· and hori7tmtally: .2 50"' 
l•t't\•'t-en hodo:om;;.11y :tdja~·u t tlvt.: of t"-O !tdjacent cd l., \\'ithin 
lho: !-aiDe Braillt· line: nnd .400 .. bt•tween "ertically adjacent 
t!l)l€ (If two ,·ertit·al1y adjtt('('lll cdh of tv.o adjrtffnt Brsillc 
l inr~. The <Htl'aU ~i7o:> of the ~late i! ~,S .. x2l:,"'. All slate~ 
~re made of bronz.eo("()lorfil J;lurninum. and employ a rf'gult · 
til')n ~tylus. 
Prin• h•ith ·t~lu .. l-$2.91. !)t"I!J.ti<l in the luited Slat~~. 
Brannan Cubarithm Slate 
l For M3thematic~l C~lcul~tionsj 
J . j" ' !" ; ~ ;• I . ': 
l- . i . 1 r , ~ . · : ; l iii:IJ . . . . . . 1' 111 1 · HI I I :1 I 1 ' • : f• tff: f: :-u t. : I ' ! H Iu 
uu•:: (u•u• .... :... . .... . 
.... .. . ..... . UiHiUUUU! , 
~···· ···~···· ·)· 
)1anufa.clured b:'t' 
uhe of.merican Printing 
.JiouJe :lor uhe JJlind 
1839 Fr.mkfqr1 th enue 
LouJs ,111e 6. Ke ntucky 
Thi· dr,icr ,·cu••i•l., of,, ~'lUlU(', pl~t•tk 1)1).:-. framr O'lnd :1 •ct 
•[ lOO plo.tk I) I'<· 
Tt. .. ir,unt' t:o. m••l~lrcl £rom ri~titl. M.t••l ph1:'nolic ll l.l•li•·. aud 
... s3 1 <t9 m ,.1J.r. 'l hc-rt'.t rr2.)6t·~·ll .. i11thf' fr~mr 116 <t 16l, 
t>.H h C'dl l~ein~ I ;.! \. 1:,:' ••IUJ rt•. 
\ ~~ "f nil If' .. P• .•1•1• of 100 •'"VJtJtr, ~d.-nural ru~ 
n' (r.,f fn•rn t iFtd.J,(,.,-. ,,}. .. ,..,,)., p) .... lir. f>Jfh ru!if' Lrinf: :1 ..,• ' 
... , :t,. t:..<h +.u!~ c •11t.i~ .. t : f' Rr•ill• di~h from 1 to 9 
and 0 on 6H• !>( t}t"" fa• .-.. '-h• 11 J'ftl..,....h posiliulw-d. plu .. t.f:.,-
it."tb-r .. ;. .. on !h~ .. ;,lb q!t" '-hlt'u c.tn be- u~ fvr \.JtiO>U' pur· 
, ... . ~ .. .J• m.hnF tu P••ih•m. 
111"" m.un 1• .qt.•*' nf th,- dn ic"" j., to aid 1}1c h · .. rhm~ .tnd 
'f\ut.o.lllJ ,j 1uuM4· • ,,( J,.q;:, di,i•inn. muh•r~ihltiul ·•f lafl:t' 
numltt-1 ... ~ l•ttdi timt, Jml acMit,.-~n. 
Tltf han, • .tOO ~ .,f cuiOC"~ ··o~n f 111• J~tUcl~.oi...:d ~p.!ir.:~t("h or 
in ·--·mi•Jr)blicm. pn•.,...J •• r .. u ..... 11(· .. ··~··· In 1M l nit~ ' lttlr•: 
ll..- t t·~ :lbr u. '' j _ol1111· ·f '"fl Urtll~an •·•'• ol11111hl br J l'cn lb II. I, lll•nnu, 
•••1111', :ft• J~nn . 'Orll•> \o• '"""' IIH< ).lo nll!ll.tHtllr"~r al!<l <llal"l'ibollinn rl1ll•o 1•> 





uhe olmerican Printing 
.JiouJe 9or uhe J3lind 
1$39 Frankfort AHnue 
Louis' IUe 6. Kentucky 
ntOUT i! an educ3tional E·•mt.: designed Cor drill i1l the 
lJUic;k rtoognition o£ fr3ction~ or Cll UOI vn hu'. e.g .• LS/20 h 
tllf' snmc a~ 3/ 4, nr 6/18 is lh t'l same a! l/3. The Br,,ille 
e<liti()r), ad11J!ted {T'(lm tht: origint~l ink·prinl edition J,y ptl'• 
mi!Sion of the ll\lthor. con.!>it-lj1 of 20 ootrugau·l'l houah f6 
inehf"P x 9·1/2 ioche!> in ~ixe 1 OOH•rt'd with hea'~' glar.nl 1•aptr 
on ,.,.hich h~\'C been prinh:ti. i!'l l«h Braille and large t> pe 
form, fi,c columns o£ fraclion'~ fi,c to a ro)umn. The eolunuu 
are headed 1 in Hraillc and ink JH'iut) "ith the 6\·c lcnc·n. o £ 
the word "1 \IOUT" . • unll,olfJl" hAw· lu:cn IHIIlCht:d in tl1c ctniN 
()f l'acla frMtion in each C()lumn fo•· the in<~ert il)n o£ small )lfg,., 
The g~me it~;clf is jJ13)'ed in t• ml\1111er ~imi lar to biuR(). A 
box of 150 :-mall cardhoard ,oqmu·t"~~ c:.j,Ch overprinted in Loth 
Braille and lrnge l>"J)e ,.:ith one of lhf' lcttf'r~ oi .. 1\IOU•J"' 
plus a il'3t1ion. i~ pro,;ded for dr.l"nlllg. A~ each ~uue j, 
dr<l\\fl iro:n the box. the lcuc:r lllltl rrat·tion printed tho>rcon j .. 
ealle<l aloud. l'ht:t•eupon each plll)f'l' l'(•,,d!l do'H\ tht> oolumn 
head..-•! I•)' tl•e approprietc letter 1(1 !Icc if his card rontilittll 
the ~am(· lr~adion or one of e<Jutll \:llue. H "0, he in!>er1" B 
pPg in 1he l'''Op•·r hole. To win. ~ plare•· mu~t ha,·c fin· J}e~!" 
in a rfl". hMi7ontalh·. ''ertir~lh , .u dia8-onally from Ont' 
oomer to 3Mihcr. 
Tlu: t'fltir~ g.mtc j, pri~ ... l .It s.;.()2 p•, .. t,uid. dll~l t'on-i~ t .. 
o( tht' (1)11()\\ ill~ item,: 
20 C'tlfd~ { 6 inrhcj; .'\ 9.1 / 2 im·hC$) 
] 50 '-<luarel!> for draw in~ 1 in a bn:t • 
1 box I){ a l>pro'Ximatch 120 J>t'E~ 
l cxtr.s box to holrl MJIIIln: .. a~ they an- dra"'YI· ;o 





_ .. -.. ·· .... 
L'i!:..O. : ,""::-·.:.·" 
t--hnufsc1ured by 
Uhe cAmerican Printing. 
.Jiouu 9or Uhe J3lind 
1$39 Fra.n.kfort Avenue 
Loub~Ut 6. Rt:nuadcy 
This de\'iec con,i'b of :.t slou~. metal fr.tmc. and ~ .. ct of 
indi\·idual Braille<! ~oo.ord~ m~unted on cardLoard. 
The 5pclling fr..uru.: i~ wade of lightwcigln magnl'l!ium. na· 
tunal fOlor. hcing lo/.i" ;< 9'' in ~ i 1.e . There are 5 .:lvl<~ running 
the long way of tlu; fr,1111~. el.l<"h !~.lot , hcing J3/ J6" -.,. idf', :tnd 
into which t1le indi\'idu,d \\ Orr!~ ••an he fitted in Jint' ... 
The set of '•onll' rompri-.e~ th.> !>.!lme ~l of 158 ,,·ordF. UM--..1 
m :he Unit Flt~~ht.Hd.: ior the .. Ba!'i(' Re-3ding ~trir~" JH't·· 
printer£ of thi&. M>rie .. v.hid1 arc al~ in Braille. Th,.. v.ord .. Art' 
embo~~ in llr.lill(' ~de 2. 5utlident e~re :!!IM"'\t' .and l~lov. 
t1le Braille v.ord~ j,.. 1>m' ided "'ithin th~ ~p;1ting: of the .,J,,, .. ()[ 
the frau~e toallo'' (or,.,,_, rcJJdin~ "'ilh the fing.~r-.. 
The purpost> o f thi .. dc,·icc ito lo :lid in tcachin~ .. pelliue. 
('O.H~ re«~gnition of \\ (ll'oh , ,111d •ell1('nl"(' huiJding. 
The fmmc; and !lw !ll'l of ••oa·oil'> t"au b.: purd1a~L·d ~<'!''"· 
araH•ly or in romhinltli(ol), J)ri<'E>d M foHow~. po~tp:lifl ln thr 
linit('(l State.">: 
r ,.lunf'-SJ.l 1. 
~ oi t nit \\'ord· • I .it' h• -rtJ St. II. 
Mitchell Wire Forms 
With 
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L" ~ 0 0 0\ '\ 
~h nufsctured by 
uhe olmerican Printing 
..Hou~e Jor Uhe £lind 
1839 Fnu1ldor1 A'\'f.'tme 
Louh' ille 6. 1\ enltl<'l.; ~ 
Mitchell Wire Forms 
W ith 
Matched Planes and Volumes 
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The Hoff Aid 
(Upward-writing Slate) 
Manufactured by 
Uhe olmerican Printing 
JlouJe 9or Uhe J3linJ 
1839 Frankfort Avenue 
louisville 6, Kentucky 
The Hoff Aid is in the nature of an upward-writing slate, 
and is designed primarily for use in making mathematical cal-
culations on paper. Its· main advantage lies in the fact that it 
permits examination of the Brailled characters at all times with-
out having to remove the paper from the slate. It is not designed 
for taking notes and the like, since it does not permit the 
necessary speed in writing. 
The device consists of a flat sheet of black metal, 91/.t," long 
by 2ljR" wide, on which a single line of 30 6-dot Braille cells 
have been stamped with the dots pointing upward. ".\1ounted 
over the frame is a round steel bar along "hich a movable die-
box is made to travel over the raised line of dots by pushing 
with the finger after each Braille character is punched. The 
steel rod itself is slotted at 14" intervals so as to position the 
die-box over the Braille dots for writing cell by cell. The die-
box is fitted with 6 inverted, conically-shaped caps the size of 
Braille dots, which are held in place by small springs and are 
arranged to fit down over the Braille dots below when depressed. 
A regular Braille stylus is used to push the caps down over the 
raised dots, with the paper between, to form the Braille char-
acters. The paper itself is mounted in a hinged metal line-index 
paper feed, which is in turn slipped into the slate at the left he-
tween the bottom of the slate and the rod with the movable die-
box. The movable die-box can be pushed from left to right as 
desired, and the line-index paper feed (with the paper) can he 
moved up and down at will to give proper line spacing. Further, 
if desired, the die-box can he flipped hack from over the line of 
writing to permit easy reading of calculations already written. 
When not in use, the line-index paper feed can he fitted under 
two clamps under the bottom of the slate, so as not to become 
separated from the frame. 
The maximum size of paper which can be used with the Hoff 
Aid is 8:1;2" x9~~", providing for 16 Braille lines of 30 cells to 
the line. 





l. Line of up\\ ard-pointing dots. 
2. Slotted steel bar over which movable diebox runs. 
3. Movable diebox. 
4. Hinged line-index paper feed. 
5. Stylus. 
A. P. H. 
Cubarithm or Arabic 
Numeral Arithmetic Type 
Slate and Kindergarten 
Peg Board 
Manufactured by 
Uhe olmerican Printing 
JJouJe 9or Uhe 13/inJ 
1839 Frankfort Avenue 
Louisville 6, Kentucky 
This device consists of a plastic type frame, with which can 
he used either plastic Braille cuharithm cubes or 24-point plastic 
Gothic numeral type (for arithmetical calculations), or square, 
plastic pegs (as a kindergarten pegboard). 
The frame itself is molded from semi-rigid red vinyl plastic, 
and is 81;2"x7". There are 256 cells in the frame (16x16), 
each cell being %6 " by %6" square, and a tray at one end for 
holding the type when the frame is in use. The purpose of mak-
ing the frame from semi-rigid vinyl plastic is to reduce the noise 
when working with the type. 
To use the device as an arithmetic slate, either of two kinds 
of type can he employed: 
Braille Cubarithm Cubes- Made of hard yellow vinyl 
plastic, 'X6"x%G"x %6 in size. Each type is identical to 
the others, and contains the Braille digits from 1 to 9 
and 0 on five of the faces when properly positioned, plus 
one blank side which can be used for various other pur-
poses. 
24-Point Gothic Arabic Numerals- Made of hard yellow 
vinyl plastic, %6 x%6"x'1I a". The set consists of 15 each 
of the digits from 1 to 9 and 0. In addition to being 
used in mathematical cal~ulations, this set of type is 
useful for teaching the shape of ink-print numerals to 
blind children. 
To use the device as a kindergarten pegboard, square pegs 
made of hard blue vinyl plastic are employed, each peg being 
%6 x%a"x%6" in size. 
The frame and three sets of type can be purchased separately 
or in combination, priced as follows, postpaid in the United 
States: 
Frame-$2.12. 
Braille cubarithm cubes (set of 150)--$2.61. 
Arabic numerals (set of 150-15 of each digit 1 to 9, plus 
0)-$2.61. 
Kindergarten pegs (set of 150)- $1.61. 
p 
l. Red semi-rigid vinyl frame with square holes. 
2. Braille cubarithm Cubes-made of hard yellow vinyl plastic. 
3. 24-point gothic Arabic numerals-made of hard yellow vinyl plastic. 
4. Kindergarten pegs- made of hard blue vinyl plastic. 
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APH Talking Book 
Reproducer Model L-5 
1 
Manufactured by 
Uhe olmerican Printing 
JlouJe 9or Uhe J3linJ 
1839 Frankfort Avenue 
Louisville 6, Kentucky 
The APH Model L-5 Talking Book Reproducer is a three-
speed machine which will play 33-1/3, 45 and 78 r.p.m. The 
'machine is a portable model weighing 21 pounds (26 pounds 
packed for shipment). The wooden frame is covered with 
imitation leather. The speaker is mounted in the cover which 
is detachable from the bottom with a sufficient length of cord 
so that it can be placed as much as 8 feet distance from the ma-
chine itself. 
This model machine has been provided with a Model 99-80-S 
turnover ceramic reproducer cartridge, so that it is suitable for 
use in all types of climate. The cartridge is equipped with dual 
sapphire needles so that it can play effectively both the older type 
wide-grooved Talking book records as well as the newer fine-
line microgroove records. The needle-change lever (No. 1) is 
found on the pick-up arm at the location of the cartridge. When 
this lever is pointing toward the center of the record, it is ad-
justed for the new fine-groove records. When the older records 
are played, the needle-change lever should be pushed downward 
and up on the side of the arm away from the center of the record. 
With moderate care and usage, these needles will last for sev-
eral years. If the needles become damaged, they can be re-
placed at a nominal cost by any local radio service company. 
(Use either the needle for Model 9980-S Sonotone cartridge or 
Jan sen needle S-66). Needles can also be ordered from the 
Printing House (price $1.85 postpaid). However, it is always 
well to have a local radio repair man make the actual replace-
ment of the needle cartridge. 
The Model L-5 is designed to operate on 110-120 volts, 60 
cycles, A.C. current only. The power consumption is 70 watts. 
A fuse (No. 2) receptacle is located on the motorboard. If re-
placement of fuse should be necessary, use only an AGC-1, 250-
volt fuse. One spare fuse is supplied with each new machine, 
to be found in the open receptacle on the motorboard when the 
machine is shipped. 
There are four controls (for numbers, refer to picture) : 
a. Volume control (No. 3) -This knob controls the loudness 
( ~ 
p 
of the speaking. It also turns off the power when turned to the 
maximum counterclockwise position. It should always be in 
tliis po.sition when the reproducer is not in use. 
b. Toggle switch (No. 4) - This is used to stop the turn-
table when changing records. It does not turn off the power to 
the amplifier. 
c. Tone control (No. 5)- The right-hand knob. Turn the 
knob clockwise to increase depth of voice, counterclockwise to 
obtain higher frequencies of voice. 
d. Turntable speed lever (No. 6)- This is located at the 
left of the turntable. Speeds of 33-1/3, 45 and 78 r.p.m., as 
well as "off", are indicated. When the machine is not in use for 
a long period of time, this lever should be turned to the "off'' 
position. Intermediate speeds are not available. (A plastic 
bushing is provided to adapt the turntable to 45 r.p.m.) 
A jack (No. 7) for a speaker plug is located on the motor-
board. Earphones for use with this machine should be pur-
chased from a local radio store (or at the APR- price $4.25 
postpaid) , if it is desired to substitute earphones for the speaker. 
Such earphones must be equipped with a plug (Mallory Catalog 
No. 75 or equivalent). 
All Model L-5 machines can be used in the tropics, semi-
tropics, or locations where high heat and humidity are encoun-
tered, as "ell as in normal climates. This reproducer is not, 
however, designed to reproduce Soundscriber records, although 
it may be possible to play some records of this type on this 
machine. 
Price-$60.00, plus insurance and express on 26 pounds 





Uhe o/merican Printing 
JlouJe 9or Uhe JJ/inJ 
1839 Frankfort A venue 
Louisville 6, Kentucky 
This device consists of a metal type frame and a set of plastic 
type. 
The frame is made of light-weight aluminum, anodized a 
bright green, being 7~" x 12" in size. There are 432 octagon-
shaped cells in the frame ( 18 x 24), with a tray at one end for 
holding the extra type when the frame is in use. 
A set of type consists of 225 separate, identical pieces of 
type, molded from hard yellow vinyl plastic, each type piece be-
ing 3 / 16" x 3/ 16" x ll /16" in size. At one end of each piece 
of type are two Braille dots placed along one side, at the other a 
solid raised bar along one side. By placing the square type 
into the octagon-shaped holes in the type frame according to 
the positions noted in the figure below, the nine digits (l to 9) 
plus zero, and mathematical signs of operation (such as plus+, 
minus -, etc.) can be represented. 
~ 1 0 9 
• 
[) 2 [] o 
~ 3 () +(plus) 
~ 4 tJ -(minus) 
~ 5 <) X (multiplication) 
[1 6 Q --:-- (division) and : : (ratio) 
~ 7 0· (decimal point) 





The main purpose of the device is to aid in the teaching and 
working of problems of long division, multiplication of large 
~umbers, subtraction, and addition. 
The frame and the set of type can be purchased separately 
or in combination, priced as follows, postpaid in the United 
States: 
Frame-$5.61. 
Type (set of 225 pieces)-$3.11. 
Braille Slates and Styluses 
Manufactured by 
uke olmerican Printing 
JlouJe 9or Uhe J3linJ 
1839 Frankfort Avenue 
Louisville 6, Kentucky 
... 
DESCRIPTION 
The Braille slate and stylus is the traditional device for 
writing Braille by hand. All slates consist of a metal frame 
(or guide), which may or may not be designed to be mounted 
on a solid board, and a pointed steel punch with a handle called 
a stylus. Each guide consists of two parts connected at the left 
end by a hinge. The face of the bottom o.f the guide is pitted 
with four lines of a series of six small, round depressions corre· 
sponding to the shape and spacing of the dots of the Braille cell. 
In order to guide the stylus in punching the dots, the top of the 
frame is punched with four lines of holes which outline the 
individual Braille cells and correspond to the arrangement of 
the pits in the bottom of the guide. To write on a slate, paper 
is inserted between the top and bottom of the guide, being held 
in place by small pins, and the Braille dots are punched down· 
ward into the paper, thus making it necessary to write from right 
to left in order that, when the paper is turned over in position 
for reading, the Braille characters can be read from left to right. 
All slates manufactured at the American Printing House for 
the Blind employ standard American Braille spacing-.090" 
between adjacent dots within a cell vertically and horizontally; 
.250" between horizontally adjacent dots of two adjacent cells 
with the same Braille line; and .400" between vertically adjacent 
dots of two vertically adjacent cells of two adjacent Braille lines. 
While the number of cells per line may vary with slates of dif· 




Each slate is designed for a different purpose, as follows: 
Desk or Board Slates: The large desk slate is designed for 
use where there is considerable writing to be done, as in school 
or by hand·transcriber::.. It ''ill accommodate either a 10" xl2" 
or a 11 "x 11 :lh" page. The small desk slate is designed for use 
by small children '' ith ::.horLer arms, and uses an 8" xl2" sheet. 
Slates Without Boards: The three slates which are not used 
with boards are designed to be u::.ed as follows: The large 37· 
tell correcting slate is used primarily by transcribers when cor· 
recting errors, since it is easier to moYe about on the page than 
the large desk slate. The 28·cell pocket slate is the universal 
slate used by blind persons for their own writing, school chil-
dren and adults alike, since it is light in weight and easily 
slipped into a pocket or purse. The l9·cell postcard slate is 
designed for ''riling on small cards and sheets of paper, and 
again closed ready for "riting. Thus, the paper can be suc-
cessively moved from pins to pins so as to keep the line-spacing 
true down its entire length. The advantage of this slate lies in 
its light weight and easy storage or transportation. 
The two desk model slates consist not only of the hinged 
guide (without the pins for holding the paper), but a solid 
'vooden board 9/ 16" thick, with a metal hinge with 2 pins at 
the top for clamping the paper permanently into position. In 
addition, the guides are provided with a small round peg at either 
end which match corresponding holes in grooves along either 
side of the board. To use this slate, the guide is mounted in 
the two top holes on either side of the board and the top of the 
guide is opened back to the left. The paper is then inserted 
squarely into the hinge at the top which is then clamped into 
place, and the top of the guide is closed over the paper. When 
the first four lines of writing are completed, it is not necessary to 
open the guide, but simply to lift it slightly off the board (with 
the paper still between the top and bottom parts) and move it 
down so that the pegs on the back of the guide will slip into the 
next set of holes on either side of the board, and so on, until 
the entire page of writing is completed. In addition to speed-
ing up the moving of the guide, the fact that the desk slate is 
mounted on a board assures a flat writing surface at all times. 
p 
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allow for four Braille lines of writing before the paper or guide 
must be moved to permit further writing. The same stylus may 
· be used · with all slates, although they are supplied with two 
different sizes of handles- the standard size for adults and 
smaller ones for young children. 
There are two styles of slates-the simple guide; and the 
board or desk slate which has not only a guide, but a thick board 
to provide a flat writing surface. Both styles come in more than 
one guide length, i.e., number of cells per line. The simple 
guide without the board may be obtained in three lengths-the 
correcting slate of 4 lines of 37 cells each, the pocket slate of 
4 lines of 28 cells each, and the postcard slate of 4 lines of 
19 cells each. The desk slate may be obtained in only two 
lengths-the large board slate "ith a guide 37 cells in length, 
and the small board slate with a guide 27 cells in length. 
The two styles of slates differ somewhat in design and man-
ner of use. The three simple types of slates- correcting, pocket 
and postcard-consist only of the hinged guide, on the face of 
the bottom part of which are four pins which hold the paper 
in place. As each four lines of writing are completed, the top 
of the guide is opened back, the paper is lifted upward so that 
the two holes punched in it at either side by the two bottom pins 
on the guide are remounted over the two pins at either end of 
the top of the guide, and t" o new holes are punched to corre-
spond with the bottom pins, and the top of the guide is then 
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is even more portable than the pocket slate, although il permits 
of a ve ry limited amount of writing al any one time. 
PRICES 
The price!-- of the five sla tes (each supplied with a stylus) 
a re as follows, postpaid in the Uni ted States: 
Large desk slate (37-cells, 4 lines-overall size 12J;,j 11 x 101,411 , 
mounted on a wooden board with paper hinge a t lop; guide 
made o f nickel all oy) $4.23. 
Small desk sla te (27-ceUs, 4 lines overall size 121) 111 x 73)111 , 
mounted on a wooden board with paper hinge a t lop ; guide 
made of nickel alloy) - $3.37. 
Correcting slate (37-cells, 4 lines- overall size ll Yt" x 1% 11 ; guide 
made of nickel allo)) guide onl ) $2.21. 
Pocket Slate (28-cells, 4 lines- overall size 8J;,j 11 x 1 o/t 11 ; guide 
made of a luminum in a choice of six colors-red, light and 
dark g reen, light and dark blue, and black ) guide only-
$2 .11 . 
P ostcard slate ( 19-cells. 1 lines overall size 6" x l %"; guide 
made of dark blue aluminum) guide only- $1.76. 
Styluses either large or small hand les (made with cadmium-plated. 
conically-gr ound steel points, handles painted with black 
enamel ) 13c each, or $1.31 per dozen. (Unless otherwise 
specified, only the regula r, large-handled stylus will be 
supplied ). 
Relief Globe, Plaques, and 
Dissected Maps of 
Continents 
Manufactured by 
uke olmerican Printing 
'-- JlouJe :lor Uhe J3linJ 
1839 Frankfort Avenue 
Lou isville 6 , Kentucky 
GLOBE AND PLAQUES 
Globe-Of hollow plastic construction, 30" in diameter and 
'"with an overall height of 51", the globe is mounted on a sturdy 
metal base which provides for easy revolving on a correctly-
angled axis. The base also provides for standing the globe on 
a vertical axis. Additional features include raised longitude and 
latitude lines (showing the Equator, Arctic and Antarctic Circles, 
and the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn). The entire surface 
is lacquered in contrasting colors, blue for the water areas, and 
yellow for the land surfaces, plus a light brown tinting of the 
mountainous elevations for good contrast. 




and large cities are indicated by different sizes and shapes of 
nailheads. Where relief is shown, the elevations are exaggerated 
30 per cent in comparison with the horizontal areas. 
Molded Plastic Dissected Relief Map of United States 
Wooden maps of the various continents are available as 
follows (each map being approximately 42" x 50" and weighing 
100 lbs. packed for shipment) : 
In Relief: 
Africa --------------------------------------$330.00* 
Asia ---------------------------------------- 330.00* 
Australia and the Philippines .... 240.00* 
Europe ------------------------------------ 270.00* 
North America --------- --------------- 330.00* 
South America 270.00* 
Flat Puzzle Maps (no relief) : 
Africa -------------------------·------------$155.00* 









Large, dissected easel-type maps of the various continents 
are available in two forms, flat and in relief. With the exception 
of the United States, all maps are made of wood, hand-carved. 
All maps are dissected, so that individual countries or states can 
be lifted out for easy examination. Each individual country or 
state is lacquered in a different color. :Main rivers, lakes and 
oceans are all colored blue, water bodies being depressed from 
the land masses for easy recognition with the finger. Capital 
Wooden Dissected Relief Map 
p 
Plaques-Desk-size plaques (thin plastic reproductions from 
the globe itself) of the seven major global areas are also avail-
able, including: North America, South America, Europe, Africa, 
. Asia, Avstralia and the East Indies, and the North Arctic regions. 
These plaques are colored in blue, yellow and brown similar to 
the globe. 
Price-$5.91 postpaid per plaque ( S41.37 per set of 7). 
Label Kit- A kit of 7 Braille labels, made of clear plastic 
backed with gummed tape for temporary pasting to either globe 
or plaques, are also available. The labels identify the ocean 
areas. 
Price-Slc per set, postpaid. 
DISSECTED CONTINENTAL l\1APS 
Molded Rubber, Dissected Relief Map of United States 
Molded Plastic maps (dissected) of the United Stales are 
available in two sizes: 
Large (rigid polyester plastic) 
28" X 48" ..... ........................ ....... $280.00* 
Small (semi· rigid rubber, for desk use) 
19:14" X 3114" ........................... . 135.00** 
Easels- While all of the maps can be used flat on a table, it 
is recommended that easels be provided for all but the small 
United Stales map. Wooden easels, equipped with castors, may 
be provided for any of the large maps at a cost of $25.00, plus 
shipping charges on 20 lbs. (When ordering easels, it is re-
quested that the specific maps with which they are to be used 
be designated, so that the proper size can be supplied.) 
•Freight shippinp: costs additional. 
••Express or freight shipping costs additionnl. 
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Constructo Set No. 1 
I 
Manufactured by 
Uhe olmerican Printing 
Jlou~e !lor Uhe JJlinJ 
1839 Frankfort Avenue 
Louisville 6. Kentucky 
-The Wooden Constructo Set is an educational toy consisting 
of various lengths of hard wood (with holes bored at regular 
intervals) and a quantity of "ooden nuts and bolts. This 
device is similar in design and purpose to the metal erector sets 
which have been available commercially for many years, but 
is of wooden construction and much larger in design to enable 
the blind child to handle the piece~ effecti,·ely. 
Set :;;:1 is priced at $42.75 postpaid in the Cnited States 
and consists of the following items packed in a \\ ooden storage 
box 8 x ll x 33 inehes in size: 
8 wooden lengths %, x 2 x 30 inche::. 
8 \\ ooden length::, 3J.t x 2 x 23 inches 
10 wooden lengths 3;4 x 2 x 16 inches 
15 wooden lengths 3J1 x 2 x 9 inches 
6 right angle joints 2 x 2 x 2-'Vs inche:o 
4 right angle joints 2 x 2 x 9 inches 
50 wooden holts :Y~-inch diameter, 4 inches long 
The purpose of this device is to giYe the blind child not 
only practice in the deYelopment of manual dexterity. but al..,o 
to help him develop and train his creative abilities by assem-
bling the pieces into various types of structures, sueh as bridges, 
derricks, windmills, cha irs, and many other items, a few of 
which are suggested in the accompanying photographs. 
Only Set #1, as listed above, is available at the present 
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